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Audio in the Field ENG Vans

Top Notch for Your Bottom Line
A top-notch performer, the new Studer A807 has the features and sound quality
you need for demanding production applications. And, as the lowest -priced
Studer, it also looks good on your bottom line.
The Fruits of "Trickle -Down" Technology. Over the past five
years Studer has developed a whole new generation of microprocessor -controlled ATRs. Now, with the A807, budget -minded

pros can find this new technology in a compact, ingeniously
engineered package.
A Summary of Top -Notch Features:
Digital setting and storage of audio alignment param
Tape shuttle wheel
Zero locate, autolocate, start locate, and loop functi
Multiple timer modes
Programmable keys for additional locator addresses, f
start ready, or lifter defeat
Backspace (momentary rewind to play), library win
varispeed, and reverse play

Three tape speeds
Microphone input with phantom powering;
Complete monitoring facilities
RS 232 port for external computerci
...and the list goes on!
AST

Sonically Superior. For superior high
frequency dynamics the A807 audio
electronics incorporate advanced
phase compensation and Dolby HX
Pro.' You won't sacrifice the top
end of your sound to enjoy a great

V

bottom -line price.

Tough Stuff. The A807 is 100% Studer, with a die-cast chassis and head block, rugged AC spooling motors, and
a new brushless DC capstan motor. Manufactured with Swiss precision, this ATR is
designed to get the job done faithfully-even in adverse outdoor remote
assignments.

Suit Yourself. The rack -mountable A807
may be ordered with optional wooden
side panels and handles, or in a roll around console with padded armrest. A
wide range of remote controls and options make it suitable for practically any
application.

To find out more about this new top-notch
performer, call or write for complete information and the name of your nearest Studer
Professional Products dealer.
STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 254-5651
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card

The DYNAMAX® family
of cartridge machines
New models, good looking, great listening
hirty years of experience is work-

' ing for you. In 1954, Fidelipac
invented the endless loop tape cartridge, and we've been in the business
ever since. We've focused our
experience to develop a complete
line of innovative, state-of-the-art
cartridge machines.
CTR100 Series
The ultimate cartridge machine. You
can intermix standard, high output,
mono, stereo, matrix and discrete
format cartridges using our Cartscansystem. Even warn a jock to read
live tags or automatically turn on
external function& Create special
effects with Vary Speed. Time carts
with ease, even in fast forward, with
our real time digital clock Other
features include DC servo motor.
Blackout status display. Splice finder.
On -board diagnostics. SMPTE time
code compatibility. Phase correcting

matrix system. Optional Maxtrax®

format. And audio you'd never
expect from a cart machine.
CTR10 Series
Our idea of basic utility. 3 cue tones.
Automatic fast forward. Audio search

Audio switcher and mixer. 1 kHz
defeat. Constant current recording.
Low voltage 2 -inch air damped solenoid. Ball -bearing self aligning pres-

sure roller. Azimuth independent
head bridge assembly. Superb audio.
CTR30 Series
A 3 -Deck that records. The recording
system is standard, and the complete
unit is priced below most play -only
3 -decks. The CTR30 Series offers 3
cue tones, audio switcher and mixer,
and a constant current recording
system for the cleanest audio you'll
ever put on a cartridge.

ESD10 Eraser/Splice Detector
Cleanest erasure ever! Dual constant
current precision erase heads. No
heat generating, tape stretching
degaussing coil& Continuous duty
operation Reliable, adjustment -free,
patented splice finding.
All you'll ever need
The inventor of the tape cartridge
has invented a complete family of
cartridge machines. Let our experience work for you. For more
information, contact Fidelipac or your
authorized DYNAMAX distributor.

DYNAMAX

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DELPAC

Fidelipac Corporation P.O. Box 808 Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A 609-235-3900 TELEX: 710897-0254 Toll Free 800 -HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the USA.
Circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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"Unu gradigi
taugi do!"
The quote above is Esperanto for "one size fits all:'
But Esperanto, which was created to be a universal
language, failed.
Its problem, which also applies to
"universal" video formats, was simple.
One size does not fit all; a truth that we
at Sony have great respect for.
Our customers have different
needs, so we offer a variety of solutions.
There's Betacam° for anyone
who needs a compact, high quality
ENG/EFP format. And Betacam SP for even igher
quality with full compatibility and four audio tracks.
One -inch type "C" provides unbeatable multiple
generation performance; Broadcast U-Matic?'
unbeatable price/performance. And for anyone who
requires a digital component format, 4:2:2 digital will
be available shortly.
So the next time you hear the words universal
format, it might be wise to remember these words
from the universal language: "Kliento atentu!"
(Buyer beware!).
For more information on the complete
line of Sony Broadcast products, contact your
local representative. Or call Sony Broadcast

at (201) 833-5231. S ONy
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It's a small wonder!
Big FOUR CHANNEL receiver and TWO CHANNEL transmitter
packed into the smallest packages ever.
The system is designed for ENG broadcast and remote video production
and operates in the VHF band between 165-216 MHz. There are 14 standard computer selected frequencies available from Telex. The receiver's
simple rotary dial allows quick channel changes in the field. Spring -loaded

battery compartment pops up so battery "sled" can be taken out and
replaced instantly with a spare-reducing battery change downtime to just
seconds. For more information on this "small wonder" write or call today.
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The affordable,
portable editing system.
At Camera Mart.
E11111111111PEI

"Super System" is a fully portable 3/4 -inch A-B Edit System
based on the Convergence Edit
Controller. It is completely selfcontained, can be rolled from
room to room and shipped anywhere in the world.

Open the cases, plug in and
you're ready to power up in a
matter of minutes.
It has one BVU-800 and one
BVU-820 as source machines
feeding one BVU-800. Other
configurations are available employing combinations from half inch through one -inch.
The Editor is supported by two
TBC's, time code, dual floppy
disk drives, high-speed printer,
switcher, and audio mixer.
Monitoring includes dual 8 -inch
color monitors, one 12 -inch color
monitor, wave -form monitor/
vectorscope, data display
monitor, and 2 -channel audio
system. All permanently
mounted and pre -wired.

1;

Camera Mart Transportable "Super System"
"Super System" was built for
Camera Mart rentals by the Systems Division of Camera Mart.
You can rent it from us or have
one built to your specifications.
It's new, and, as you'd expect,
it's available right new from
Camera Mart.

The more you know about video, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.
The

Camera Mart, Inc.

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 (212) 757-6977
Telex: 275619 FAX (212) 582-2498
305 Vine St., Liverpool, NY 13088 (315) 457-3703

Sales Service Rental
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The dupe.

c0 1987 Fun Photo Film U.S.A. Inc.. Magnetic Products Div, 555 Taxter Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523. Betacam is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.

The master.
To David Griffin, CEO of Rock
Solid Productions, transferring tape to
film is standard procedure. Here's what
he has to say about Fuji Betacam®
videocassettes.
"A few years ago, people thought
tape to film transfers were impossible.
But my company has built its reputation
on it. I attribute a large part of our success to the reliability of the videotape we
use. After all, any imperfections in the
tape aren't going to disappear on film.
"That's why for the past three years,
we've used nothing but Fuji Betacam
videocassettes. In fact, we've used Fuji
exclusively since we've been in business.
Because even though we shoot on tape,
our clients expect the quality to be as
good as film."
1

FUJI

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO TAPE
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4111 INVESTMENT IN THE MODEL 300
IS AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE.
WE'I constantly working to make the world's best production
switchrr even better, with an ongoing program of enhancements.
When we add new features to the 300, we make those same
features available to every owner with convenient field updates.
The Model 300. The best, and built to stay that way.

Jun106
C

Grass Valley Group®
STRENGTH YOU CAN RELY ON

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.* - P.O. Box 1114 - Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA - Telephone (916) 273-8421 - TRT: 160432 OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia (301) 622-6313;
Atlanta 4404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931; Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447; Las Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680. A TEKTRONIX COMPANY
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Editorial

Wherein

the FCC Listens
"McKinney seemed

to have 'hit the
wall' of legal
entanglements and
was urging the FCC
to stop hindering the
process of mediation
by delaying ruling."

In our November 1986 issue, we took the time to praise the efforts of
the FCC in appointing James McKinney to oversee the mediation
process involving RKO's broadcast licenses. In starting off the new
year, we will offer a little friendly advice regarding the same
subject.

At the time of this writing (December 1986) McKinney seemed to
have "hit the wall" of legal entanglements and was urging the FCC
to stop hindering the process of mediation by delaying ruling,
especially on the KHJ matter. McKinney's reported feeling was that
the FCC was delaying specifically the KHJ deal, and, by association,
the entire mediation process by simply not ruling an approval or
disapproval of Group W's acquisition of RKO's Los Angeles
broadcast property.
In our previous editorial, we praised the FCC for making a
positive move to rectify a long-standing fiasco in the journals of
broadcast business by "hiring" McKinney to conduct the unraveling
of this deeply entwined legal mess. The feeling here is that they
appointed the man (because he was qualified) to do the job, and they
should then give him every assistance he requires. Perhaps they
will, perhaps not.
We are urging that they go ahead and make the ruling, showing
support for McKinney's position and allowing the negotiations and
settlements of the other parties to progress. It seems clear now that
every interested party is waiting for the resolution of the KHJ
purchase before they will commit to any new kind of negotiation.
The FCC's action would serve notice to those involved that they are
really interested in seeing an end to this decades -long problem.
Since this is a clear case of failure in letting the "market" develop
in its own way (70 parties involved in legal battles for over 20
years), and since the FCC has tacitly admitted this by appointing
McKinney to direct the proceedings, the commission should clearly
give force to the effort by meeting McKinney's requests. In addition,
it was the Commission's own intended goal to solve the problem, and
their "point man" tells them the only way to lift the cloud of fear
and doubt is to act decisively on the premier issue (KHJ) to provide
an incentive for further negotiation.
The commission should trust in their own man and do it. And
quickly. Approval on the sale of another RKO license (WOR,
Secaucus, NJ) has been obtained from the FCC. Why not continue
the good work? McKinney's final report to the commission is due at
the end of this month. It would be positive if he could report the
completion of the KHJ sale and the rapid progression of the other
license negotiations. Our feeling is that he would be able to do just
that if the FCC will do the right thing and act on the proposed sale
of the RKO Los Angeles property.

Tim Wetmore

Editor
10
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Once -m -a -lifetime events

don't happen twice!
This 8 -lb EFP/ENG Monitor
confirms your field productions
are perfect, first time, every time!

accurate verification of setup and black
balance, switch on the 4x magnifier. With
all this, the LVM-5863A is easy to use
since controls are kept to a minimum.

The LVM-5863A Color/
It goes anywhere.
Audio/Waveform Monitor
Lightweight and small,
confidence tests camera
the LVM-5863A is easy
and VCR performance
to hand carry or to mount
anywhere. Shows you the
in trucks, vans or
overall production quality
helicopters. Requiring
immediately...with full
only 12 Vdc, it can use
color (NTSC) and sound.
a readily available, self LVM-5863A lets you be
LV M -5863A
contained battery (Sony
sure all your productions
NP -1 or equivalent) or
are technically and artistically correct
external power sources such as vehicles
before you leave the location. The
and EFP battery belts.
LVM-5863A confirms white balance,
Quickly pays for itself.
sync and burst levels. Its 2H and 2V
The LVM-5863A eliminates the risk of
waveforms show both line and field rate
time -wasting, cost -increasing, missed or
signals. A switchable IRE filter makes
poor -quality shots.
it easy to check peak video. And for
Circle 116 on Reader Service Card for demonstration
Circle 117 on Reader Service Card for information

Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
(5161i .2Y3T:900
Request an evaluation sample, our
latest Test Instrument Catalog with over
100 outstanding products, the name and
address of your nearest "Select" Leader
Distributor, or additional information.

For professio nals
ho

know LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. (514) 337-9500

1985

1988

1987

1988

(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
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FROM THE NEWSROOM
TO THE BOARDROOM
TO THE OPERATING ROOM.
PANASONIC MONITORS.
Video. More and more it's
playing a larger role in eitertainment, industry, education,
even medicine. That's why,
no matter what your special
application, all you neec are
the monitors in the Panasonic

11111111111MMINIII
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BT, CT and MT Series.
Our BT Series monitors are

ideal -or broadcast because
they all have the quality and important controls broadcasters
require. Like a normal/uiderscan switch that lets you

selec: either the camera view or the actual monitor
picture. Pulse -cross circuits for easy observation of
sync detail. And blue on y for easy chrominance adjustment. The 13" and 19" BT Series monitors (all screen

sizes meas diag ) have our special CompuFocuspicture tube. Add to that a switohable comb filter and
the result is increased definition and color sharpness.
Perhaps the most versatile of the BT Series are the
7" mcnitors. There's one that operates on both AC and
DC so it's perfect for field use. Another model includes
switc-iable line inputs, External sync terminals and is

S

available as a single unit or in
a dual rack.
Our CT monitors also
come in a wide variety of configurations. You can choose
from our 19" models. One
comes with a tuner, and one
can be used internationally

because it lets you switch
between NTSC, PAL and
SECAM. The CT Series 13"

and 14" monitors include
models with a built-in tuner, NTSC composite and RGB
inputs for use with computer graphics. And when
light weight and portability are important, there's the
CT Series 5" monitor receiver.
For medical use, the MT -1340G conforms to the
UL -544 standard. Its Data Grade in -line picture tube
provides the precise resolution medical applications
require. While RGB inputs assure you of critically
accurate color reproduction.
By now it should be clear, no matter what your
special application, the monitors in the BT, CT and MT
Series have the right qualifications. Monitor pictures simulated.

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office. Northeast (201) 348-7620 Midwest (312) 981-4826
Southeast. (404) 925-6835 Southwest (214) 257-0763 West: (714) 895-7200. Northwest (206) 251-5209

Panasonic
Industrial Company
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

Industry News
AM Stereo Study Gets
Good Response
National Telecommunications and Information Administration has gotten almost twice
the number of responses needed
from broadcasters for its study of
The

AM stereo. The second part of the

study, involving receiver manufacturers, is now underway, and

results are expected sometime

this month.
At the September Radio Show,

Al Sikes, assistant secretary of
commerce and administrator of
the NTIA, told broadcasters that

....
....

his office would conduct a study of
AM stereo to see if a defacto stan-

dard for transmission and recep-

tion exists. He expressed hope

,\\

A 40 -foot trailer, outfitted with state -of- the -art, high-tech

tween the two remaining AM stereo standards: Motorla's C-Quam

equipment, is the latest of Willmar, MN-based NLC Productions' remote location acquisitions.
Looking essentially like a compact, modern-day TV studio, the modified Pritchard trailer, which has been operating since September 1, underwent five months of extelsive rennovation.
On -board equipment includes Philips LDK-26 computer -controlled

sions to AM stereo to a minimum:

cameras; a Chyron 4100EXB character generator; Ikegami TM-29RH
color monitors; a 32 -channel Yamaha PM -2000 audio board, with a 32 channel Ramsa board for backup; Sony BVH-2000s VTRs and a BVE-900
on -board computerized editor; GVG 1680 switcher; a Bosch routing
switcher system; and RTS intercom equipment.

that the study would help end the

four -year -old controversy beand the Kahn system. The only
thing the industry agrees on with
regard to AM stereo is that the
standards war has kept conversome 450 stations, or just under
ten percent.

The broadcaster part of the

NTIA's survey was sent out in No-

vember, and of 1400 questionnaires sent, an encouraging 900

responses were received. Stations
were asked if they were using an
AM stereo system, which one, the
cost of converting, and reasons for

choosing the particular system.

They were also asked if they had
had reason to switch to a different
system or turn the stereo off. Stations not using stereo were asked

about their future plans. The

NTIA reports an eagerness on the
part of stations to discuss the stereo issue, thus the reason for the
large number of responses.

In December, the NTIA went

ahead with the second part of the

study, which was aimed at re-

ceiver manufacturers. The aim is
to try to determine who is making
AM stereo radios, how many can

receive each or both of the sys-

tems, and the number of AM ste-

reo radios being manufactured
compared with the total number
of AM radios being made. The sur-

vey went to the major consumer
audio companies and also to auto
14
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manufacturers who make their
own car radios.

The NTIA has said it will aggregate the figures about product

quantity when the study is released, to protect information
each company might consider pro-

prietary. Less than 100 surveys
were sent to manufacturers, and
the results are being tabulated.
The NTIA also asked companies

not making AM stereo radios how
many station conversions it would
take to get them into the AM stereo market, and the results of the

study will also include information from Brazil and Austrailia,
where the national communications agencies have selected a single AM stereo system.
The NTIA's study could become

a catalyst in the AM stereo impasse by showing stations that
one standard is the dominant one
or by prompting the FCC to take
some action in protecting one or
more of the systems.

Recently, Texar, a processor
manufacturer, asked the FCC to
reconsider it's "marketplace" decision on AM stereo and instead

select a single standard.

NBC/Group W Merger Off
Westinghouse Broadcasting has
decided to keep its independence
and not merge with NBC radio
stations. An agreement between

the two had been in progress,
when Westinghouse broke off
talks with GE, NBC's parent com-

pany. No formal proposal had
been made to the FCC for the

union, which would have joined
NBC's eight radio stations and
three radio networks with Group
W's 13 stations.

GE had been hoping for the

agreement as a way of keeping its
radio networks healthy. When the

company took over NBC, it was
required to sell off five radio stations to comply with FCC cross ownership rules. NBC feared that
selling off the stations could
weaken the three radio networks.
Group W referred to the breakdown in the agreement as an "internal business decision." NBC
will be looking at other ways to
maintain outlets for its radio
networks.

Low Cost Performance
nMEGA cartridge machines
embody ITC quality at an
affordable price with features to
delight everyone ... including
low-cost stereo performance.
OMEGA cartridge machines
have simple, clean electronics
for clear, accurate audio
reproduction with the features
you need. Microprocessor
technology brings you many
operational flexibilities with easy,
economical maintainability. A
crystal referenced DC servo
motor provides audibly less
wow and flutter, reduced heat
and selectable speed operation.
OMEGA mono reproducers
are field upgradeable to stereo
while OMEGA mono recorders

have a selectable 1 kHz cue tone
defeat and :nclude a built-in
microphone preamp. With direct
microphone input and ITC's
"FB-1" telephone answering
interface, your facility can offer
automatic dial -in information or
perform a wide variety of newsroom and research functions.
CALL US TODAY to discuss

financial options on ITC's
complete line of cartridge
machines.
99B Cartridge Machines,
"The Best"
DELTA Cartridge Machines,
"Today's Most Popular Cartridge
Machines"
OMEGA Cartridge Machines,

Circle 10,5 on Reader Service Card
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"Affordable Performance You
Can Trust"

When newer technology
emerges, it will come from
International Tapetronics
C:orporation/3M, "The Leader
in Reliability and Service."
In the U.S., call toll -free

800-447-0414, or collect from
Alaska or Illinois 309-828-1381.
In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108.
In most countries outside the
United States and Canada,
information on ITC equipment
can be obtained through local
distributors.
International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street
P.O. Box 241

Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M

OWN A MONIOLA 2 -WAY RADIO FOR AS

LITTLE AS slz.08 A MONTH* DURING

1141 TOR IIKS NEW MR ULM/AEON
WIN A FREE CAR TELEPHONE...
It's Motorola's New Year Celebration...and we're inviting you to help us c lebrate with great low prices. Great financing. And a great chance to win a f ee
car telephone!
You can own one of our most popular 2 -way mobile radios...the compact,
2 -channel capable MAXAR 50 radio that mounts almost anywhere-for as

little as VI2.08 a month*... just $325. Or, our most popular portable, the
HT -90 radio, can be yours for as low as $17.43 a month*... only $4611,
And that's just two of the values we have in store for you! We'll help you choose

from our4. rge selection of rugged, dependable mobiles and portalilierThen
we'll laaff. your custom built, high quality 2 -way radio delivered fast... in as little
as 8 working days on se ected models!

But there's more! We want eve-yone to participate in this exciting Motorola
New Year Celebration. So-when you call us toll -free or return the attached
reply card, we'll automatically enter your name in our MOTOROLA CAR
TELEPHONE DRAWING...without obligation. You could be one of ten wins
ners of a new car telephone...worth up to $2,600!
Now's the time to go for it! Call Motorola toll -free 1-800-367-2346 today. OI
return the postage -paid card. Don't let this New Year Celebration of great
values pass you by!
'Pricing based on following' HT -90 (VHF), Maxar 50 (VHF), low power. single channel models, Maxar 50 featured with ;artier squelch. HT -90 featured with
Private Line squelch. Payments based on 36-mon h Motorola Financing terms (available to qualified applicants) with no dawn payment. Prices do not include
communication service costs. such as community repeater fees. Prices vary based on features and options selected, Appopriate FCC license is required.
AD Motorola 1987

ENTER TO
WIN A FREE
CAR TELEPHONE
-valued up to $2,600when you call toll -free or
mail the reply card!

CALL MOTOROLA TOLL -FREE
Entries must be
received by

1-800-367-2346

March 16, 1987.

OR MAIL THE CARD TODAY!
Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Industry News
HDTV '87 Call for Papers
The third international conference on new television systems,
HDTV '87, will be held this year
in Ottawa, ON, from October 5 to
8, 1987. Cosponsored by the Cana-

dian Department of Communications, CBC, National Film Board

of Canada, and Telesat Canada,
this year's conference theme is
"From Studio to Viewer."
HDTV program officials have
also announced a general call for
submission of papers for the colloquium. Subjects of the HDTV and
EDTV conference include, but are
not limited to, image quality, new
applications, signal processing,
distribution and transmission,

solve the problem by evaluating
new proposals for audience measurement from three firms: Audits & Surveys; Birch Radio; and
McNair Anderson.
But now the RAMTF wants to

determine if a "high-tech"

approach is possible by differentiating specific signals from radio
receiver emissions. Of the 22 companies that originally responded

to the task force's request for

new proposals, there were three
that reportedly use such technology, although it's still only in the
developmental phase. While the
possibility of an electronic emissions measurement system is being investigated, the RAMTF is
expected to make a recommendation on the proposals of the three

firms by the end of the month.

display systems, industry standards, and introduction strategies, with special consideration
being given to transmission- and
distribution -oriented papers.

Deadline for submission of a

250- to 500 -summary is March 30,
1987, with acceptance notification

mailed on May 1, 1987. The offi-

cial languages of HDTV '87 are
English and French.
To submit a summary, contact

Dr. Metin B. Akgun, Program

Chairman, Dept. of Communications, 300 Slater St., Ottawa, ON,

Canada, K1A 2M4; (613) 9904669; Telex: 053-3342. For gen-

eral registration and information,
call the HDTV '87 Secretariat at
(613) 224-1741.

Radio Measurement
Action
Could new technology electroni-

cally detect which station a listener is tuned to on the basis of
receiver emissions? It sounds a little futuristic, or even "BigBrotherish," but the NAB's Radio

Audience Measurement Task
Force has asked the Association's

Science and Technolgy department to conduct lab tests.
The radio industry has been

struggling with problems and inaccuracies that are generally perceived in current methods of audience measurement. In fact, many

stations and networks, if they
present audience measurement
information at all, sometimes
"curve it".
The RAMTF has been trying to

The acoustic
analysis system
that means business.
TEF System 12 utilizes TDS technology and determines areas
of reflection within parts of an inch. With this kind of accuracy you
may never have another call-back.
In addition, TEF System 12 substantially ignores ambient
interference. That means you'll schedule jobs when it's convenient
for you. And, you'll schedule more jobs than ever before.

An investment in professionalism.
An analyzer with pinpoint accuracy, documentation and
impressive displays. Software that reduces the need for other bench
and field instruments. Software that reduces analysis time to seconds.
Training programs and a helpful newsletter. All designed to enhance
your reputation as a professional sound contractor. All designed to
help you increase sales.
For more information, call or write.

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517 (219) 294-8300
Circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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The world of live on the
scene coverage of ongoing
news events is everchanging and growing, fueled by
advances in technology and
an increasing reliance on
live coverage by television
news departments. Since
1973, Nurad has been a
major source of technical
solutions to meet the needs
created by this dynamic
environment. Today Nurad
is at the leading edge of
microwave ENG technology, offering the
broadcaster complete
microwave systems
capability including:
Central ENG receive
systems with frequency agile receivers and
digital remote controls
ENG remote transmit
systems with mast mounted power amplifiers
and frequency -agile
transmitters
Helicopter ENG systems
and automatic tracking
capability
Portable ENG transmit
and receive systems
For more information about

our state-of-the-art
microwave ENG systems,
call us at (301) 462-1700.

JRRV

A El

2165 Druid Park Drive

Baltimore, MD 21211

Telephone (301)462-1700
Circle 111 on Reader Service Card

DOVER) COMPANY

TWX . 710)234-1071

FAX (301)462-1742
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STAR
TRUC

Motor vehicles and space satellites
meet in a new kind of mobile earth
station essential to the modern
television newsgathering operation.

Old sayings notwith-

earth stations made possible by

that travels fast. And
the faster news can travel, the

Because the Ku-band-12GHz
to 14GHz-is free from terrestrial
interference, it affords virtually
spontaneous transmission from

standing, it's good news

better it is for television news operations. Speed has always been
critical in newsgathering, and in
today's television news operation

that means using the

mobile

Ku -band satellite technology.

By

Brian McKernan
age only eight feet

in width,
makes them perfect for transporting on public roads to the scene of
news events. The key to achieving

this mobility is a new type of
truck appearing at more and more

any location, with no need for

television stations each month:

prior FCC clearance. This, along
with the fact that Ku dishes aver-

SNVs offer unprecedented

the satellite news vehicle (SNV).
BM/E
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newsgathering ability, and their
impact on television news opera-

tions nationwide in just a few

station has its own applications
for its SNV, and we try to fit the
needs of each station."

short years has been considerable.
These self-contained mobile earth

Weighty matters

stations enable television news
departments to report live from

places once inaccessible with terrestrial microwave links. Consortia of SNV-owning stations-such

as Conus-now make it possible
for local news operations to co-

ordinate with distant counterparts and arrange for live shots
from almost anywhere in the

country. Stations have united to
form regional satellite news exchanges. And ABC, NBC, and
CBS have all initiated their own
satellite newsgathering systems,
reimbursing affiliates for the purchase of SNVs.

The trucks

It is estimated that the number

of television stations owning
SNVs will total 100 by the middle

of this year. The trucks come in a
variety of makes and models, and
manufacturers include BAF, Centro, Dalsat, Grey/Harris, Hubcom,
Microdyne, and Midwest. Prices
range from $200,000 to $500,000,
depending on the size of the vehicle and choice of optional equipment. "Our standard offering is

four vehicles," says Thomas H.
Kidd, marketing manager of
Hubcom, builders of the first SNV

in the United States. "But every

Because SNVs are self-con-

tained mobile earth stations, they

must be constructed on truck
chassis to carry the necessary
weight of equipment. Basically,
the SNV consists of a driver's cab,

equipment shelter, generator/

battery compartment, and satellite antenna section. Each of those
sections requires a specific equipment complement.

In addition to being an earth
station, an SNV is also a motor
vehicle that must operate safely
on public highways. For these reasons it must comply not only with
FCC regulations regarding its

satellite transmissions, but with
state and federal truck laws.

Careful attention is paid to an

SNV's gross vehicle weight

"We bought our own GMC chassis

with a GVW of 29,000 pounds,
which is about 10,000 pounds
above what is normally needed for
an SNV," recalls Ken Highberger,

news operations director at

KCNC-TV, in Denver. "We drove
it to Hubcom, in Florida, and they
put their box on it. The reason we
need a truck this large is for suffi-

cient ground clearance for the
heavy snow of Colorado winters."

A larger truck can carry more

people and equipment, and a
larger antenna, generator, and

equipment shelter. SNV crews
usually number three, a driver/ operator, camera person, and reporter. But the size of an SNV de-

pends on the needs-and budgetof the user.
Smaller SNVs, such as Midwest's S-18 and Centro's Satellite
Networker, offer more maneuver-

ability and speed than larger
trucks.

mum weight that the chassis is
designed to carry. The actual

Smaller SNVs usually run on
gasoline, whereas their larger
cousins-and heavy-duty trucks

known as its gross curb weight

gines, providing greater power for
hauling heavier loads. Each SNV
carries two engines, one to power

(GVW) rating, which is the maxi-

weight of an SNV-including
driver and full fuel tanks-is
(GCW). The GCW must always be
less than GVW. The difference be-

tween the two-the additional

weight a truck can safely handle

above its GCW-is its payload

headroom.
The size of an SNV depends, of
course, on what it will be used for.

in general-require diesel

en-

the truck and one to generate the
electricity needed for satellite
transmission. An unwritten law
among SNV builders dictates that

using two types of fuels in the
same vehicle is an expensive acci-

dent waiting to happen. An SNV

with a diesel engine should always have a diesel -powered gen-

erator as well.

Choices

Standard and optional equip-

ment for an SNV varies with each

manufacturer. All SNVs, how-

ever, require certain basic components to function as self-contained
mobile uplinks, including an-

tenna, TWT amplifier,

wave -

guide, and concomitant transmis-

sion and reception

gear.

Manufacturers include racks inside the SNV to house equipment
for control, monitoring, and production. There are also built-in

electric or hydraulic jacks for

Centro's Satellite Networker is equipped with a 2.3 -meter antenna that folds

down into the vehicle's roof for an overall height of 11 feet.
20
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wind stabilization during trans-

mission, and acoustic isolation of
generator and equipment shelter

-Country
Cross
Communication.

accuracy, even in heavy weather.
You can choose from a variety of
equipment configurations and several domestic and foreign chassis

With the antenna
that works!

Midwest combines its mobile pro-

In Brownsville,
In Seattle,
In Miami,
Everywhere!

that enables you to uplink a story

models.

from virtually anywhere.
The S-23 incorporates a Vertex 2.6M

Call for specifications and antenna
patterns on the S-23, S-18, S-1 Flyaway or any of our mobile satellite
news systems.
The Midwest S-23. The mobile sat-

duction unit experience with the
latest antenna technology to bring

you the S-23, a satellite news vehicle

antenna with 50db gain into a unit
that is spacious enough for full production capability, yet has excellent
weight distribution and a wide GVW
safety margin.

An integral deployment and posi-

tioning system ensures antenna

ellite news system that works.
Everywhere.
2.6M Vertex Antenna
-->50db Gain at 14.25 GHz

>35db Cross Polar Isolation

Meets 29-2510g0 FCC 2° Spacing Curves

Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, ICY 41017
606-331-8990
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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tor," explains Mike Perry, sales
manager for Midwest's mobile
unit group, which outfits its SNVs

with dual -reflector antennas.
Prime focus has its supporters
also, and that configuration is
available from various manufacturers as well.
Then there's the issue of two-,

three-, and four -port antennas.
Each "port" can either receive or
transmit. With a two -port antenna you can do both, and on opposite polarities (horizontal or

A view of the equipment inside the shelter of KNBC-TV's Hubcom SNG-220.

to avoid noise during live shots

Dalsat. "It's split roughly half-

and audio dubs. An HVAC system

and-half among users, and some
even have both for redundancy."

for the equipment shelter keeps
the crew and equipment comfortable. And there's always an exter-

nal interface panel with inputs

and outputs for cameras and monitors.

There are choices to be made,
however, even in the equipment
that must be included in an SNV.
There's less weight if one HPA is
onboard, but a redundant unit can
be switched on-line in case of failure. Two phase -combined HPAs
allow for soft -fail redundancy; in

case one goes down you're still
transmitting, although at reduced
power. Power output, whether it
be from a phase -combined or single -thread HPA arrangement, is
restricted by the FCC to 280 watts
at the flange of the antenna.

Locating the TWT on the an-

tenna versus locating it in the
equipment shelter is also a matter
of choice. A signal generated by a
hub -mounted HPA doesn't suffer

from the waveguide attenuation
that afflicts signals generated by
HPAs mounted inside the equipment shelter. On the antenna, a
300 -watt HPA generates roughly

the same power as a 600 -watt
HPA mounted inside the truck.
This translates into less electricity that must be generated, less

weight, and more room in the
equipment shelter.

"We will do hub -mounted HPAs

or rack -mounted HPAs, depending on what the customer wants,"
says Jack Moore, vice president of
22
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But there are arguments

against hub -mounted HPAs. "I'd

rather see HPAs kept inside the
truck," says Joe Eicher, director of
engineering of BAF Communications. "I wouldn't want to have to
check a faulty hub -mounted HPA,

with power going through it, on
top of a truck in the rain."
And then there's choice among
the antenna designs available for
SNVs, although the satellite

newsgathering organization

you're affiliated with may make
that choice for you so you'll conform to their specifications. Center -feed axis versus offset axis is

vertical). With a three -port antenna, two ports can receive, one
can transmit, or vice versa. Four
port provides for two transmissions, two signals received.
The importance of four -port antennas is examined further in the
section on voice communication
systems.

Taking aim

Transponder time for SNV use

can be obtained in two basic ways.

The first is membership in a
news -exchanging consortiumsuch as Conus or CNN Newsbeam-or a major network that
owns the rights to and manages
one or more transponders. The

second approach is to contract di-

rectly with satellite vendors for

transponder time, as in the case of
GTE Spacenet's News Express or
Comsat General's Skybridge, both
suited for the occasional user.

one of the areas of debate regarding SNV antennas. The argument
for offset axis is that the feed sup-

Either way, every SNV crew
uses generally the same proce-

over the aperture of the antenna,
so there's less possibility for disruption of the beam pattern of the
radiated signal.

gational compass in the driver's
cab is used to orient the truck so

port equipment is not directly

Midwest Communications'

SNVs all feature offset -axis antennas. Center -fed axis antennas
are also widely used by makers of
SNVs.

Another area of debate centers
on prime focus, where the feed as-

sembly (LNAs, the feed) is positioned directly over the dish, and
dual reflector, where a second re-

flector (the first being the antenna itself) is out in front, and
the feed assembly further back.

"A dual reflector, provides better

illumination of the main reflec-

dure when accessing a satellite at
the scene of a news event. A navi-

its antenna faces the southern
sky. "After you've found the satel-

lite a couple of times you get
pretty good at it," comments
KCNC's Highberger.

Setup time is minimized if the

operator/driver doesn't have to
leave the equipment shelter; so
full control of the uplink process
from inside the truck is preferred
procedure. A view of the antenna

is provided by a window in the
shelter, where remote controls
lower the stabilizer jacks, raise
the antenna to its elevation
height, and adjust pan and tilt for
proper azimuth and elevation. Re -

A NEW MASTERPIECE IN
STANDARDS CONVERTERS
IS OFF THE DRAWING BOARD
AND READY FOR ACTION.
It's the revolutionary AVS ADAC-the new criteria
against which all standard converters will
now be measured.
It's a completely integrated design concepta combination of advanced circuit design and the
very latest component technology.
It's the only converter in existence with dynamic
motion interpolation-constantly analyzing and
adjusting every picture point to optimize quality
of motion and provide transparent conversion.
The result is a true masterpiece of engineering
innovation.

APA A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.

Produces full broadcast quality
Operates for all broadcast standards
-including RGB, YUV (YIQ) and 4:2:2 digitaland all video formats
The most sophisisticated motion adaptive
interpolation system ever devised
Adaptive digital comb filter decoder
Remarkably only 101/2" high
Exclusive sales and service in the U.S.A. by AFA

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
Circis 113 on Reader Service Card
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ception of known signals from the

satellite to be accessed aids in
peaking the antenna, as does a
spectrum analyzer, necessary also
for setting of cross polarization.
Frequency re -use, an FCC mandated technique to maximize
Ku -band satellite transponder ca-

pacity, allows for two transmissions on overlapping frequencies,
provided their polarization is not
the same. Setting the proper cross
polarization is therefore a necessity with most Ku -band satellites
used by SNVs, including Satcom
K-1 and K-2 and GSTAR 1 and 2.

Cross pole is set using a spectrum analyzer, which receivesfrom the satellite to be accesseda known signal of opposite polarity from the one to be transmitted

truck's side of the conversation
riding as a subcarrier on its own
video beam; or use of dedicated
SCPC transponders separate from

that which carries the video. A

lively argument can be made for
the merits of both techniques
Currently, ABC, CBS, and

CNN are using the Skyswitch
Satellite Communications system, which employs a dedicated
transponder but can also be used
with band edge. Known as a demand -assigned multiple access
(DAMA) system, it assigns frequencies for both voice communi-

cations and the video uplink as

Florida News Network member station WJXT, Jacksonville, uses the
Skyswitch communications system in
its Dalsat SNG-25 vehicle.

soon as an authorized SNV sets up

which polarity is to be used. The
most important component of all
in the procedure, however, is the

of transponder time is required
before that. Skyswitch hardware
onboard the SNV automatically

which is rotated to change polarity and is controlled from inside
the truck.
"The feed horn could be rotated
by hand from outside," observes
BAF's Eicher, "but that's troublesome, especially in bad weather,
and motorized cross polarization
is more precise."

ceiver to the proper frequencies.

chose traditional terminology already familiar to broadcasters) for
director cueing, scripting, and
technical coordination between
SNVs and Conus Master Control
Station (CMCS), in Minneapolis;
and a two-way radio that's independent of the video signal, useable at any time, and connectable
to AT&T via CMCS.

Three -digit numbers dialed into
the onboard phone gives the SNV
operator access to satellite service
technicians for coordination of the
uplink. The operator can also call
another truck, or can dial into the

The need for flexibility with
voice communication systems
may make four -port antennas a
necessity. The possibility exists
that an SNV with a two -port antenna could be deprived of voice

via GTE Spacenet's PBX in

transmission isn't of the same po-

from the SNV. The analyzer is ad-

justed to "null out" the signal,
solid proof for the operator of
antenna's motorized feed horn,

Microdyne's

Quicklink SNV

features an automatic acquisition
package, a computer that calculates the longitude, latitude, compass heading, and the satellite to

be accessed, and automatically
peaks the antenna and checks
cross polarization.

Communication
packages

After setting up, the next step is
voice communication. It provides

a means for the all-important

video transmission coordination
between the SNV operator and
the transponder management entity, and for SNV-to-station communication for director cueing,
IFB, and-if need be-computergenerated scripting.
There are two basic techniques

24

video transponder, with the

and establishes low -power contact-on a dedicated SCPC tran-

sponder-with GTE Spacenet's

DAMA master control computer,
in McLean, VA. No prescheduling

tunes the transmitter and re-

nationwide telephone systemMcLean-and call home base or
any phone number in the world,
for that matter. Skyswitch provides-in all-four duplex audio
lines for communication, cueing,
and IFB.

NBC's Skycom satellite

newsgathering network uses the
band -edge technique for its Harris
model 7-10 communications sys-

tem. It provides three digital duplex business phones for cueing
and IFB, all of which connect with
AT&T nationwide via a downlink
in Melbourne, FL. The Harris system also provides an order wire, a
push -to -talk circuit for uplink co-

ordination with Skycom in New
York, and also a data circuit for
electronic mail/scripting.
Conus' voice communications
system is another band -edge ar-

for achieving two-way voice com-

rangement and provides for a data

munications with an SNV in the
field: use of the band edge of a

cuits; a duplex private line (Conus

BM/E
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channel, two one-way IFB cir-

communications if the voice

larization as the video. A four port feed eliminates this problem,

providing instant switchover in
polarity. A four -port antenna is a

requirement for membership in
ABC's Absat system, and in CBS's

Newsnet satellite newsgathering
organization, and may become the

standard for SNV antennas.

On the air

When an SNV crew is finally
ready to transmit, the transponder coordination entity authorizes

that the SNV commence an unmodulated transmission at low
power. A second cross -pole check

is performed by the control facility, after which full power is per-

mitted. The procedure ensures
avoidance of interference with
other satellite signals.

Network deals
A major factor in the increase in

Acrodyne gives you
freedom of choice.

TV transmitters...minimum power to full service.
Acrodyne's Freedom Line
provides you with the widest
selection of UHF and VHF TV

broadcast transmitters
There's an Acrodyne
transmitter for every
domestic and international
application.
When you choose a
Freedom Line transmitter
from Acrodyne, you're backed
by 20 years of experience
and dedication to the broadcast industry.

-

As part of our continuing
commitment, we offer the
following full range of
services:

On -site field engineering
24 -hour technical and
parts support

Sales engineering
assistance
Turnkey capabilities
Extensive distribution in

all U.S. and international
markets

Call toll free, 1-800-523-2596

for Freedom Line details

ACRODYNE
Acrodyne Industries, Inc.
516 Township Line Road
Blue Bell, PA 19422

(215) 542-7000
(800) 523-2596
Telex: 846358
Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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SNVs on the nation's highways is
the reimbursement plans offered
by the three major television net-

works. NBC will subsidize an
affiliate's purchase of an SNV up
to 50 percent of $300,000. To comply with the NBC Skycom system,

the requirements include a 2.4 meter antenna, feeding two audio

channels (for MTS) even if the
uplink has mono audio, and a
source identification (SID) generator, which uses the vertical in-

terval to identify the uplink.
The FCC has issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking on uplink
identification, and indications are
that the Commission may also re-

quire a formal test procedure
prior to every SNV transmission.
"When you hear about full-time
transponder people getting hits a
couple of times a month, that indi-

cates a real problem," says Ed

Williams, staff engineer of the de-

partment of science and technology of the NAB. "SNVs are part of
a large number of occasional users

swinging from satellite to satel-

pends on who you ask. "This policy will act as the glue to keep the

opportunity for error. Vertical interval codes don't solve the problem, operator training solves the
problem. But if you have an identifier you'll probably think twice
before transmitting incorrectly."
ABC's Absat system offers affiliates a maximum of $180,000 for
the purchase of an SNV. The requirements include allowance for

network together," says Julius

lite every day. There's a great

Barnathan, president of broadcast

operations and engineering at

"Satellite newsgathering
allows us to do more things for the
ABC.

viewers, and we'll increasingly
rely on affiliate stations for fastbreaking news. There's a mutual
understanding that affiliates will
share stories with the networks,

any size antenna as long as it

but nothing that says they have to

two -degree spacing between satellites. CBS's Newsnet affiliate

doing and serve the network."

meets the FCC requirement for

news exchange will pay affiliates
half of the cost of an SNV, up to

$150,000. Each network, of
course, wants something in re-

turn, which could include surrender of commercial time, freezing
of network compensation fees, or
higher service fees to participate
in news services.
Is it largesse that motivates the
networks to offer such generous

deals to their affiliates? It de-

immediately drop what they're
"We scared the networks be-

cause they were taking their
affilates for granted and not giv-

ing much in return," comments
Conus' Conover. "Their monopoly

on the pipeline is fading, and
they'll have to re-evaluate what
their strengths are. But the

broadcast television networks
have a strong established base,
and an overseas news advantage.
They won't go away, but will have

to treat their affiliates better."

This new QuantAural'" QA -100 Audio
Program Analyzer gives you the advantage
in competitive broadcasting
Simply put, the QA -100 quantifies what you
hear. Your station sound can now be electronically
monitored the way you hear it. Exactly. And, you
can monitor the competition tool
Real time analysis of any audio signal. From a
receiver, tape recorder, or processing equipment.
You see the measurements as you hear the sound.
Changes in processing or variations in system performance are immediately shown on the QA -100

panel meter or bargraph display-using program

processing effectiveness (average level), tightness of
sound and processing control (peak density), tonal

balance, consistency and preemphasis (four band
real time analyzer), stereo image width (L + R to
L -R ratio) and "punch" (special "aural intensity"
measurement).
Interested? To learn more about how the QA -100

will help your station compete, call Potomac
Instruments today.

material as the signal source.
The QA -100 hears like a program director and
talks like an engineer. With it you can monitor maximum peak level (relative peak modulation), overall

OTOMACINSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589.2662
Circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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QuantAural is a registered trademark.

Pound for pound, Sony

formulation, which delivers astonishing
picture quality higher stability and opti-

videotape is the toughest

mum S/N ratio.
Amazingly enough, VJ-K also has

you can buy.

the lowest headwear rate of any major one inch videotape. Our efforts have benefitted
Bcr Betacam and the BRK II-matic videocas.settes, too, with trouble -free still
frame editing, totally reliable
repeated playback and worry -free
long-term storage.
So, after all, Sow professional
videotape is jtst like any other
Sony: standarc-setting video
and audio with a "tough as
nails" reputa-ion. That's why
it's the only videotape you
can treat Lke a Sony.

One word sums up everything we tried
to achieve with Vl-K one -inch videotape:
durability
It was perfected :or the
world where rugged dependability counts every bk as much
as dazzling picture quality.
Its strength COMES from
a truly tough, cross-lirked
binder system, a very
strong adhesive base film
and our carbon black antistatic back coating.
This durable foundation protects an ultrafine
Vivax"" magnetic part_cle

SONY

THE ONE AND ONLY.

®1986 Sony Corpo-ation of America. Sony, Vivax, Betacam. U-matic and The Dne and Only are trademalks of Sony
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Loyalty and news

If an exclusive story is given to

Ticklish problems of allegiance
can occasionally arise for network
affiliate news directors whose sta-

tions are also members of other

satellite newsgathering networks. There are many services
an affiliate can belong to, in addition to his own network's. These
include Conus, CNN, Group W's
Newsfeed Network, and N.I.W.S.

one particular service you belong

to, can your competitor in the

"Informal arrangements can
take precedence over the formal

ones. If the networks had been

same market wind up getting it as

more aggressive ten years ago in
servicing their affiliates, I'm not
sure the Conuses would exist."

news director of KYW-TV, in

Breaking away

a result?
"Sometimes there are hurt feelings," says Randy Covington,
Philadelphia. KYW is both a Wes-

tinghouse station and an NBC
affiliate.

Satellite newsgathering has en-

hanced station independence,

with regional news cooperatives
forming to cover areas that news
directors felt had been inade-

quately served by the regional
news feeds of the major networks.

The best example of this is the
Florida News Network (FNN),
founded by television stations
from the state's four largest markets: WJXT, Jacksonville; WPLG,
Miami; WFTV, Orlando; and
WTSP, Tampa. Mel Martin, news

director at WJXT, describes

FNN's genesis: "Covering the entire state is too big a job for local

stations, too small for the major
networks. So we made a commitment to see what technology

would allow for a daily, real-time
news exchange.
"We studied fiber, microwave,
and satellite. Florida is an island

on three sides, narrow but long.
Rain is a factor with microwave;
the needs of today's video, audio, production and post production studios.
It handles both SMPTE and EBU longitudinal time code formats for data, user
data, status and flag bits. And, like all
Cipher Digital products, it carries a 3
year warranty.

fiber is expensive. There are envi-

The CDI-710A Time Code Reader

defective code. This feature is particu-

news, but we can cover our region

offers all the latest features demanded
by today's professionals.

larly important where code fed to a computer editor has been displaced in rela-

It's completely regenerated time code

tion to the video signal, causing edit

better than they can. We should
all do what we do best."
"Having an SNV is not a prerequisite to being in FNN. Some

You can fill in missing time code gaps

with the CDI-716A's unique multifunction jam sync, which permits correction of errors produced by head offset, mistracking, and tape dropouts.
The microprocessor -based Time Code
Generator is a cost effective answer to

Sophisticated timing

output corrects incoming code for

aborts.

phase shift and short and long-term

The CDI-710A. The answer for today's
sophisticated video production.

timing error. When used with the error
bypass feature it actual y eliminates

cioher cigi

For more details on both
of these fine products, contact Cipher Digital today.
Call (800) 331-9066.

i

P0.BOX 170/FREDERICK. MD 21701
(301) 695-0200 TELEX 272065
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easily transportable, and there
are interference problems. Ku -

band was the answer.
"FNN includes affiliates of all
three national networks, and we
don't consider ourselves to be a
threat to them. The networks do a
good job with national and world

members use fixed earth stations,

such as WTXL, in Tallahassee,
which covers the state capital for
the network.' We are doing more
and sharing in the cost. FNN is
run like a small network."

Bucks for trucks

ionegy today, ,2,611.gi.c4At co% tosovtow
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Even with network reimbursement plans, an SNV is a very ex -

The Telex LM -100 miniature

lapel mic system

pensive piece of equipment.
Tradeoffs may have to be made.

"We don't plan to add staff and are
delaying replacement of the ENG

van because of buying an SNV,"
states Stan Hopkins, news director of WBZ-TV, in Boston. "There

are financial limits; we sold our
helicopter and bought an SNV,"
recalls Tom Mitchell, technical
operations manager for news at
KUTV, in Salt Lake City. "When
I need a helicopter, I can rent one,
but I'd rather have the truck. Our
helicopter pilot now drives and operates our SNV."

Final analysis

After all is said and done, the
central question remains regarding the vehicle: Does an SNV benefit a station's newsgathering op-

eration? Some news directors
respond:
"Our competition didn't have a

truck; so we didn't desperately
need one. But we got one anyway,

and quiet to prevent irritating
clothing noise. A foam wind
screen is available as an
accessory for extra windy,
outdoor use. For detailed
information write
Telex Communications, Inc.,
9600 Aldrich Avenue South,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

The LM -100 is an omnidirectional condenser mike
system which includes the tiny
LM -101 microphone and Telex
PS -10 in -line phantom power
supply. This mike was
designed for day -in and day out professional use under the
most adverse conditions. In
environmental testing, the
LM -100 performed perfectly in
extremes such as below zero
temperatures, snowy television
interviews and on location in
the boiling heat of a desert
Hollywood movie set.

-10

The Telex lapel mike has a
non -glare black finish and is
supplied with three styles of
mounting clips. The mike has
a three foot cord terminated in
a TA4F plug. This specially
designed cord is extra supple
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Wide, that, studio quality frequency response

TELEX®

and now I can't imagine doing

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC

business without it," says KYW's
Covington. KYW shares its SNV
with Westinghouse sister station
WJZ, in Baltimore. "We don't let

Circle #119 on Reader Service Card

the truck go too far in case of
emergencies, but we use it for
field anchoring portions of our

A First
For The
Industry

NI

5:30 newscast in areas outside of
our microwave range. Those communities are happy to see themselves on TV."
"The SNV has allowed us to be
more aggressive about total cover-

age of our ADI, which is quite
large," states Peter Langlois, of
KCRA, in Sacramento. "We can
go live from anywhere. When we
relied on our helicopter, we had to

land, shoot, take off, and gain
enough altitude to beam the signal back to the station."
"Weather is a serious topic in
Denver," says Ken Highberger, of
KCNC. "The storms come through

Utah, and we can call KUTV in
Salt Lake City and get a live shot
of the weather we'll be getting tomorrow morning. Our SNV provides good public image and overnights. There's one important

thing to remember, though. The
public is smart, and if you don't
use your SNV effectively they
BM/E
know it."

70,000 wafts FM
Continental's new 8I 7R-5 combines
two proven 816R-5 35 kW transmitters
to offer broadcasters many operating
advantages. The 8I7R-5 uses husky
components and is built to give many
years of dependable service. The first
81 7R-5 has been shipped to KABL, San
Francisco. For product data, call your
local Continental Sales Manager.
Transmitters:

I

SCR power control
Automatic RF power output control
Automatic SWR circuit protection
SWR output power foldback
Remote control interface
AC power failure recycle
Grounded screen amplifier
802A exciter

to 50 kW AM and to 70 kW FM. antennas, studio & RF equipment © 1986 Continental Electronics/6322

a Division in Varian Associates. Inc

PO Box 270079

-goLte_c_tfurpti_c_d_ v ar

Uallas. Texas 75227

Ph: 12141 381-7161

Telex: 73-39n

ian
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One Tape for a True Picture.
When you have one chance to get a story, you can't take any chances with your tape. So the
tape you take is the 3M 1/2" Broadcast Videocassette. With our exclusive Anti-Stat'm System-to
reduce its static charge and help prevent the dust buildup that causes dropouts. To give you
broadcast quality in a 1/2" format-the true test of a true picture.

, 198/ 3M Cu

TO THOSE
WHO HAVE ONE
CHANCE TO GET
A STOR
TAPE ISTRUE.
TRUE.
J

One Tape Stands True.
When you have one charce to get a story, we aim to be the one name you take with you. Just
as we've been since we invented videotape 30 years ago.
That's why we stand by you-with the largest support force in the field.
Ard we stand behind you-with some of the most advanced research in the industry. All to keep
our standing as-number one in the world of the pro. See your authorized 3M distributor
for more information.
NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD OF THE PRO

3M

ewes

1981 Olympic. Games

THE SP -3A. THE SURVIVOR
JUST GOT BETTER.

Many thought it was impossible. Now the
SP -3A has a built-in variable speed electronic
shutter. You can stop or slow down fast action.
And what a change that's made! This new shutter
has a range of 1/60th to 1/2000th a second.
The shutter speed is right in the viewfinder. You can option the SP -3A
for triax or multi -core applications,
and use it with an integral M-2,
Beta,' or 8mm format VTRs.
The SP -3A is still the same
durable workhorse it has always

been. Surviving in African deserts or hurricane
gales in Virginia. Getting broadcast images
under the worst of conditions.
NEC has taken a reliable sure shot, the
SP -3A, and turned it into a stop shot. But that's
not all. It costs only $14,500
(head only).
So take another look at The
Survivor. There is absolutely
nothing like it on the market
today. What you see will stop
you. Right in your tracks.
Beta' is a registered trademark of Sony Corp.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
CsC Computers and Communications
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division 1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191 Toll free 1-800-323-6656 In Illinois phone 312/860-7600
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Evaluating the
What makes one ENG
camera different
from the next? The
differences may be subtle,
but they can have a
great impact.

\

\

By Eva J. Blinder\

//
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Line up a dozen ENG cam-

mine the needs of the operation.

eras of different makes
and models. What dif-

This will eliminate many inappro-

priate choices. For a television

meets NTSC requirements. In ad-

dition, the station will test the
camera under varying light and

ferentiates one from the next? The

station news department, for ex-

body color may be different, the
shape may vary somewhat, but in
general they all look pretty much
the same. Set them up and watch
their output on a monitor, and,

ample, the range of acceptable
cameras would be limited at the

temperature conditions to make
sure that focus, registration, and
color balance are stable. Other

outset to three -tube or three -chip

important factors, Robinson adds,

resolution and noise specs. If integrated operation is deemed neces-

tube cameras), the amount of

models with certain minimum

are comet -tail suppression (on

are impressive, with maybe a dB

would be considered.

noise added by high -gain functions, and maintenance of color
balance in high -gain settings.
"The older ENG cameras had a

direction.

are established, however,

very bad problem with that," Robinson comments. "The technology

with the same slight variation,
they all make pretty good pictures. Read the spec sheets-all

or two difference in either
With such high quality and so
little apparent variation, how can

broadcasters make intelligent
choices when the news depart-

ment needs new cameras? How
can an engineer or news director

determine which of the many

seemingly small differences will
become significant in a particular
application or department?

As with any other equipment

purchase, the first step is to deter-

sary, only cameras with the ability to take an on -board recorder

Once these basic parameters

thoughtful, detailed evaluation is
the only way to differentiate

of the newer cameras has im-

range of cameras remaining.
According to Brent Robinson,

Ball and head photographer

meaningfully among the wide
senior engineer at KSL-TV in Salt

Lake City, UT, the first step in
evaluating a camera before purchase is verifying the manufac-

turer's spec sheet claims with
careful measurements and double-checking that the camera

proved tremendously."

KSL chief engineer Talmage

George Griner agree with Robinson on the importance of rugged

construction. ENG cameras are
subject to rough use and difficult
operating conditions, and proper
construction can make a big dif-

ference in how long a camera
lasts. Ball believes that the latest
BM/E
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generation of ENG cameras is less

rise of integrated recorder/cam-

predecessors.

eras. Both Griner and Ball of KSL
expressed concerns that on -board

durable than its heavier

"Our old [RCA] TK-76s were
heavy cameras," Ball comments.
"They could take a real beating.

VCRs could cause a rise in back
problems among news photographers because the entire weight of

One time one got caught in a ditch

the ENG package rides on one
shoulder. Many photographers
have become acclimated to bal-

during a flood and carried 600
feet. We cleaned it out and got it
going again."

ancing a camera on one shoulder
with a VCR slung over the other,

Testing durability

and for this reason, some have

Nevertheless, durability re-

mains one of the biggest concerns
in ENG cameras. Testing a camera for durability, however, may

CCDs already influence broadcasters'

ENG departments. WPLG, Miami,

be tricky. What dealer, after all,
will let a prospective buyer drop

bought 13 Sony BVW-105 Betacams.

the camera on the floor to see how
it responds?
Fortunately, dropping the cam-

suggests Phil Livingston, service

era is not the only way to determine if a camera is likely to stand
up to hard use. Phil Godfrey, who

was intimately involved in camera selection during his years in a
variety of technical management
positions at ABC, is now director
of development and engineering
at Ikegami.
"When I was evaluating cameras at ABC," Godfrey recalls, "we
would look at the type of construc-

tion the manufacturer used, for
example, whether the frame of the
camera was a one-piece, die-cast

body or simply straight sheet

metal bolted together. If it was
sheet metal, we would check if it
had any thickness or strengthen-

ing dimples. Even the type of
screws used to hold the covers in
place can be an important consideration. Some manufacturers use
miniature screws, which are very
difficult to remove and replace in
field service and maintenance.
"Obviously, you can't drop the
camera on the floor, but we've put

cameras on tripods and banged

them with rubber mallets to see if
everything stood in place." In gen-

eral, the camera should be constructed to withstand the bounces
and bumps that are a normal part
of ENG work. Door latches and
screws should provide easy access
while at the same time preventing

accidental opening of the body.
The lens mount should also be
secure.
"Hold the camera and the lens,"
34

shown resistance to the inte-

BM/E
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and training manager for

grated units.
Ball adds that the added length
of a recorder/camera can make
shooting out of a helicopter awkward. "The added length of the
camera makes it hit the roof," he
says.

Panasonic Industrial Co. "See
that a moderate amount of pres-

Compatibility

camera flex and that the lens is
securely fastened to the camera

cerns how well the camera will interface with existing news depart-

sure on the lens doesn't make the

body, because sometime during its

life the camera is going to get

picked up by its lens."
Other critical considerations include adequate RFI shielding and

proper internal construction.

Mike Messerla, national sales
manager for U.S. JVC's Professional Video Division, notes that

vertical mounting of circuit

boards protects the electronics
from the effects of gravity, allowing the camera to be laid down on

its side or accidentally knocked
over with no danger of a short.
Tube cameras should provide
easy access to the tubes so that
tubes may be electronically and
mechanically adjusted as needed.

Balance and weight

A related concern is how well

the camera handles physically. To

a certain extent, perceptions of

balance and weight vary with the
individual photographer's preference. In general, though, lighter
is almost always better, especially
when the camera is to be used pri-

marily on the shoulder. Every
ounce of extra weight decreases
the photographer's endurance.

For this reason, interest in the

new CCD cameras is increasing in
television news departments.

Balance is a potential area of
contention, especially with the

Another "physical issue" con-

ment equipment. If the
department is replacing all its

cameras at one time, this may be
of little concern. But cameras that
function similarly, with more or

less the same configuration of

switches and controls, smooth the
transition from one to another.
If a station has a large selection
of lenses, it may be important to

ensure that all cameras use the
same lens mount.

Sony

and

Ikegami cameras, for instance,

are notably incompatible in terms

of lens mounting. Even if the
lenses mount in the same manner,

however, each camera manufacturer maintains its own pin configurations for motor drives, servos, viewfinder electronics, and
other information exchange between the lens and camera body.

Adaptor pins are available to
overcome these differences.

Performance specs

Spec sheets generate high interest and controversy in almost any

equipment area, and ENG cameras are no exception. While no

one denies the importance of
specifications, broadcast engi-

neers and camera manufacturers
alike agree that relying solely on
printed specs can be confusing.
"In the past, specifications
really meant something," asserts

SEEN ALL

KMGH-TV. Denver. CO

V"GAL-TV. Lancaster. PA
WJWK-TV. Cleveland. OH
WGN-TV. Chicago. IL
FT&T. New Jersey

USIA -Washington. DC
WOWK-TV. Huntington. WV
WMC-TV. Memphis. TN
WAVY -TV. Portsmouth. VA
KTSM-TV. El Paso. TX
KCBD-TV. Lubbock. TX
KPRC-TV. Houston. TX
WRGT-TV. Dayton. OH
WCBD-TV. Charleston. SC
WLEX-TV. Lexington. KY
KPNX-TV. Mesa. AZ
KCRA-TV. Sacramento. CA
KCST-TV. San Diego. CA
WDIV. Detroit. MI
WXFL. Tampa. FL
KSEE. Fresno. CA
KYAS. Augusta. GA
Osterreichischer Rundfunk ,ORF).
Austria
Bodam b.v.. The Netherlands
Television Espanola (TVE). Spain
Television de Catalunya. Spain
Television Gallega. Spain
EITB. Spain

Radio Quebec. Montreal. Canada
KTBC-TV. Austin. TX

First Baptist Church. Atlanta. GA
First Baptist Church. Houston. TX

Polivideo sa. Switzerland
KBS. Korea

KOMC-TV. Seattle. WA
WPIX-TV. New York. NY

KATU Portland. OR
WTIC-TV. Hartford. CT
KRON-TV. San Francisco. CA
KNTV San Jose. CA
Greere-Crowe. Los Angeles. CA
KH,-TV. Los Angeles. CA
KWGN-TV. Denver. CO
WHTM-TV. Harrisburg. PA
KABC. Los Angeles. CA
WOR-TV. Secaucus. NJ
KTSP-TV. Phoenix. AZ
Unite . New York. NY
WOVVT. Omaha. NE

KTBE-TV. Shreveport. LA
Paramount Pictures. L.A.. CA
Jimmy Swaggart Ministries.
Baton Rouge. LA
WCVB-TV. Boston. MA
KTVN. Reno. NV
KMIC-TV. Midland. TX
WERZ. Baton Rouge. LA

KPBS-TV. San Diego. CA
KOIN-TV. Portland. OR
KSTP-TV. St. Paul. Minneapolis. MN
MI:Donald Hamburger Div..

Chicago. IL
N3C-TV. New York. NY

New Jersey Educational Television
P,octer & Gamble. New York. NY
C =CN-TV. Calgary. Alberta. CN
WRCB-TV. Chattanooga. TN
WXYZ-TV. Detroit. MI
WLS-TV. Chicago. IL
K30 -TV. San Francisco. CA
\ASUR-TV. Ponce. PR
V.ENH-TV. Durham. NH
V NDU-TV. South Bend. IN
KAET. Phoenix. AZ
Second Baptist Church. Houston. TX
V'CCB. Charlotte. NC

Cral Roberts. Tulsa. OK

MBC. Korea
La Plata Jockey Club. Argentina
Fugi TV. Japan
TV Miyazaki. Japan
Kyushu Asahi TV. Japan
Gunma TV. Japan
Nagano TV. Japan
Komogori City Boat Race Div.
Sendai TV. Japan
Yomiuri TV. Japan
TV Kanagawa. Japan
Chubu Nippon TV. Japan
TV Nagasaki. Japan
TV Nigata. Japan
TV Kochi. Japan
Pearl Studio. Japan
Fukushima TV. Japan
Hokkaido TV. Japan
Cross TV. Japan
Hiroshima TV. Japan
Kuhamoto Kenmin TV. Japan
Tohoku TV. Japan
Hokuriku TV. Japan
Kagoshima TV. Japan
Akita TV. Japan
Yamagata TV. Japan

Thank you ...to all cf our satisfied Ikegami HK -322 camera customers. Your continued and
grcwing support for our broadcast studio camera. still years ahead of its time, is testimony to
our commitment to innovative engineering and industry -leading technology.
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Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.). Inc. 37 Brook Avenue. Maywood. NJ 07607
East Coast: 201) 368-9171. West &oast: (213) 534.1050: Southeast: (813) 884-2046:
t: (312) 834-977-4: Hawaii: (808) 946-5955
Southwest: 1214) 233-2844: Mi
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Peter Gloeggler, manager of prod-

Gloeggler comments, "Performance today is so good that 400
horsepower is really no better
than 350 when in fact you only
need 200. Actual performance in
use is determined largely by the
adjustment of the enhancement
circuit, which differs widely from
camera to camera." He further ad-

uct planning for Sharp Electronics. "Now all the cameras' S/N fig-

ures are sitting in the high 50s

and another dB is of little significance. The same is true of
resolution."

Commenting on resolution

specs, Larry See of Sony adds,
"The only resolution that counts
for anybody is the resolution you
actually see on the picture. That's
predicated on how good the device

Thomson's TW 1023 Betacam ENG

For comparisons to be valid, cam-

camera package is another example
of modern, light, and rugged units.

eras must be tested on the same
output devices under similar

has 60 percent at 400 lines, the

conditions.
"The best way to test resolution

real resolution is 24 percent of the
possible ideal resolution."

is that's displaying the signal."

is in terms of modulation transfer
functions," See continues. MTF,
which measures the relationship
between frequency and amplitude
in a signal, can be a more accurate
indication of actual resolution

than horizontal lines because it
allows the user to take into account all the devices that a signal
passes through.

"The interesting thing about
MTF is that everything has an

MTF curve," See continues.

"Since they're all starting at

unity, each MTF, curve will add
algebraically. If the camera tube
has 40 percent MTF, and the lens

Gamma is another factor that
can affect the picture noticeably,
especially in the amount of detail

the camera pulls out of dark areas. Manufacturers have developed different ways of compensating for gamma, which is a

nonlinearity in the beam current.
Both See and Gloeggler agree

that relying exclusively on

printed specs is a mistake. "I
think what you look for in an
ENG camera is good, accurate,
and stable fundamental signal
processing," See states. "Buzzwords have less and less value the

farther out they get."

NBC Transfers Film Archive to Video
NBC News is in the process of transferring one million feet of archive film to videotape.
This priceless collection of news footage documents nearly 40 years of world history, including historic films of the Kennedy assassination, the 1968
Democratic Convention, and the war in Vietnam. The
library's film formats vary widely (16 mm, 35 mm,
positive, and negative), and the condition ranges
from mint to severly scratched.
In order to utilize the vast resources of current
news programming, these clips must first be transferred to video. And it was for this purpose that the
NBC technical managers selected the Rank Cintel
CCD-based ADS 1 to handle all transfer assignments
for the NBC Electronic Journalism (EJ) Department as
well as for the many broacast news organizations to
whom NBC News sells stock footage.
According to NBC News technical manager Steven
Pequignot, the new archiving process began in 1978,
when a disorganized and overgrown film library of 6

million feet of film was whittled down to the current
one million feet. The contents of this Fort Lee, NJ,
film vault was also placed on the NBC computer so
the news producers and researchers could instantly

36
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vises, "Don't rely on your memory
even for a minute. The only positive comparison of two cameras is
split-screen."

Industrial v. broadcast?

With such excellent specs at all

ranges of the camera spectrum,
why spend the extra money for a
"broadcast -quality" camera when

an "industrial -grade" model
might do just as well? In fact,
many broadcasters, especially
outside of the major markets, do

just that. Manufacturers note,

however, that while their indus-

trial -line ENG cameras may

make excellent pictures, at least
on subjective tests, there are differences in construction and qual-

ity that can affect a broadcast
operation.

See notes that in Sony's indus-

trial line, the circuits are
mounted onto larger boards that

are mounted with screws and

wires, the easiest and most cost -

access all clips, to be transferred to videotape at NBC
headquarters for editing purposes.
By 1985, it became apparent that NBC's Videola was
no longer suited to the film -to -tape transfer needs of
the network news programmers. "The design of the
Videola system was dependent upon the camera that
was used, " Pequignot explains. "We had the best
cameras available, but it was inadequate for the task
particularly in direct transfer of negative footage.
Besides, the machine simply couldn't do gamma
correction."
Advantages of the new system include the ability to
handle all film formats, and no day-to-day setup is required due to the stability of the CCD pickup device.
This system's automatic color corrector allows the
ADS 1 to operate virtually unattended.
Pequignot says he was impressed by the picture
quality of the ADS 1, but admits that the CCD
systems's unique dirt and scratch concealment technology was the prime attraction. The device detects
signals generated by dirt and scratches on film surfaces and then electronically replaces the defects
.

.

.

from information sampled from the surrounding picture area. This feature thus enables the tranfer of
film that would otherwise be unusable by network
standards.

Arad
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For your audio needs: a growing line of compact,
easy -to -use FP amps and mixers.
Shure FP products r built specifically for ENG , EFP, film, and video work. They're not general audio products that "might"
work on remotes. A id no one offers as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability.
FP32

l: pa,For Stereo Remotes. The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size

and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, light weight,
easy -to -use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the
first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic
cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables
you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability
and a stereo headphone amp.
FP31

FP16

The Industry Standards. The FP31 is Shure's original field production mixer.
Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one -by -six distribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all
competition. It's also ideal as a portable press bridge.

v,..74.

Pee

For Long Yardage Situations. The FP11 Mic-to-Line Amp provides
freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB of gain
in 15 6 -dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an
invaluable limiter circuit. The FP12 Headphone Bridging Amp is a
must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target
without need for a return line. Its ideal for multiple headphone feeds,
troubleshooting. and as an intercom.

For more information on the entire FP line,call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue.Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2553.
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effective method. For broadcast
cameras, however, Sony uses a
motherboard with plug-in boards
so the camera doesn't have to be
disassembled for maintenance. In
addition, he says, a great deal of
attention is paid in the broadcast
line to such elements as how bat-

teries attach and the ability to

take an on -board recorder. Other
small details, such as a polariza-

tion filter in the optical system,

missing in Sony industrial -grade
cameras, may add up to big differ-

ences for a television station. A
very inexpensive camera may not

take the right kind of battery, or
may have a limited selection of
lenses due to a nonstandard optical system.
"Obviously, economics is a very

important factor in deciding on
any piece of equipment," adds
Godfrey. "But you have to decide

on how the equipment is being
used and how rugged it is. There's
a good chance that the more you

pay for it, the more rugged and
sturdily built it is. Why does a
film photographer buy a Nikon?"
In fact, ABC bought Ikegami industrial -line ITC -730s for certain
limited uses during Godfrey's ten-

ure at the network. The cameras
were used for such applications as
fixed "beauty" shots at racetracks

or mounting high up in a stadium's gridwork. Godfrey cautions,

however, that such cameras lack
the full range of features found on
a broadcast camera, such as high -

quality triax remote control.

The CCD alternative
The recent upsurge in introductions of broadcast ENG cameras
with solid-state pickups has shaken
up a relatively stable camera indus-

try. With their many inherent advantages, CCDs make a lot of sense
for ENG-so much so that NBC recently signed a major order for SP 3A CCD cameras from NEC's Broad-

cast Equipment Division, for use by

NBC news and O&O stations. In
evaluating CCD cameras, however,

their differences from their tubebased relatives must be taken into
account.

The advantages of CCDs are
well-known: low power consump-

tion, excellent low -light performance, light weight, absence of

lag and burn -in. These advantages, however, bring with them
attendant disadvantages. For example, the physical configuration
of the chip itself, divided into a

discrete number of very small

photosensitive elements, eliminates registration error while
at the same time limiting actual
registration. This is one reason it
has taken so long for CCD cameras to reach the broadcast mar-

ket, and why a studio -quality

CCD camera is still several years
from realization.
CCDs' imperviousness to burn,
which gives them tremendous advantages over tubes in high -light

handling, is accompanied by a
susceptibility

to

streaking or

smearing in bright -light situations. Unlike the tube, which can

be damaged by an over -bright
high light, the CCD is merely

overloaded temporarily and
quickly recovers. The overload-

ing, however, creates a solid verti-

cal line in the picture, which can
be observed by holding a lighted
match or cigarette lighter in front
of the lens.
Another problem with CCDs is
geometric distortion, especially
when panning up and down or diagonally. These distortions, how-

ever, are coupled with flat reg-

istration performance edge -to edge, with none of the falling -off

toward the corners inherent in
tubes, and excellent dynamic
resolution when panning.

Different transfer techniques,
such as frame transfer or interline
transfer, give different results
with these geometric distortions.

Another technique that helps to
mask geometric distortion is the
electronic shutter, which also optimizes slow-motion performance.

These two results are accomplished essentially in the same
way: by exposing the chip to the
image for a very brief moment,
preventing any actual movement
in the picture.
Essentially, a CCD camera is
still evaluated in the same way as

a tube camera. There are, at
present, no standardized tests for

dynamic resolution, one of the
major areas where CCDs shine.

"Other than dynamic resolu-

tion, you would evaluate a CCD

camera and a tube camera the
same way," comments Godfrey.

"You would look at the human en-

gineering, resolution, signal-tonoise. All the performance speci-

fications that describe a tube
camera are pretty much identical

to those that describe a CCD
The AU -400 Camcorder from Panasonic shows the M-IIformat VCR mounted to
the camera head.
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camera."
"You have to use the same tests

because those are the only ones
available," agrees Jeff White of

NEC. His company is as close to

"veteran" as possible in this infant field. "But when you are doing that, you have to keep in mind
the differences between CCD and

tube cameras." The resolution

charts, he notes, have no way of
measuring dynamic resolution. In
addition, they are designed to establish the resolution in three pic-

ture zones, "whereas, in a CCD
camera, everything is Zone 1."
Because of the flat response of
the CCD-generated image, the
pictures a CCD camera produces
will more closely approximate
film than a video tube camera,
White adds. Some tube camera

tests, such as registration and

geometric distortion, are meaningless when applied to CCDs.
Such CCD-specific problems as
smear, ringing, and aliasing can
be affected by the transfer technique and the arrangement of the
clips, White notes. NEC uses an

clear, easy -to -understand English? The best way of ensuring
good support may be to talk to col-

leagues in the industry and find
out their experiences. A reputation for speedy and helpful support is a strong selling point.
Ultimately, the perfect camera
for one operation may be inade-

quirements are and to insist that
those requirements be met. In the
words of Peter Gloeggler, "A lot of

the important information is not
captured on the specification
sheet. All of the cameras nowa-

quate for another. The only way to

days make a good picture. The difference between buying a camera
that is going to do a good job and
one that's going to do a bad job is,

buy the right camera is to define
in advance what the station's re-

your needs?"

did you buy the camera to meet
BM/E

Why degrade your BTSC

Stereo even befog,
it's on -air? 40F
*teg

unusual arrangement, with two
chips dedicated to the green chan-

nel and one shared by red

and

blue, designed to increase lum nance resolution while controlling aliasing and ringing. Its disadvantage is a loss of bandwidth
in the red and blue channels. The
interline transfer chips used by
some other manufacturers have

inherently higher luminance

resolution, allowing the use of one
chip per channel, but have greater

problems with ringing, aliasing,
and smear, according to White.

Subtle differences

In the end, what differentiates
one ENG camera from the next
may come down to small, subtle
differences and even personal or
market preferences. One of the
biggest factors, which all the testing in the world will not reveal, is
the kind of support the manufac-

turer is able to supply.
"There's a dramatic difference

'
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The New TFT 850
Composite Subcarrier Sy
for MTS/BTSC Stereo.

SAP and Pro channels.

STEREO DEGRADATION
ELIMINATED.

available if one goes out of serv-

rc 1986 TFT, Inc

or must they be ordered from
overseas? Is a loaner camera

ice? Is the manual written in

nance time and fewer trips to the
transmitter site.
Why fool around with four
separate subcarrier systems when
TFT's single composite subcarrier
system guarantees better performance and allows for expansion?
Contact a TFT dealer, or call us
(bred today for more detailed
information.

wave STL subcarrier-including

sponse you get from their technical support," states Talmage
Ball. Are parts available locally

pany and another, and the re-

Because the 8500 Composite
System also keeps all your BTSC
generators in the studio where
they belong, there's less mainte-

To maintain the highest stereo
channel phase and amplitude
integrity of your BTSC signal, the
new TFT 8500 Composite Subcarrier System combines all the
signals on a single video micro-

Once signal levels are properly
adjusted, an exclusive Automatic
Modulation Control (AMC) circuit
totally eliminates amplitude variations in the STL path which can
easily and severely degrade BTSC
Stereo performance.

between the manuals of one com-

LOGISTICALLY EFFICIENT

SUPERIOR PHASE
& AMPLITUDE
PERFORMANCE.

.
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3090 Oakmead Village Drive
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We're proud of
known around
Dielectric Communications
has a name it's proud of. One
that means the products
manufactured and the services
performed are the best around.
Dielectric has been providing
high quality, reliable products
to broadcasters for more than
40 years...products that have
been developed to address the
ever more demanding needs of
the broadcast industry.

When you buy our products,
you buy our name and the
experience that comes from
delivering over 600 high power
UHF antennas and from our
being the leading supplier of
circularly polarized VHF
antennas.
Our extensive line of high
quality broadcast equipment
includes: VHF, UHF and FM
antennas; coaxial and wave guide diplexers; motorized
switches; rigid coaxial and
waveguide transmission line;
custom RF systems including

switch -less RF routing; and
Magic Tee switching for UHF
RF routing...compatible with
any broadcast transmitter.
Along with our broad range
of products and services, we
continually further new technologies in our component
designs. Plus, all Dielectric
systems are manufactured to
satisfy domestic (FCC) or international (CCIR) standards.

the Opto-SXTM for VHF

Coaxial and Waveguide
Components

Opto-SXTM VHF

Switch -less RF Router

UHF Magic Tee RF
Router

our good name,
the world.

Raymond, Maine 04071
(800) 341-9678 (207) 655-4555

For products you can depend
on, specify the name we're
proud of-Dielectric. Write or
call us today at 1-800-341-9678
for more information.

tenna Systems
FM
Multi -Station Combine

DIELECTRIC

TWX: 710-229-6890

We manufacture
what we sell.
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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THE RIGHT CHOICE
Digital time base correctors from Microtime.
Whether it's the new T-300 Series or the component
1-220 FIT, Microtime has a time base corrector for

every application.

Microtime has remained the leader in TBC and
digital video processing for over a decade. Our
commitment to quality and dependability gives
you the latest video processing technology at an

affordable price.
Features and performance you need at the price
you want:
For only $6,995, the T -320D provides:

All products are backed by a dedicated customer
service department; 24 -hour, 7 day -a -week hotline;

repPcement parts; and, a worldwide network of

O Interpolated freeze with digital comb filter
Vari-TrakTM option

full service distributors.

r] Drop out compensator

Microtime, the right choice.

O Shuttle to 40x
Genlock with RS -170A constant color
frame output

Microtime, Inc. 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield,
Connecticut 06002 USA, Telephone (203) 242-4242,
TWX 710-425-1165.

Proc-amp controls with presets
The T-320 or T-300 at $5,995 and $4,995 offer
many of the same features.

fi MICROTIME
A Subsidiary of ANDERSEN GPOJP

And, for maximum flexibility, the1-220 Format Interchange Time Base Corrector, allows inputs of
composite, component and dub, with simultaneous
multiformat outputs. Why lock yourself into one format when you can have them all for only $11,900?

Interpolated field freeze for flicker -free
pictures
Vari-TrakTM

E Maximum transparency component
processing
El Unlimited correction window
E Field synchronizer capability
O Drop out compensator
O Shuttle to 40x

Western, Chuck Bocan (714) 989-4433
Northeast, Ray Bouchard (609) 896-3716
Central, David Everett (312) 934-9191
Southcentral, Steve Krant (214) 644-0232
Southeast, Jerry Rankin (404) 979-4437

Varl-Trak is a trademark of Microtime. Inc.
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A Roscor-built van featuring a telescoping Nurad link unit.

Outfitting the
ENG Vehicle
By Eva J. Blinder
satellite dishes
sprouting everywhere
these days, the simple

With

microwave -equipped ENG van
might seem an anachronism. It's
true that relaying a news story
back to the station over a stan-

In an age of the SNV,
the lowly ENG van seems

boring and pedestrian.

But a well -designed van
can make the difference
dard terrestrial link lacks the
between getting
glamour of bouncing the news off

a satellite. But as news is the
bread and butter of so many local
television stations, so is the ENG
vehicle a broadcast staple.
Even though it may be modest

and unadorned-and not all arethe ENG vehicle is affected by
current trends in technology just
as any other area of broadcast en -

and not getting that
crucial story.

gineering. The effects are subtle
but significant. Smaller, more
versatile equipment can enhance
a van in different ways, permitting a smaller, more mobile vehicle with the same capabilities or

adding production and even post production capabilities in the
same -size van.
Nevertheless, the ENG vehicle

market stands paused at a crossroads in its history. Several factors have combined to make
broadcasters think twice before
buying, and some manufacturers
report sluggish sales.

First, many broadcasters are
hesitant because of the apparent
trend toward SNG. If uplinking
capability will soon become a com-

petitive requirement, why spend

money on a truck that lacks it?
Although not all manufacturers

are bullish on SNG, most are
BM/E
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keeping close tabs on the trend,
and many are already offering
SNG-equipped trucks, vans, and

says, "One thing we have seen recently is the addition of editing or

the addition of interformat capability, where one machine is

other vehicles.
Secondly, the avalanche of station acquisitions and group merg-

Betacam and the other is U-matic.

We recently built two vans for

ers has put many managements
into a holding pattern. Instead of
buying this year, many stations
and groups are looking closely at
their needs and budgets and postponing purchases.
"We find right at this time that
most stations, with all the selling
and acquiring of new stations, are
not buying at all," comments Jack
Harris, president of E -N -G Corp.
"Everybody is now rebudgeting.
Instead of orders, we are getting
calls saying, 'What is this going to
cost for next year?' "

Scripps -Howard that had both for-

mats available and were set up so
you could interformat edit.
"We're seeing typically one

camera as standard," he continues. "However, customers want
the capability of providing a
genlock signal and signal inputs

SCN-TV's Pierce -Phelps built van. According to Pierce -Phelps' Mike Dillion,

outfitting a vehicle is "almost like (using] a Chinese menu."

No excuses

Buyers' hesitancy, however,
may prove a boon in disguise for

pability in an ENG vehicle. No

manufacturers and users alike.

questing the addition of small

Technologies and budgets in flux
breed caution in an already careful and conservative industry.

Now, more than ever, there's no
excuse to buy a poorly equipped or
constructed van.

Agreement is widespread on
what constitutes a quality ENG
vehicle. "For the majority of customers, the basic things are a generator, a 42 -foot mast, a roof deck
for shooting and for mast and microwave maintenance," says Jack
Vines, president of Television En-

gineering. "The critical thing to
us is the balance of the vehicledoes it drive and handle well so
it's not overloaded on one side or
in the rear. I think we've gotten
that down to a well -engineered
end result."
"Generally speaking, what peo-

ple want is the most for their
money," states Paul Roston of
Roscor. "That means a vehicle

that meets the basic requirements
of storage, layout, adequate seating and placement for the person-

nel that are going to be using it,
and quality construction at the
lowest possible price. "

More production?

One notable trend in ENG over
the past few years has been user's

desire for more production ca44
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one doubts that more users are re-

switchers, audio mixers, and even

small edit controllers in what

were once bare -bones camera

vans. The controversy, such as it
is, concerns whether or not these
capabilities actually find use.
According to Gary Unterborn,
fabrication supervisor at Centro
Corp.,

"The ENG market

is

changing in the regard that even
in the smaller affiliate areas, in

the middle of America's heartland, all the stations are looking

at more production capacitywhat we call ENP, or electronic
news production.
According to Unterborn, Centro
has been building its ENP vehicle
for several years and expects the
basic design to remain viable for

another two or three years. Centro's ENP truck, built on a small,
heavy-duty Ford chassis with a
galvanized steel body, is slightly

larger than the standard ENG
van and has greater storage capacity and more rack space. It also
has four passenger/operator seats,

as opposed to three in the ENG
van. As with the ENG van, the

electronic equipment complement

is determined by the purchaser.
Another company that has

noted a trend toward more capability is Midwest Corp. Execu-

tive vice president Jay Adrick

for more cameras, usually a maximum of four. This necessitates a
sync generator, DAs, and a
switcher capable of handling mul-

tiple inputs. Several vans we've

recently built have had this
capability."

Powering up
Besides the camera itself, probably no requirement is more basic
to an ENG van than a clean, reliable source of power. Because the
ENG crew goes where the news is,

not where the power is, it must
carry its own. The 6.5 kW onboard, gasoline -powered genera-

tor is more or less standard, but
some manufacturers report variations on the theme.

"We're still utilizing generators," says Vines. "In the early
days, people went to generators
that were not so reliable. Dissatisfaction with them drove some cus-

tomers to battery -powered systems. Now the trend is back to
generators and has been for some
time. We are incorporating, for
those who desire it, a backup inverter so in the event they lose
generator or shore power they can

switch automatically to the
inverter."
At Midwest, the emphasis is on

flexibility in the power design.
Adrick says, "We have the capability in our design to power
from three different sources: shore
power, generator, and from dc via

a transistorized power inverter.
We put in typically four deep -cycle batteries that allow us to run
the inverter with the truck fully

powered up for two hours.
"We first did that for one of the
Taft stations about four years
ago," Adrick recalls. "Since then

it has really caught on. There are

certain situations-let's say it's a
SWAT team staking out a guy
who has a hostage-where they

San Francisco. In addition, we
built for them a means of sliding
out the camera and tape recorder
that's a little different than most.

don't want extra noise from a gen-

Their operators want to have a

erator that would interfere with
the actual news situation." The
inverter is ideal for this kind of
situation because it is silent.

minimum of 'hit the ground' run-

ning time. The cameras and recorders are on sliding trays near
the door, so the cameraman can

Working designs

strap over his shoulder, put the

business dictates that an ENG ve-

away from the vehicle in mini-

The very nature of the news

hicle, whatever its other

attributes, must be practical in
design and convenient to use. Especially if the vehicle is to be used
for coverage of breaking stories, it
must be convertible from a con-

veyance to a working environment within seconds of reaching

the scene. Not only must the

equipment be within easy reach,
but the mast must be quick to set
up and accessories and connectors
be accessible and well placed.
"All our customers want a con-

nector panel to tie in equipment,
as opposed to the old boot that lets
you stick cables through the side,"

says Vines. "The panel is more
convenient and allows quicker
access."

Television Engineering is at

work now on the third of a trio of

custom vans for KNBC in Burbank. "Their requirements are
different from most stations,"
Vines notes. "They have eight
two-way radios because the station has quite an elaborate relay
system from San Diego almost to

slide the tray out, put the recorder

camera on his shoulder and move

mum time."
Notes Adrick, "In terms of the
interior, customers are looking for

ments. "We design custom mounts
for cameras and for VTRs. We also

set up the storage area so batteries can be charged en route."

"When we sit down with the
customer and he talks about his

requirements, you start to get
snapshots in your head about how

this should lay out," says Mike
Dillon, sales manager of Peirce Phelps. "For the most part, the position of the racks is kind of cast in
stone in terms of how much space
you can get and where you can put

things such as storage

it. But there are some variations
on a theme." In fact, Dillon has
noted very little consistency in

cations equipment, and a third

complements. "It's almost like a

space,
space for two-way radio communi-

the finished trucks' equipment

seat, like a jumpseat, in the back
area that's usable not only at the
location but for seating while go-

Chinese menu, where the cus-

choring just as the front seats do.
"People do quite a bit of work

Safety considerations

ing out to a story." Such a seat
needs seatbelts and proper an-

tomer says, 'I want one from column A and one from column B, "
he quips.

Any time a news crew erects a

mally, the front passenger seat

40 -foot microwave mast or climbs
up on the roof of the van for a better shot, it courts a certain degree
of danger.
"The manufacturer is really
limited in how much he can do to

swivels so it can be used by a director or TD at the site.
Safe and comfortable "seating"
for the equipment is just as impor-

common sense. Nevertheless,
Vines and other manufacturers

inside the vehicle," Vines adds.
"They may preview a tape and
write their copy inside. There's
got to be enough room in the work
area for a couple of people.' Nor-

prevent those accidents," Vines
asserts. "It still takes operator

for the equipment so it travels in a
compartment that's properly pad-

take pains to augment that common sense with equipment safeguards wherever feasible.
For example, TV Engineering

ded, yet easily accessible at the
site of the story," Adrick com-

of the mast that shines straight

tant. "It's essential to set up the
design so there's proper storage

now incorporates a light at the top

up. The operator can turn the
light on and off with a breaker,
but a special circuit overrides the

breaker and turns the light on

automatically any time the mast
contacts an obstacle.
Adrick describes the safety
measures incorporated by Midwest as follows: "First of all, we
have lighting on the roof of the

truck that illuminates the antenna pole as it's going up so the

operator can see what obstructions are above the vehicle. We're
also very thorough with the lockout system on ignition. It's impos-

sible to start the truck while the
The interior of a Midwest ENG van reflects a growing trend in on -board production capability.

mast is up. Next, we put the
pan/tilt controls and the mast

raise/lower switch out on the sigBM/E
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nal panel so the operator is able to

look at the mast as it's going up.
He's forced to be outside the truck
and watch rather than doing it in-

side in a blind situation."

Safety of the roof platform is an-

other crucial consideration.
Adrick notes that Midwest's
newest roof platform, made of fi-

berglass, has a nonskid surface
and also incorporates "a very sub-

stantial set of safety handrails"
that meet the specifications of the

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
"A lot of customers don't like
the height of the rails and will cut
them down," Adrick admits. "But
we will not deliver a truck with

rails that do not meet OSHA
specs." He adds a cautionary note:

some customers have been cited
by OSHA for not having proper
railings.

Classy chassis

Whatever equipment goes into

it, the chassis itself is a crucial
consideration. ENG work can

hardly be called delicate, and

whether travelling is over rutted
back

roads or

potholed

city

streets, wear and tear necessi-

tates a sturdy, chassis and body.
Vines says, "We use the Ford
Superstretch van with the largest
engine and heaviest suspension
and cooling systems and a large

alternator. We even throw in

cruise control, power locks and
power windows." A relatively new

feature is a step bumper on the
back to make getting in and out
more convenient.
"We're adding things like an ex-

tra oil cooler, extra transmission
cooler, heavier alternator, or additional suspension, meter or gauge

packages to show oil pressure,
etc.," notes Adrick. "All of those
are pretty much becoming stan-

dard." He adds, "A prospective
purchaser should look beyond

base price and ask questions
about those options. Air-conditioning in our vehicles typically

is done with a rooftop -mounted,

remotel Inus

usually 13,500 BTU device. Most
of our customers want that in addition to the basic vehicle air-conditioning so they have comfort in

transit as well as adequate additional cooling when they're at the
site." Other extras include additional gas tanks.
"We're very careful to make cer-

tain that you cannot deplete all of

the gas with the generator," he
adds. "We use a fuel feed that

keeps usually about a 10 percent
fuel reserve so the vehicle can be

driven away. Also, we provide
complete isolation of the vehicle
electrical system from the production electrical system, so you

won't deplete the battery."

"If you go four -wheel -drive, the

only thing sensible to us is a Suburban," Vines asserts. "We have

done some Broncos, but the end
result in terms of work area and
storage is too limited. Also, the
wheelbase is so short. We have
had people request 42 -foot masts
for Broncos, but you almost have
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mic9phone audio from camera genlock to camera
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At LandyAssociates, Ikegami equipment comes with
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a feature you won't find anywhere else.

Take a good look at the world's most professional line of video equipment. Ikegami
color TV cameras -from the compact HL -79E to the fully automatic HK-322-and a
wide range of color and black and white monitors.
Now look again. What you can't see is something Landy Associates builds into every
Ikegami we sell.
Service.
We think that if you're buying the best equipment, you deserve the best after -sale
support-from repair work to television systems planning. Which is why it makes sense
to buy from the one Ikegami dealer who'll
serve you as well as your Ikegami does.
AsLan socialEs,Inc.
Landy Associates. Call or write today. REPRESINIINC I HE fps, IN BICADCAS1, PRODUCII
.k.O RECORDING 1,Q111'.112.,:l

1890 E. Marlton Pike, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003, (609)424-4660.330 Bear Hill Rd. Waltham, MA 02154, (617)890-6325
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to put leveling jacks to steady it."
In fact, the smaller vehicles for
ENG are attracting increasing in-

terest, especially as equipment

size shrinks. Harris suggests that
the next wave in terrestrial ENG

will be small, two -person cars
with compact microwave units.
According to Harris, E -N -G Corp.

recently built some very small

units for KGO that were equipped
with microwave units designed to

fit in a car trunk. A specialty of
the company is the Backpack, a

ENG vehicle. If you are going to

portable, 40 -pound microwave
unit that comes complete with antenna, monitor, and audio control.

adays all you need is a vehicle

"Quality equipment is coming
down in physical size," notes Tom
Canavan, vice president and general manager of A. F. Associates.
"The one-piece Betacam combo is

very easy to take into the field,
you don't really even need a true

Don't settle for a shotgun mic
that colors off -ass sound.

use microwave or live feeds, now-

with microwave equipment and a
monitor. You don't need the multiple racks of equipment that you
needed four or five years ago."

Looking up

With the straight ENG market

at a plateau, it seems clear to most

observers that the next big leap
will involve satellite uplinking
capability. It seems likely, however, that SNG will spell metamorphosis but not death for ENG.
"The major general trend we're

seeing is that people are at least

considering that an ENG van
should have satellite uplink capabilities," says Canavan. "That's

on everybody's mind. But the
market has not grown for that

product the way everybody
4

thought."

"What customers really are
looking for today is a unit that

will do just about everything for

them-SNG, some post-production-but they still want the unit
to be basically news," says Harris.
His company's Econoline SNG vehicle has editing capabilities, and

it can also receive and transmit
all terrestrial microwave frequencies in addition to its uplink communications capabilities.

Advances in satellite technolThe new lightweight Shure SM89 eliminates coloration up to 30°
off -axis. Thanks to its new Accu-Port" design, the off -axis response
of the SM89 is smooth and natural, free of the peaks and dips caused
by the comb -filter characteristic of most shotgun mics. So off -axis
sound is much easier to control and equalize.
The SM89 also features a newly designed condenser cartridge
for improved sensitivity. Plus a built-in rolloff filter that eliminates
low frequency noise problems, and controls proximity effect in
close-up work.
The durable aluminium design is 30-40% lighter than other
models. The low noise amp also can be powered from 11 to 52 VDC
phantom power and separates from the capsule for field repair.
For more information, write or call Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL. 60202-3696 (312) 866-2553.
G S. A . Approved.

ENIMININNOMMINOMEMmom

SHURE"
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ogy, especially Ku -band, promise
to make SNG as compact and easy
to include in a few years as micro-

wave is now, Unterborn adds.
"In the major marketplaces you
are probably going to see the net-

works outfit their vehicles both
ways, and little stations that are
out there will probably start budgeting for that kind of equipment
in 1988 and look at actually buying them in 1990 or 1991 as more

satellites go up," Unterborn
continues.

"It's a technology that breeds
more technology. The first television network, the BBC, only went
on line 30 years ago. The first satellite, Sputnik, was only launched
in October, 1957, and the first Ku -

band satellite was SBS-1,

launched in 1980. Nobody even
dreamed of all this when the first
network went on line."
BM/E

You said,
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A
TRANSMISSION tt-fibli
THAT MEETS RS -250B
SHORT HAUL SPECS,WITH
LINEARITY,
SUPERIOR PICTURE
AND LARGER LINK

BUDGET.:
and we said,

There are some things that just don't

that come across loud and clear. Features

belong on live TV. Static in the picture from
EMI or RFI contamination. Fuzzy electronic
glitches. Or maybe you're having trouble teleporting the signal to other locations aid you
can't tell why.

like a user friendly front panel that give

If you want to eliminate problems like
these, we have a suggestion. Get rid of that
outdated coaxial or microwave equipment.
And then get PlessCor's fiber optic analog
video transmission system.
Its got everything you need for on -location
broadcasts. with performance and features

power supply, just to name a few. Available
with both multimode and single mode light

you total control over cable equalization and
system gain adjustments. Front panel clamps
for easy formatted or unformatted selection.

emitting diode and/or laser sources. repeater -

Add to that 75 ohm and 124 ohm simultaneous outputs and it's easy to see why
this is the video transmission system that

PlessCor's AVT-13-10. Because in a
business where your image is everything
to is, we make the choice crystal clear.
And you'll see the difference as soon as

really puts out.
Additional performance is available when
you specify our optional upgrade cards including 4 simultaneous outputs. 2 high fidelity audio channels. and redundant AC or DC

less link distances up to 60 kilometers may
be supported in current cable plants.

yoL hear the words, "You're On!"

For more information on this and our
other analog video system products contact

us at 818/700-0841.

MADE IN THE USA

-PLESSCOR
PlessCor Optronics, Inc., 20200 Sunburst Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311-6289

Tel: 818/700-1233 Telex: 650 239 8651 Fax: 818/700-9047
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

Auditronics announces
linear fader
console performance
at rotary knob prices.
Only one company has the technological knowhow and experience to give you big -board linear fader
console performance in an economical, easy -to -use
rotary knob configuration.
That company is Auditronics, a recognized
leader in linear fader broadcast consoles. And the product is our new Stationmaster 1000 Series. This family of
state-of-the-art broadcast consoles lets you upgrade
your station's performance without revising your equipment layout or blowing your budget.
Take our Stationmaster 1008, for example. It
packs more performance into a yard than you ever
thought possible.
Its performance begins with superior sonic
quality, and continues through advanced ergonomic
design with eye -level copyboard, plug-in circuit board
construction, illuminated push-button switching, all VCA
level controls, simple instant mono to stereo upgrade,
and more.
The Stationmaster 1008 is the 8 -channel member of our family of rotary knob consoles offering from 6
to 12 mixing positions, and from 18 to 36 inputs.
Learn how the Stationmaster 1000 Series can
give you big board console performance at rotary knob
prices. Call Auditronics today, toll -free at 800-638-0977
for complete information, or circle reader service number.

auditronicr. inc.
3750 Old Getwell Road. Memphis, TN 38118
Circle 131 on Reader Service Card

901-362-1350
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An MCI board and two Ampex 24 -track recorders are part of the equipment on
board Westwood One's Concertmaster truck.

Live On -Location

built-in transmission limitations

of the medium. For example,
there will be less need for enhancing the sound of a live concert for

stereo FM than for TV, which is
still heard mostly in mono. But
live productions in stereo for TV
are beginning to become more nu-

merous, and frequently it is the
live extravaganza that a network

Audio
By Judith Gross

The techniques behind the audio in live
remotes are as individual as the
audio engineers who spell their success.

decides to broadcast in stereo, be-

cause music and theatrical pro-

duction scenes can show off MTS
better than everyday sitcoms and
drama shows.

Stereo for TV
"My own impression of stereo is

that it's terrific, it really makes a
difference in a show," notes Ed
Greene of Greene -Crowe and Co.

Trying to dissect the artistic
techniques behind success-

ful audio productions is a

console, or type of microphone or
recorder, as it is a total mixture of
fairly ordinary equipment used in

difficult task. To most audio vet-

extraordinary and sometimes

capture the sound of a live event
are second nature, and it's hard to
pin down what particular blend of
pick-up, mixing, and recording
goes into the finished product. It's

The one common thread in

erans, the methods they use to

not so much a brand of mixing

Greene is the chief audio mixer,
engineer, and person responsible
for the sound on such prestigious
events as last year's Statue of Liberty dedication closing ceremo-

unique ways.

nies, and he also works on the

remotes for both radio and TV is
the desire to give the feel of the
event as it happened, with little or
no enhancement, except what is
felt to be needed to overcome the

stereo.

Grammy Awards. Greene cites a
recent study on the impact of audio on TV as a good reason to use

"If there's good audio, viewers
will stay with poor video, but the
BM/E
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M -S, or mid -side, miking is one

stereo technique Greene has been
using more for TV shows recently.

It's one that's been around for

some time, but has only recently
begun finding favor for TV audio.

Instead of the wide stereo mic

placement, M -S miking uses a sin-

gle mic location with a double
pick-up in a close -capsule configu-

ration, and a matrix box that allows a mixer to alter the stereo
spatial characteristics.
"We use it when we feel it will
sound better, and for any kind of
pick-up where there's a concern
about mono compatibility, because you end up with a single-

mic point pick-up," Greene
A 45 -foot semi based in Los Angeles is one of three production vehicles used by

Westwood One to produce live radio concerts.

minute you lose the audio, you

ducing in mono, and it enhances a

lose the audience," he says.
Greene has been producing TV
shows in stereo for a number of

show's potential for later replay.
Production companies sometimes

doesn't cost any more than pro-

no remixing is needed.

years, because he feels that it

call him and ask if a past show can
be remixed for stereo, only to find

simAT LAST!
STEREO FIELD MIXING
COMES OF AGE!

explains.

A lot of Greene's work on an
event's audio goes into the planning process. He divides the audio
for a TV program into four catego-

ries: audience, music, dialogue,
and effects, and each takes on a
different importance depending
on the type of show. "One of the
Until you try the new AT4462, you'll
never fully realize what other mixers
put you through, just to get a stereo
signal on tape, on film, or on the air.
Because simply adding pan pots or
another output to a mono mixer is not
enough for today's stereo.

Field Tested and Refined
We went to network and independent
broadcast engineers, and leading film
and A/V audio people to learn your
problems and needs first-hand. And we
returned again and again to test our
solutions. These tough critics agree
that the new AT4462 sets up far faster,
provides better signal control, and
results in better audio...even in the
hands of inexperienced personnel.

NEW AT4462
STEREO FIELD MIXER
WITH EXCLUSIVE
MODU-COMM'M

Introducing Modu-Corrunw
The AT4462 is designed for the real
world. For instance, let's assume you're
doing a simple sports remote. You set
up microphones for the sportscaster
and the color announcer, plus a stereo
mike for the ambient crowd noise.
Normally you would also have to run a

52
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Greene. Another important element, he says, is the feel of the
location-where the event is tak-

lavalier has to be used in an appropriate situation, since there
are limitations to the feedback
level. Vocals and dialogue can
also be miked with wired hand-

ing place.

held mics on booms and fishpoles.

tion of the audience," says

generally use shotgun or

notes. "However, the technology
has been improved recently, and
we're also more careful in using
them.

omni-directionals, PZMs, Coun-

tryman hypercardioids, Sennheiser, or AKGs. He will add a
pair of mics to pick up ambient
sound and "mic mice"-mics that

45- by 8 -foot production trucks,
but he supplements his own
equipment with on -location rent-

sound from the stage. The "mice"
will generally be hypercardiods.

For the music portions in a

als.

show being broadcast live, Greene
dio: with multiple mic techniques.
Often the appearance is a key fac-

of the creativity, according to

Plant. The Grammies are one of
the largest live productions he

Greene, especially now when the
audience for stereo is so limited.
He says, "Now is the time to experiment with stereo."
Green starts the mix by build-

seven to ten live musical acts each
have their own mic setups, which

position accordingly.
For vocals, including dialogue,

(a second field mike perhaps, or for
pre -show interviews on tape).

Now, No -Fuss Stereo

Take A Close Look

Phantom
12V Power

for All Inputs

Plus LEV-ALERr°
Adjustable limiters can operate in
tandem, or individually as you prefer.
And our Lev -Alert system can give you

Transformer -Coupled

Fiat/Lo Cut
Filter on
All Inputs

external 12-18 VDC supply, any polarity.

peak level audible tone warnings in
your headphones when you can't watch
the VU meters. Trust Lev -Alert to keep
your standards high...even when it
isn't easy!

A New Era in Stereo Begins
We've made the new AT4462 a working
tool that helps you and your staff take
full advantage of the production values
stereo has to offer. And a hands-on test
will quickly prove it. To learn how the
AT4462 can help you create better
audio every day, call or write us now.

When you examine the new AT4462

MODU-COMM

All Inputs and Outputs

you'll see a host of other features to
help you do your job: Cue on every
channel...Separate headphone amplifier...Phantom power for all types of
mikes...Three-frequency tone oscillators...Slate mike...Supplied carrying
strap and protective case...Powered
either by internal 9 -volt batteries or any

True Stereo Limiting

Actual stereo mixing is equally straightforward. The sportscaster and the color
announcer in our example appear on
separate pannable inputs so they can
be centered as desired in the sound
field. The stereo crowd pickup goes to
a stereo input, with clutch -ganged
controls for one -hand level control.
And there's a second stereo input
for another mike or line level source
on All Inputs

then strives to give motion to the
music by panning or with shifts in
the stereo perspective.

wheeled into place as their turn in
the show comes up.

wired or wireless feed to the sportscaster for his cue phone.
But with the AT4462 and ModuComm, cue is fed through the announcer's mike cable already in place.
Add a small accessory decoder to the
end and plug both the cue phone and
the microphone into the same cable.
Cue can be program, an outside line, or
"talk over" from the mixer. No extra
wires, no crosstalk, and no change in
audio quality! Nothing could be simpler
or more efficient.

20 dB Pad

ing the room atmosphere, and

are put together beforehand and

the choice is either hand-held or
lavalier RF or wireless mics. But

Mic/Line Switch
on All Inputs

Experimentation is a large part

Grammy Awards, he uses a truck

handles, and Greene says the

tor, and he chooses mic size and

MIc/Line
Level Out

done."

For a show such as the

from the well-known Record

will mike instruments the same
way he would in a recording stu-

True 600D

no pat formulas: "There are no

rules. You go into a project with
an idea of what it's supposed to
look like and sound like, and you
do what you need to get the job

Greene -Crowe has its own large

sit in the footlights to pick up

Stereo/Mono
Outputs

The part of the job that appeals
to Greene the most is the mixing,
and it's where the most creative or
artistic considerations come into
play. But it's hard for him to outline specifics, because once all the
planning and setting up has been
done, the rest comes almost
instinctively.
And he explains that there are

"With wireless mics, interference can be a problem," Green

To mike the audience, Greene
will

Creativity in the mix

Green cautions that a wireless

most important things in getting
the feel of a live show is the reac-

Line Level
Adjust

9V Internal Batteries (3)

audio-technica.
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 (216) 686-2600

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
External

Strap Bracket
Protects Face

Cup on
Each Input

12-18VDC

Limiter Level
Adjust

Either Polarity

Headphone
Outputs (2)

MODU-COMM-

External Mic/Line
Inputs

Buis

In/Out

Two Stereo

Inputs with

Two Mono Inputs
with Pan Controls

LEV-ALERT*

Dual -Clutch

for Audible
or Visual

Controls

Peak Level

Slate MIc with
Frequency -Selectable Tone

Stereo Limiter
Switchable to
Dual Mono

MODU-COMM '

Full Duplex
Communication over
Existing Mic Lines

or Limiting
Warning
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With several hundred mics at a
single event, Greene sometimes

potential for later playback to

concerts.

truck can handle two 24 -tracks,
and, if he needs backup capability, he will end up with as many
as four 24 -track recorders.

to be ready to turn over to the

Kimball, director of artistic relations and remote recording. "The
idea is to avoid sounding as if it
came from a recording studio."

Greene says the idea is to keep the

ish, the post -production mixing is

uses more than 24 tracks. His

What about enhancements?

consider. A good mix, and a successful multitrack recording, has
post -production crew.
While Greene feels fortunate to
be at a level that allows him to see

events through from start to fin-

"Capturing the event is really
important to us," says Richard

Kimball notes that each act,

each concert has its own sound,

sound natural in live shows and

the one part of the job he enjoys

and the goal is to capture that

may involve nothing more than

lets an audio person put his individual stamp on a production.
"If you send out ten competent

of "homework," according to

those taped for later use. This

piecing together different parts of
a recording, as is.
It may come as a surprise that
audio sweetening is used in live
remotes, just as it is in produced
shows. Most of the time, sweetening involves audience reactions,
and, for live shows, it's done with
a tape loop and a special sweetening device. But Greene says the
overall effect can still sound
natural.

"These operators are special-

ists, and if they're doing their
jobs, the home audience won't be
able to tell it's been sweetened,"
says Greene.
In addition to producing a natural sound that gives the true feel
of a live event, there is always the

the most. It's also the part that

mixers to do the same project,

they will all turn out a good product," says Greene, "but each one
will be different."

Concerts for radio
Westwood

One

Radio

Net-

work/Mutual Broadcasting produces some 250 live radio concerts

each year. Most are taped for

airplay by affiliate stations, but
some are transmitted live via satellite. Some are later used as master recordings for live albums by a
particular group. Most of the con-

certs are rock music or pop, but
Westwood One also airs country,

Spanish, and black music
NOTES

sound at that particular concert.
The preplanning involves a lot

Kimball: listening to the group
live, if possible, or on records, if
that's the only available way to
hear their sound. And a "good,
long sound check" before the concert helps.
It also helps, he says, to know
the concert hall. "We don't have to
worry about the sound of the hall
too much, because we take a direct feed from the stage," Kimball
says. "But we'll try to record the
artist at a good venue on a concert

tour. If there's a city where the
group's record is selling well, we'll

try to record the show there."
Westwood One's three units
help the network keep up with a
busy schedule. There's the 40 -foot
MCI bus based in Cleveland, OH,

which boasts a 50 -input custom
Sound Workshop board and two
MCI 24 -track and two MCI I/4 inch mixdown recorders, that is

POSITION/INSTRUMENT

MICROPHONE

1

Bass Drum

Senn 421

2

Snare

SM-57

3

Hi Hat

SM-77

4

Hi Tom

SM-57

5

Mid Tom

SM-58

6

Lo Tom

Senn 421

7

L Overhead

452 w/20db pad

8

R Overhead

452 w/20db pad

9

E/Bass

Direct

10

A/Bass

Senn 441

11

A/Pf

452 w/10db pad

MCI board, Neve submixer, and
several other pieces, which add

12

E/Keys

Direct

up to a total of 74 inputs if needed,

13

Conductor

14

Harp

452 w/10db pad

15

E/Guitar

SM-78

16

A/Guitar

SM-57

17

Perc 1

Senn 421

18

Perc 2

Senn 421

PR #

Ed Greene pre -plans particular microphones for the orchestra split with the PA
system to tape The Kennedy Center Honors, which was broadcast on CBS in
December.

used mostly for recorded concerts.

Then there's the older 35 -foot
GMC bus based in Boston, with
smaller radio boards, a broadcast
booth, and satellite transmitting
capabilities, which is used for the
concerts that air live.

But the mainstay of the net-

work's concert production is the
45 -foot semi truck based in Los

Angeles. It boasts a 600 series

and it also has two Ampex 1200
24 -track recorders. In addition,
some 50 to 60 percent of the concerts produced also end up a video,
so there are time code capabilities.

Biff Dawes is the CE in charge
of remote recording; he does all
the mixing. Dawes says the
pickup comes directly from the
artists' mics.
BM/E
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"We take a direct split off all the

existing mics," says Dawes, "we

look at what they're using then

ARCH

CHAMBER DROP

o."

supplement it with audience
mics."

BASSO OEIRPSICHORD

00

He adds that there might also
be additional mics on stage, probably Sennheiser shotguns, if
needed. He also likes the benefits

1ST

of M -S miking. "We try to use M -S

V OLINS

when the room can accommodate

it acoustically. We use a stereo
Schoepps mic with an M -S box,"
Dawes explains.

He says, on the average, he's

used to working with about 40 mic

feeds, but it may be as few as 30
for a four -piece rock band, or as
many as 70, which was recently
the case with a Neil Young concert. And, sometimes, as was also
the case with Young, Dawes has
to combine mic feeds just to get
down to a workable number. With

miking, Dawes points out that

there is no substitute for
experience.
"Our mic technique comes from
having had a lot of experience. It's

relative to the music being re-

corded, as well. A lot of it these

days is in drum miking; you'll add
inside or outside mics, overheads,
or tom mics. That's really the only

thing that changes."
Dawes doesn't do anything to
enhance or alter the sound of the
hall itself, preferring it to sound
natural. He uses six mics on the
audience, no matter what the size,

to help convey room size and, of

course, provide reaction and

ambience.
Dawes keeps the processing to a

minimum, consistent with the

philosophy of capturing the

event's actual sound. He will add
EQ if needed, or peak limit keyboards and vocals, and maybe add

a bit of echo and delays to help
control the room sound over the

vocals, but he generally stays
away from noise reduction.

"If you try to clean it up too

much, it will sound too perfect, so,

unless the group wants me to, I
don't use noise reduction," Dawes

says. The same is true of over
dubs, unless there is a problem
with the concert's audio.

Kimball says that to avoid prob-

lems, Westwood One tries to
56
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Also for The Kennedy Center Honors, Greene blocks out exact mic placement
for the Leland Chen & Hartt School of Music.

record takes from several concerts

for a particular group, then take
the best take in its entirety. But
he adds that they could "fix it in
the mix" if there is a severe problem. Some concerts however, are
only recorded once, and, of course,

there is no leeway with those that

air live via satellite.
Once the recording process is
finished, Dawes tries to keep the
mixdown simple; he tries not to
overmix.

"I'll do one mix, and get the
group's approval. Most of the time
that's enough. I'll only do a second

or third mix if absolutely necessary," he says.
The concerts are mixed down to

a two -track master and then

pressed onto vinyl for distribution. Kimball says the affiliate
stations still prefer vinyl, although Westwood One is toying
with the idea of distribution via
CD for the future. Kimball generally doesn't believe the age of digital for radio stations has quite arrived. He says a digital recording

of a concert will be made if re-

quested by the artist or the record
label, usually for mastering a CD

later on. This was done for Neil
Young, with Young's own digital
recorders. But Kimball points out
that most radio stations are not

yet equipped to handle digital

broadcasts, and that "by the time

it's transmitted, the benefits of
digital aren't really noticeable."

Call -ins to the coach

The only ingredient missing
from The Bill Parcells Show,
broadcast live from Gallagher's

Restaurant in New York by
WNEW-AM radio each week, is
Giants head coach Bill Parcells
himself. Well, he's there, but he
isn't actually there.
Parcells, preferring the comfort
of his office at Giants' stadium to
the frenzy of midtown Manhattan,

is heard on the show through the
magic of remote audio, just as if he

were at Gallagher's.
The program is reminiscent of
the old days of radio, when broad-

casts from well-known restaurants and watering holes were

commonplace. The eatery's guests
are the "studio" audience, WNEW

sports director John Kennely is
the host at Gallagher's, usually
with a player from the Giants,
and there are phone-in callers as
well as the audio from Parcells.
WNEW-AM is the Giants' radio

station and broadcasts all of the
team's games. Parcells' show is
broadcast the day after a Giants
game, usually a Monday night, although if the team plays Monday
night, the show is broadcast Tuesday. It's heard, live, from seven to
eight p.m.

Coordinating the multipart audio production is the work of CE
Alan Kirschner; the engineer on

duty during the broadcast; and
producer Tom Tracy, and it's a
complex task.
The feed from Parcells' office is

done with an 8 kHz telephone
loop, which goes to the station's

studios in Manhattan. From
there, a feed of Parcells is sent to

the restaurant, so Kennely,
guests, and the audience can hear

it. The only equipment Parcells

STANTRON
needs is a mic and amplifier and
headsets to monitor the show. His
level is fixed by the engineer back

CUTER

at the studio.
The studio takes all incoming
calls, and plays all commercials.
This is

fed on a cue line

to

Gallagher's. Everything from

that point on is a double mix of
sorts.

At the restaurant there are two
fixed mic locations, for host and
guest, and a roving wireless
Swintek mic, which Ed Croake,

for VIDEO PRODUCTION
POST -PRODUCTION

EDITING ENG EFP

media director for the Giants,

takes into the audience for questions.

The mix at the restaurant is

done with an eight -channel Pana-

sonic portable mixer. The engineer on location mixes the audio
going from the restaurant, including Kennely, guest, and audience
questions, and sends it back to the
studio, and mixes in the cue feed
coming from the studio, which includes phone-ins, commercials,
and, of course, Parcells. One side
of the board feeds the house, the
other, the studio. The mixer uses
two separate VU meters, one for
each mix.
Communications might seem to
be a tricky part of all of this: how

AM:
17

41. OW'

r,

CABI VET CONSOLES

Moms

DESK CONSOLES

VTR/ VCR RACKS
DUBBING RACKS

do all the participants get their
cues? Kirschner says there is a
dial -up

phone

from

producer

Tracy back to the studio, but the

STANTRON
VIDEO CENTER

rest is done the old-fashioned way,

Designed for

via written notes and on -air cues
between the technicians and talent. Producer Tracy supplements
the process with notes. Of course,
mistakes can be corrected by the

YOUR VIDEO EQUIPMENT

has modular "add-on"
features that allow
maximum flexibility

and versatility

engineer on duty at the studio,

in designing console
arrangements for
professional, industrial,
communication
and educational

who controls the entire show from

a McCurdy board in master control.

For call -ins, WNEW uses a
technique that has found favor

VIDEO CENTERS.

Write or call for FREE
VIDEO CENTER CATALOG

among increasing numbers of stations recently: a modified speaker
phone. A standard speaker phone

is adapted to plug into the audio
chain, and the board feeds it incoming calls, which then go out
over air. When the show is aired,
all the separate parts somehow
come together, and all but the restaurant audience believe Parcells

«200

mailing address P.O. Bo
No. Hollywood, CA 91
or call Toll Free: 1--800

No. Calif. Toll Free: 1-800
So. Calif. please call 1-213

13MC

&A
0C19

0(20

STANTRON

0

factory'
6900-6918 Beck Ave
No. Hollywood, CA 91605

is actually at Gallagher's doing
the show live.
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The Complete Digital
Production System.
*lam
IR III
irr

With the common standard
It's arrived.
Step into Quantel's digital studio and
experience the world's first complete Digital
Production System.
Record and Replay in Real -Time. Random Access
Edit and Digital Chroma Key with pictures. Use
Wipes, Dissolves, Linear Luminance Keys and
Digital Effects. Create Graphics, Animate,

Retouch, Rotoscope, Time Compress and
Stretch. Drop the finished piece onto a Sony
digital VTR. All handled in component digital
format to the official international CCIR.60I
(SMPTE 4:2:2) sampling standard, guaranteeing

no multigeneration or transcoding losses
between subsystems ... ever.
All this from just Paintbox, Harry and Encore with an ease and speed that will delight you, a
quality that will stun you and at a cost that is
significantly lower than an equivalent analog
suite. Of course, if you already own one or
more of the subsystems that comprise the
Quantel Digital Production System, the costs
become even lower.
The Digital Production System is the culmination
0110 years' digital tideo research at Quantel
and is being deli' mil note

lulu
deli 44frierfry the digital studio
P.O. Box 508103290 hest Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, California 94303, ISA. Phone: (415) 856-6226

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

QUANTEL

one

hundred twenty-eighth

SMPTE
STANDARDS
DOMINATE
SHOW

Red Hot Graphics Cool
60
Down (a Little)
2D
EFX
Capture
SMPTE show was held last fall, a
65
record number of attendees SMPTE Spotlight
(16,812) were treated to intense The Return of Random
68
discussions on standards and Access?
their impact on technological de- Cameras Focus on
velopment. Also standard was the Versatility
76
relative lack of new product introductions; most manufacturers Camera Control Pans
77
preferring to hold off the big an- Competition
Lenses
View
Market
nouncements until the next NAB
78
show. Though this seems to have Favorably
become a habit in recent years, VTRs Assemble Forces for
there were some important new Format Wars
80
product and company announceProduction
Switchers
Adments made at this most recent
80
show, and SMPTE remains the vance Interfaces
second most important confab in Video Processing Expands
81
the broadcast industry.
Domain
Areas of heavy activity in- Test & Measurement Comcluded digital video, analog com- putes Market Change
81
ponent video, MTS, with HDTV
82
assuming a rather low profile. In Audio Speaks Softly
the midst of all of this, SMPTE Batteries Power Ahead 85
engineering VP Richard Streeter Microwave Shrinks with
once again addressed the opening Possibilities
85
crowd with a discussion on the im- Automation/Master Control
portance of standards and how Change Route
86
lack of cooperation among manuAt the new Jacob Javits

Center in New York,
where the 128th

facturers could easily backfire due

to the cost of developing nonstan-

dard hardware. Meanwhile, on

the exhibit floor, format wars and
nonstandard product introductions proceeded apace.

Significant debuts were made
at the show in the areas of video
graphics, cameras, camera control, test and measurement, and
post -production. Naturally, recording formats again drew notice

and called closer attention to the

question of standards and how
they affect the development and
marketing of technology and the
practical implementation of that
technology. Thus, the show's
theme, "Today's Technology-Tomorrow's Reality?" was pervasive
not only in the meeting rooms, but
on the convention floor.
There were surprises on the au-

dio side, with new players entering the fray, but the overall volume of audio companies and the
number of new revelations were
fewer than expected. Perhaps the
most interesting demonstrations
were in the wireless intercom and
always changing digital domain.
For specific information, refer to
BM/E
the contents box.
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Red -Hot Graphics
Cool Down (a Little)
After a sizzling NAB, things

seemed just a bit calmer in the
graphics arena at SMPTE. True,

there was at least one all -new
(and very exciting) 3D animation
system-that of Vertigo Systems.
Bosch showed networking capabilities and an ultra -high -resolution mode for the FGS-4000,
and Quantel had its Paintbox integrated with Harry, Encore, and
the Sony DVR-1000 in an all -digi-

tal suite. Many enhancements
were in evidence, too. But the fire-

works that went off in April had
dimmed in intensity.
Attendees confused by the recent explosion in graphics, especially on the 3D end, would have

done well to attend Dean
Winkler's presentation of a paper
written by him and Post Perfect
partner Pat Howley. Both writers

are veterans of video postproduction and graphics, and their
new New York City facility prom-

ises to be a major force in high quality graphics production.
The paper recommended a series of criteria for evaluating
three-dimensional graphics systems. Winkler opened by defining

a "3D" system as one that contains at least the following ca-

pabilities: fractals (which he
called "a class of pseudo -random

numbers that have character-

istics found in nature"), three-dimensional objects, transparency,
reflection mapping (which maps
reflections of environmental ob-

jects onto a 3D object), and texture

mapping. He differentiated between paint systems, which require each pixel to be colored indi-

vidually on each frame, and a 3D
system, which uses mathematical

models to describe all possible
views of an object so it can be
manipulated by the computer.

Winkler proposed a range of cri-

teria for evaluating these systems, beginning with image quality. This can be measured first by

resolution-both spacial (lines)

and temporal (number of frames
per second and "cleverness" in fil-

tering out temporal effects)-and

secondly by bits per pixel. Related
60
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John Streets at the Merlin booth with an original Ampex VTR, now 30
years old.

to image quality is antialiasing
capability and a frame buffer of

port, quality of documentation,

full analog video quality. His next
criterion was ease of use, typically
a tradeoff for power and flexibility. Is the system menu -driven or
command -driven, or are both
available as options? As a rule of

a broadcaster or facility owner

thumb, the system should help
the novice while not holding back
the expert.

systems integration,

and the
track record of the vendor.
Armed with Winkler's criteria,

can expect to ask intelligent questions of the manufacturers of the
dizzying array of 3D systems. And

not a moment too soon, because
the field has another new entrant.
Vertigo Systems, which at NAB

The third test is the degree of
real-time feedback. How many

had representatives armed with

polygons can be moved around the

V-2000 3D animation system to

screen in real time? "The minimum we seem to put in a scene is

five to ten thousand," Winkler
said; one clip he showed involved

350,000 (!) polygons. Is there a
materials editor? A lighting editor? Next, consider the system's
modeling capabilities. The most
standard method is polygon -based

models, but some systems offer
solid or spline -based systems.

Does the software support
smoothing groups and automatic
object generation?

Winkler listed a number of
other criteria, among them 2D
paint capabilities, choreography
and rendering capabilities, open

architecture, compositing and
matte generation, and the ability
to interface with other video and
photographic devices. Also impor-

tant-as with most other studio
equipment-are such considerations as maintainability, sup-

literature but no booth, showed its

broadcasters for the first time.

(The system made its debut a few
weeks earlier at SIGGRAPH.)

The system uses an Iris
workstation with bit pad and

mouse as the input device and a

Sun computer as the renderer.

The cost for this base configuration is $120,000 complete.
For faster rendering speed, the
user can plug in up to 12 Vertigo built render/accelerator cards,

each with two processors, at
$8900 each. Up to six of these
boards (for a total of 12 proces-

sors) can go into the Sun chassis.

According to a Vertigo spokesman, each card has the rendering
power of 2.5 VAX 11780s. All
those processors result in mighty
fast animation; according to the
spokesman, an impressive full
animation script demoed at the
booth, complete with multiple
light sources, took only 1.5 min -

utes per frame to render on a full
12 -processor system.

The V-2000 boasts a full array

of features, including an easy -to -

use user interface and a versatile
extruder for creating 3D shapes
from a 2D object.
Already a major force, Bosch
had a couple of announcements
about its well -established FGS4000 3D modeling and animation
system. The off-line modeling system introduced at last April's

NAB has greater capabilities and

is now tied to the FGS through
Ethernet. According to the company, there is no practical limit to

the number of off-line
workstations that can be inte-

grated. The biggest news is that
the off-line workstation, which
had no rendering capability last

spring, now can function as a
high -resolution renderer, render-

ing output from the FGS so the
main unit isn't tied up.
The modeler itself is like a
streamlined version of the FGS,
although it is not standalone. It
has a simplified user interface
and is designed to ease the burden
on the main unit by allowing artists to construct objects quickly at
a remote workstation. The system

has both 2D and 3D editors with

hardware speed increases, rewritten code (with whole sections re-

placed), a faster user interface,
and a much faster renderer. The
new version, known as the VGS
Turbo xi, is still under $30,000 de-

spite the speed boost.
The Artronics 3D modeler was
undergoing final polishing at
SMPTE time and was scheduled
to be ready about three weeks after the show closed; it comes packaged with the 24 -bit paint system.
Deliveries were scheduled to start
December 1.

Artonics' VPL Video Paint Library is now undergoing beta testing at Telesis Productions in
Rochester, NY. The system features full -frame real-time animation, high -resolution paint with
dual buffers, an "undo" function,

cording to Quanta's Bill Park. The
booth featured the company's
well -established Q8 and Quanta font character generator systems.

Aurora also was camera -shy
about its new AU/280 graphics

system with optional 3D capabil-

ity. According to a company
spokesman, development was still

underway at SMPTE time. The
company expected a speedy completion, however, and planned to

deliver the first 280s in November, right after the show.
The booth featured the AU/220,

also introduced at NAB. Unlike
the 280, the 220 has been deliv-

cent entrants to the 3D arena

were there but keeping relatively
low profiles. Integrated Technol-

modeling package; standard fea-

storage.
Several big names in 3D graph-

ics were notably absent from the
SMPTE floor: Cubicomp,
Wavefront, and Alias. Other re-

ogy announced a new location and
additions to the management
team. The company is leaving its
home in North Carolina for Santa

Clara, CA, "to be in physically

features.
Another recent introduction
from Bosch, also seen at NAB, is

closer touch with the technological end of our business," according

The user can incorporate FGS-cre-

Quanta, which also premiered a
3D graphics system at NAB, opted

ated 3D objects into a painted

targeted for early this year. Several orders have been taken, ac-

erable since just after NAB, and a
number of systems have been delivered. This full -color paint system is based on the IBM AT with a
standard 40 -megabyte hard disk.
Disks as large as 112 megabytes
are available optionally. The 220

and up to 1200 frames of still

similar interfaces and many
the 3D Illustrator, a full -color
paint system for the FGS-4000.

against bringing it to SMPTE. Development on the system is complete, however, and deliveries are

to

vice president and general

manager Jesse Blount, formerly
of Aurora Systems.

will also have an optional 3D
tures include antialiasing, full color video input, transparency,
and two full picture buffers.
Ampex showed a significant

new advance for its AVA-3 video
graphics system, a computer -

aided tracing option called

SpeedTrace. The new capability
enables rapid automatic input of
symbols and fonts, saving literally hours of operator time while
greatly enhancing the precision of

frame, along with user -defined
light sources and fonts, all located
in three-dimensional space.

For those interested

in

of graphics,
Bosch introduced ultra -high -resolution of up to 4000x4000 with 4x

hardcopy output

antialiasing from the FGS-4000,
ideal for slides and print. Expect
additional graphics developments
from Bosch (soon to be under the
BTS name) at NAB.

Speed was the news at the

Artronics booth, where the company announced impressive speed
increases of up to 150 percent for
the VGS Video Graphics System.
A company spokesman attributed

Microtime's new entry into digital video effects, the RP -1 3D system.

the large jump to a combination of
BM/E
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the input. It operates on a proprietary software algorithm that detects boundaries between the
light and dark areas of the image.
(The user can define the exact lu-

minance transition point.) By
scanning the boundaries, the sys-

tem creates an exact wireframe

been delivered over the past six
months, with about 40 in the field.
An interesting variation on a

rr
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reproduction of the image in min-

utes. Once the image has been
captured, it can be edited to

smooth out any imperfections in
the original.
Speedtrace has two operating

BBC.

modes, font scan and symbol scan.
Font scan functions, in essence, as

an electronic typesetter for custom fonts. If the user needs a custom font for any purpose, the indi-

vidual letters can be scanned in
from flat art and converted into a

Model DPS-1 from Dubner attracted
interest in the competitive paint system market.

Symbol scan allows the creation of

ter generator systems, well

permanent digitized typeface.
digitized symbols from a full -

screen video image.
Another high -end graphics sys-

tem, the ArtStar from Color-

tion. Dubner is positioning this

animation. Shown in prototype at

Quantel Paintbox, and a dem-

NAB and enhanced since then,
the program is produced by an
outside company, Interactive Picture Systems, based in New York
City. It's called Action and is com-

patible with ArtStar II and 3D
systems. (With a hardware add-

it can also be used with
ColorGraphics' LiveLine IV
on,

weather systems.)

The package boasts some impressive capabilities, such as the
ability to animate still graphics
on multiple planes in real time.
Full record and preview capabili-

ties are included, along with a

choice of frame -by -frame or real-

time editing and animation.

Video output is also real-time or
frame -by -frame, as desired.

Paths of motion may be gener-

ated simply by specifying start
and end points; movement may be

previewed and edited by altering
any point between the specified
points. ips services and supports
the software, which is fully
documented and comes with sample animations. The basic package
is $15,000.

Dubner showed its full line of
graphics, animation, and charac62

known to the television graphics
community. The newest family
member, the DPS-1 NTSC paint
system, is worthy of special men-

Graphics, has a new add-on soft-

ware package for real-time cel
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theme is Rank Cintel's Art File,
an outgrowth of that company's
Slide File still -storage system.
Announced but not exhibited at
NAB, the Art File moves Rank
Cintel squarely into the graphics
arena. The system is already well
established in the U.K, with
about 60 Art Files installed at the

$20,000 painting tool against the

The Art File/Slide File's hard
disk system holds up to 400 still
images. With the added graphics
tablet, the user can easily select
and modify stored pictures in a
variety of ways, painting on them,
cropping them, combining them,

all immediately before going on
air. The system is very straightforward, flexible, and easy to use.
Adcom Communications, a New

York City -based dealer, took a
booth to introduce (among other
products) the Lumena-16 microcomputer -based graphics system.
Essentially a software package,

the Lumena requires an AT or
compatible PC with an internal

onstration at the show indicated
impressive quality and capabilities. One obvious difference be-

Targa graphics board. The board

Paintbox is that the former is only

16, with 32,000 colors, and the
Targa-32, with over 16 million.

tween the DPS-1 and the

one channel, while Paintbox is a
dual -channel system. Subjective
quality is very high, however, am-

ply illustrating how advances in
technology have made top performance available even at such low
prices.
For example the device features
real-time frame capture and four-

field color frame storage. It is
available with a four-, two-, or
one -field NTSC frame buffer. It
has a full array of brushes, includ-

ing hard and soft transparency,
wash, and stamp, all antialiased
and all in multiple sizes. A few of

its many other features include
cut and paste, embossing, cropping, antialiased spline curves,
frame averaging, motion suppression, and x, y, and z axis tilt, scale,
and perspective.
Dubner is presently at work on
animation and true 3D rendering
for the DPS-1, which could make

it a powerful contender. Introduced at NAB, the DPS-1 has

comes in two varieties: the Targa-

Other hardware additions include
an image memory module, graph-

ics tablet, and graphics display
monitor.

The system has a full array of
paint capabilities, including cut
and paste, multilevel transparencies, "watercolor" blending, and
character generation. A 3D module is under development; a beta
version was on display at SMPTE.

A basic Lumena-16 system, including software, IBM-compatible
computer, Targa-16 board, image
memory module, 8.5x11 graphics
tablet, and RGB monitor, comes to
$17,275 total.
Thomson has added two important features to its Vidifont

Graphics V character/graphics

system. The first is a new down-

stream linear keyer that allows
keying from the paint plane to the
background plane to external
video. (The old keyer only allowed
keying from the text plane to external video.) The new keyer will

ARTSTAR 3D brings you powerful, high resolution three
dimensional video graphics animation capabilities never

before available at real-wold prices! Versatile skil s at
your fingertips include:
Full 3D frame -by -frame animation with automatic VTR

control-in Component Video or NTSC.

8 kir ds of animation: color palette "movie," slack,

Plus:

Multiple Light Sources
Phone Shading-for "spectacular" specular reflections
Texture Mapping-wrap around 3D surfaces
Spline Motion Paths Extensive Key Framing
And, this "Super Hero" is also a full -color, high resolution,
full -featured paint system with high-speed 3D rendering

& modeling, flash frame grab, vector type character

multiple -plane 3D, cut -our, event recording/playback,
rotoscoping, and traveling matte for system -generated
graphics into live video.

generation, and laser .disk digital still -store option.

Now announcing exclusive real-time cel animation in
high resolution!

Production Heros! Cal today for more information or a
demcnstration at your facility.

ARTSTAR 3D-from ColorGraphics-your Super

AiRTSTKR

COLORGRAPHICS SYSTEMS INC.
DYNATECH Broadcast Group

5725 Tokay Boulevard Madison, Wisconsin 53719 (608) 274-5786
Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

The SSL Stereo Video System
The Practical Standard For MTS Production
Before and beyond the transmitter, Multichannel Television
Sound is an art. In the studio and post -production suite, the
creative use of stereo can do as much or more than lighting,
lensing, colour and video effects to give depth, impact and
immediacy to the television picture. It quite literally adds an
entirely new dimension to the viewing experience.
In stereo, television is a whole new
ball game - or newscast, or series,
or advert, or sitcom, or special.
Because stereo is both natural and
compelling, the programming
possibilities are as broad as the
imagination and skills of today's
sound designers. Technical limitations and the constraints of time
are the only obstacles. And
that's where SSL can help.

Our SL 6000 E Series Stereo Video
System handles complex MTS
production with unrivalled ease and
efficiency. Designed to simultaneously speed and enhance all aspects
of television audio production,
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the SL 6000 E Series makes
innovative stereo programming
practical on a daily basis.
Only SSL has triple stereo mix
buses for stereo music, dialogue
and effects, plus rapid mix -minus
matrixing for Second Audio Program creation. Only SSL provides
compressor/limiters, parametric
equalizers, expanders and noise
gates on every channel - plus
balance and image width controls
for all stereo sources. And only
SSL provides such time -saving operational features as patch free audio subgrouping and pushbutton signal processor
routing. For post -production efficiency, even the multitrack
electronics remotes are built right in. And that's just the
new line standard equipment!

Options include Total Recall" - an SSL exclusive, completely
independent of the audio path, which allows any operator to
recreate the most intricate console setups for any programme
with rapid accuracy, week after week. Programmable dynamic
stereo equalisation and panning may also be added, along with
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be standard equipment on new
systems and retrofittable to those

already in the field for about

$6000. Shipments start this

month.

The second, highly significant
new feature is the ability to read
foundry -based fonts. Thomson evidently plans to give Aston,

Quantel, and Chyron a run for
their money with this one. The
company is in the process of buy-

ing licenses and has already established working relationships
with type houses Compugraphic
and Bitstream. User response has
been very good so far, according to
Thomson's Tom Hindle.

tion Suite set up in conjunction

software for its Scribe high -qual-

at SMPTE interfaced with a new
combined linear keyer/coder from
Acron Video. The new keyer, the
Acron 610N, prevents the quality

ity character generation system
at SMPTE. An advanced font util-

ity ($1075) allows logos and alphanumerics to be modified in a
variety of useful ways. Some examples include metalizing effects,
light -source shading, and patterning (marble, wood, etc.). The font
utility also provides floating view-

point control, which allows the

Another major advance at

viewer to "move" around the type.

frame 3D system, introduced at

Cypher character generator,

Thomson is that the Vidifex full NAB, is now deliverable. This sys-

tem grabs and extrudes a multicolor 2D object, light -sources it,
defines a 3D axis of rotation, and
does frame -by -frame off- or online rendering and merges the final animation with a background
plane with antialiased edges. Al64

though it is not a true 3D modeling system, it gives the Vidifont
excellent 3D capabilities. Output
can be transferred into the
Vidifont's GraphicStore or onto
tape (or both simultaneously).
Chyron took the wraps off new
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Quantel's booth featured the

which combines top-quality type
with "unparalleled" manipulation
of characters. Anyone who's seen
the Cypher in action can attest to
its capability and flexibility. The
really hot ticket at Quantel, however, wasn't on the show floor at
all; it was the All -Digital Produc-

with Sony and demos throughout

SMPTE at nearby Teletronics.

For a complete description, see accompanying sidebar.
Speaking of high -quality character generation, the Aston 4 was

deterioration possible with

antialiased characters during
keying, allowing true, clean transitions. Only the background picture is keyed, allowing the natu-

ral transitions on the characters
to mix perfectly with the keyed
background. Compensation circuitry keeps pedestal constant.
The keyer/combiner itself sells for
$4200; the Aston 4 is $32,500 for a
single -channel unit and $48,000
for a dual -channel one.
Despite the sexiness of high -end

captioning systems and sophisticated graphics, the lowly character generator continues to play a
vital part in broadcast operations.

multi -repeatable Events Control, Automatic
Dialogue Replacement, and centralised
command of up to five synchronised audio
and video machines. All of this is thoroughly

integrated with the SSL Studio ComputerrRu

it; ;sr
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the world's number one choice for mixing
automation.

///

Best of all, the SSL Stereo Video System is
not a hasty revamp of an old mono design. Nor is it an experimental project in search of a guinea pig. It is a practical,
reliable international standard for advanced television audio
production - proven in well over half a million hours of
network and independent studio and mobile operation in Great Britain, Japan, Germany, Scandanavia, Australia,
Canada and all across the United States.

Take advantage of our experience. Call or write today for a
free 40 page colour brochure describing the operation and
applications of the SL 6000 E Series Stereo Video System.
If your station or facility is contemplating an upgrade to full
MTS production capabilities, we'll be happy to arrange a
complete demonstration. And be sure to ask about our
training programmes.

Solid State Logic
Begbroke, Oxtord, Er.gland OX5 1RU (08675) 4353
20C West 57th Street New York, New York 10019 (212) 315-1111

6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463.4444

An established name in character
generation, 3M, showed a range of
previously introduced equipment
at SMPTE, including the D-3600

$5995.

5000, which has additional graphics capabilities. 3M's most recent
(and most sophisticated) CG system was not at SMPTE, however:
the D-6000 Panther, introduced at

showed another addition to its

character generator and the D-

Comprehensive Video Supply,
which has attracted favorable notice with its Edit Lister PC -based
EDL option for edit controllers,
software -based production line:
the PC -CG microcomputer -based

character generator. This software -based system runs on a cus-

introduced CGs to their first

tomer -supplied IBM or compatible PC and wraps a full range of
capabilities into a $2995 package.

SMPTE: Max, a straight information display; Ernie, a combination

dard fonts (more can be added)

NAB.
Mycro-Tek brought three NAB -

information display and titler;
and Supra, with all features of the
first two plus one edit channel and
one delay channel, allowing some

The PC -CG comes with four stan-

and features include programmable roll and crawl, 40 ns resolu-

That's exactly what happened at
SMPTE, however, when Pinnacle
Systems unveiled two brand-new

effects boxes that brought some
real excitement back to 2D. Pinnacle, a new company based in
Santa Clara, CA, has designed a
clean, simple -to -use system with

excellent capabilities and a full
range of effects.

The basic system, the 2010,
takes advantage of the kind of
open architecture found in personal computers to create a capable system that is easy to upgrade.
Two 3.5 -inch floppy disk drives

tion, and a full editor allowing

store data and provide for software upgrades. In addition, the

and deletion, and full cursor

slots for future hardware enhancements. Enough on -board

automatic centering, left or right
justification, character insertion

system provides spare expansion

fast.

movement.

RAM is provided to store 6000

ently aiming at the non -production market, the company is trying to establish an identity for a
future line of broadcast CGs, un-

2D EFX Capture
SMPTE Spotlight

component digital form. Pictures
were clean and sharp, with no dis-

production capability. The systems are very user-friendly and

Although Mycro-Tek is pres-

der development at this time.
Current products run $2995 to

In an industry dominated by 3D,
it is a surprise to see a 2D effects
system capture the spotlight.

keyframes.

All internal processing is in

cernable edge noise. The system is
menu -driven, with menus quickly

selectable by a pushbutton. Help
BM/E
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The Abekas A53 -D Digital
Special Effects System
The innovative tradition of Abekas
continues with the A53-D-the
most cost-effective, high -quality
three-dimensional effects system
available today.
In single or dual channel configuration, the A53 -D gives you a full
array of three-dimensional features.
This includes: perspective and 3D
rotation, variable rotation axes and
3D locate, field/frame freeze and
full manipulation of frozen pictures,
variable border and background,
crop and aspect change, A/B switch-

ing and GPI control, and smooth
linear motion and trajectory with
variable tension.
The A53 -D makes good sense for
both live broadcast and post -production applications. For broadcasting,
the A53 -D offers a simple -to -use

control panel with fast access to 24
on-line effects. For post -production,
the system's extensive programming
features and precise control let
you create intricate effects limited
only by your imagination.
You can digitally interface the
A53 -D to the highly acclaimed
Abekas A62 digital disk recorder.

This unique duo gives you the ability
to composite unlimited layers of
manipulated video without generation loss.
Let the A53 -D add a whole new
dimension to your bottom line,
with unmatched price and performance. For details, contact: Abekas
Video Systems, Inc., 101 Galveston
Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063.
(415) 369-5111.

Abekas
Vete° Svelems

Now Anything is Possible
Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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keys and a joystick further
streamline operations.
In terms of effects themselves,

The system has a built-in 3.5 inch disk drive, with a second ex-

neous rotation and perspective,
smooth trajectory, and optional

effects is built in, including 3D
variable axis rotation and variable perspective with simultaneous rotation, continuous compression and expansion, full 3D
manipulation of a frozen image,
linear or curvolinear trajectories,

eration. The control panel fea-

Pinnacle has given careful

shape manipulation. An A/B
tion. An impressive range of switch simulates dual -channel op-

the frame, not inside as with some

tures an internal 3.5 -inch floppy
disk drive for data storage.

thought to the needs of the user.
Borders, for example, are outside
other effects systems. All effects
can be done with frozen pictures
as well as with moving video. Full

interpolation allows trailing free
of flicker. Wipes include moving
blinds, splits, and transposes.

Other

effects

include

posterization, true mosaics, mirrors, and "montage," which creates a background composition
out of one or more frames.
Price for the 2010 is a very reasonable $23,500. Pinnacle also in-

troduced the 2020, which combines all the features of the 2010
with a 60 -frame still store, expandable to 160 frames within the
box and beyond that with external

ternal drive available as an op-

and many more. Software

is

menu -driven for ease of learning
and use.
Microtime is initially introducing the RP -1 in its 3D, NTSC con-

figuration, but development will
not stop there. A PAL version will
be available shortly, and the company plans to introduce a 2D version that will be fully upgradeable
to the 3D system. In addition, the
RP -1 will be interfaced in the future to CCIR/SMPTE 4:2:2 digital

expansion. Both systems were

video systems. List price for the
3D RP -1 is $56,995; the 2D ver-

scheduled for delivery 90 days after the show. A 3D upgrade will be

sold through Microtime's dealer

sion will be $29,995. Both will be

released sometime this year.

network.

Microtime premiered a new, high-

system was the Eclipse from DSC,

In the realm of 3D effects,

performance system, the RP -1,
with a full range of sophisticated
features. For example, the RP -1
has a built-in downstream linear
keyer, and the system's full band-

width eliminates any aliasing at
the edges of keys. Dual -channel
systems will have a plug-in digital compositor.

Another striking new effects

which offers unusual, exciting
curved effects as an optional addon. The curved effects option includes an automatic cube builder
and "picture twist."
In addition to the curved effects,
Eclipse has a full complement of
features, such as picture cropping,
rotation, perspective, simulta-

--"1"1111111
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DSC also featured its other digital effects systems, the component
version of the Illusion and the SX2000D programmable on -air effects system.
Component video was the word
at NEC, which introduced a component version of its DVE System
10. the new DVE System 10C. The

new system has all the power of
its namesake, including full eD

rotation and perspective, plus

added features designed to appeal
to the off-line production market.
The success of the System 10, with
close to, 200 systems sold since its
introduction, should ensure a
high level of interest in the 10C.
The System 10 itself had some

new features at SMPTE, with a
new software package offering

some creative and unusual effects
designed to give the look of 3D effects in a 2D system. These new

preprogrammed effects, retro-

fittable to systems already in the
field, include "curl," essentially a
Mirage -like page turn; "roll," sim-

ilar to curl except that the edge of

the image is tightly rolled like a

rug or diploma; and "fold" or
"peel,'' also a variation on curl in

which the edge of the curl

is

creased-reminiscent of a piece of
tape being pulled off glass. These
effects were still in prototype at
SMPTE and the company planned
to smooth out some minor rough

edges before delivery early this
year.

No longer must the broadcast-

ing industry wait for Grass Valley
Group's Kaleidoscope to become a
reality. The first production mod-

els of this classy digital effects
system were scheduled to be

shipped very shortly after

SMPTE, and by this time a number should be in the hands of ea-

ger users. Over 100 have been
sold so far, mostly to production
houses, networks, and television
stations.

The A42 slide system, and the A62 digital disk recorder, from Abekas contrib-

uted to the excitement in the graphics and effects categories.

According to Peter Symes, product manager for the system, GVG
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The Return of
Random Access?
Without a doubt, the hottest issue
in post -production at SMPTE was
the rash of videodisc -based, ran-

dom-access editing systems.
/
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CMX, which very quietly showed
a prototype random-access editor

at NAB, invited reporters to its

booth a few hours before the
A new company, Pinnacle Systems, introduced a software -based effects system, the 2010, whose basic architecture is its most unique feature.

has completely redone all the interpolation for the Kaleidoscope,
resulting in "much nicer" moves
and animation. A single -channel
system is $160,000; a dual -channel system with combiner and a

host of effects (including inter-

secting planes) is $305,000.
Other previously introduced
digital effects systems reappeared
at SMPTE. Abekas, for example,

showed its full range of digital
products: the A62 digital disk recorder;

tor; the A52 digital special effects
device in component and composite versions; and the A53D threedimensional digital effects device.
The A53D, the most recent entry,

is a full -bandwidth system de-

signed for both on -air and

postproduction applications. It

can be interfaced directly to the
A62 digital disk recorder for topnotch production work, allowing
unlimited layers of video with no

generation losses.

James Grunder exhibited the
CEL line of digital effects system.

The most recent addition is the
EFX IV, a multichannel system
with an integral combiner/mixer.

Like the other CEL systems, it
has a touchscreen controller. Also

on view were the EFX II single channel effects system and the
EFX III, a dual -channel, dualTBC/framestore synchronizer effects

system that allows two

simultaneous live inputs.
SciTech, a company new to
SMPTE, introduced two items: a

special effects generator with
built-in genlock, designed primar-

ily for live effects use with two

cameras and offering such effects
as dissolves, cuts, wipes, and re68
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verse video in plug-in cartridges;
and the Model 142B dual -channel

TBC, designed to correct time
base error in two VCRs and to
equalize and genlock them for
special effects. It accepts any
video source as reference, even

unstable, noninterlaced video,
and allows A/B roll with a single
TBC, since one VCR can be the
reference for the other. The 142B
lists for $3995.
ALTA Group had a new PAL
version of its Cygnus single -channel production system/TBC, one of
those hard -to -classify products

that seems to do everything. The
Cygnus offers infinite window
time base correction, digital picture freeze, variable picture freeze

strobe, variable posterization,
variable mosaic, and dropout com-

pensation. Deliveries begin this

month.
At the show, ALTA a celebrated
the delivery of its five hundredth
Pyxis, the $6990 two -channel effects system that incorporates two
16 -line window digital time base
correctors.
Fairlight Instruments had new
software and hardware options for

its CVI Computer Video Instrument, a unique effects device de-

signed primarily for live work.

The CVI reflects Fairlight's audio
experience with its 10 video slide
"faders," which control the unusual live effects.
The new software package, Revision 7, adds title generation ca-

pabilities to the CVI with six

character fonts, backspace and in-

sert editing capabilities, foreign-

language characters, and new

character display options. Up to
100 titles may be stored.

SMPTE floor officially opened to
unveil the 6000, its new off-line
disc -based editor. Paltex unveiled

its new Eddi "nonlinear" editor
with a little less fanfare, but just
as much confidence. Even on the
tape side, manufacturers such as
BHP were promising virtual random access.
Ironically, neither EditDroid
nor Montage, pioneers of the sec-

ond wave of disc -based editing,
took booths at SMPTE. Eddi and

the CMX 600, with their lower
prices, probably will be serious
and damaging competition for
both. Montage, which has been in
limbo since its sale a few months
back, did have demos at a hospi-

tality suite, however. EditDroid
seems to be lying low after a recent management shakeup.
It's no secret that videodiscs offer one post -production advantage

tape never can: virtually instant
access to any frame on the disc,
with no time spent waiting for a
tape transport to shuttle. But the
manufacturers had few satisfactory answers for the biggest criticism of laser discs: cost.
At a panel discussion on post production, just that question was

raised by the moderator, Emory

Cohen of Pacific Video. According
to Cohen, disc mastering costs for
a one -hour episode of a television

show run $6000. And he should
know: his facility has logged extensive experience with both
Montage and EditDroid.

Christin Hardman of CMX
countered that the much faster
editing generated by disc -based
systems can result in a 30 percent
labor savings over the season, although she admitted, "That's not

something an editor wants to
hear." Random access also allows
greater creativity, which can't be

quantified in dollars. Hardman

suggested, however, that a more
creative production may have far
greater syndication value down
the road.
CMX certainly took a different
tack with the 6000, which was introduced on the fifteenth anniversary of its ill-fated predecessor,
the CMX 600. The 6000 has the
advantage of up-to-date technology and relatively low cost-under $50,000 for the basic system.
It is fully compatible with CMX
on-line systems, but shows its individuality in several ways.
Perhaps the most obvious is its
dedicated keyboard, a departure
from the computer -style key-

The CMX 6000 editing system showed major advancen, nts in the post -production area.

streamlined keyboard of the 6000
includes an integral shuttle knob
and touchpad.
Another difference is EDL disk

configuration holds two hours of
picture and four of sound.) The
disc players that will be delivered
with the system will be Pioneer

boards CMX favors for its
300/3000 editing line. The

and an hour of sound. (The largest

storage. The 6000 abandons the

LDV-6000As with 1.4- to 1.5 -sec-

floppy in favor of a 20 -megabyte
internal hard disk and a 3.5 -inch
floppy drive for output. How will
information get to the on-line system? Simple: with an optional 3.5 -

In a somewhat similar vein,
Paltex introduced its Eddi random-access editor, designed for
off-line, real-time previewing

traditional CMX eight -inch

inch drive -on -a -card CMX is offer-

ing for its on-line editors. If the
systems are close enough, they
can also communicate by direct
serial interface. In addition to the
EDL, the system can output a film
editor's cutting log.
The 6000 is a modular, turnkey

system aimed, apparently, at the
film community. Its straightforward approach, with time code or
film edge numbers "invisible" to
the editor, makes it easy to learn
and use. No technical expertise is
required to set it up.

The system edits audio and

video in true double -system fashion; an unusual feature is that au-

dio can be heard in still -frame
mode, which sounds strange but

ond access time. First deliveries
are planned for next month.

control knob is at the center of the
keyboard.

EDL output, on a 5.25 -inch

floppy, is in Paltex or "interchange" (i.e., CMX-compatible)

format. The system is designed to
allow conforming on any on-line
editing system.
Paltex showed a preproduction
model of Eddi at SMPTE. Deliveries of the first production models
will begin this month, initially to

with no visible time code. The sys-

European buyers. The system

tem is also available with VHS

costs $32,000.

source decks; minimum configuration is four LaserDiscs or eight
VHS players. Several of its features are similar to the 600, such

engineering model of a disc -based
editor at NAB, kept mum on random access at SMPTE. The post -

storage of takes, reference frames,

cluded a free software upgrade for

as Clip and Mark bins that the

or complete clips, each with a
"named" label.

Aimed at film editors, Eddi

makes full use of an internal hard

disk drive to store necessary information. The system can store
information on up to 150 "projects," each with as many as 4000
cuts and organized into scenes.
Two logs, the master scene log

(MSL) and working scene log
(WSL), store a total of 500 scenes,

which can be transferred and/or

Ampex, which had demoed an

production news at the booth in-

all ACE and ACE Micro users,
plus an optional turbo kit for an
increase in computing speed.

The turbo kit, consisting of a

installed board
(complete with instructions), is
single, easily

designed to shorten response time
to operator commands and speed

search within EDLs and other
EDL functions. The system even
boots up faster. It is compatible
with 3.0 and later software.
The new software, ver. 3.1, offers several useful enhancements.

enables more accurate cutting. An
electronic "clip bin," reminiscent
of Montage, displays a represen-

copied between the two logs.
Each scene, in turn, is composed

clip. The system is cuts -only un-

easily selected and trimmed at the

proved" switcher.
The configuration shown incor-

of a scene are stored in the

enables mark in and mark exit to
be learned as part of a macro sequence. An advanced trigger display allows sophisticated switcher

keystrokes necessary. A speed

pressed into triggers for easy activation and repetition. "Pick and
put" allows the editor quickly to

tative frame from each selected

less the user supplies an "ap-

porated four Pioneer LaserDisc
players; two for audio and two for
video, for half an hour of picture

of one or more clips, which are
keyboard. Clips that are not part
"named" bin for future recall and
use. The keyboard itself is dedicated to minimize the number of

For example, Learn Key Pause

and VTR routines to be com-
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grab any number out of the EDL

ter, a packaged editing system
based on the previously shown

and bring it back up to the edit

construction area for much faster
manipulation.
One of the most significant advances is switcher panel memory

Creative Command Center. The
Mini is built around the ACE Micro four -VTR editor, complete
with customers' choice of VTRs
and an Ampex switcher. An all -

control for Ampex AVC switchers.

In essence, this feature gives the
ACE access to all information in
the AVC's panel memory registers, directly from the ACE control panel. It exploits the possibilities of direct serial interface to
streamline complex effects building, saving generations.
Other new features of the ACE
3.1 software include switcher disable, which provides instant manual override control of designated
switchers, and EDL scroll, which
provides rapid random or serial
access to the entire EDL via keystroke or joystick control. Also
new is an interface to Graham Patten audio switchers.
Ampex's other major post -pro-

Ampex Betacam system with

three VCRs was shown for under
$90,000. The ACE Micro, by the

way, differs from the full ACE

system only in the number of
VTRs it controls.
Software was also in the news
at the Grass Valley Group, where
a new version of Super Edit, co-

incidentally designated 3.1, was
unveiled. The most significant
changes are in the 409 and Trace

programs, which now support

multichannel audio in a new EDL
format. An improved menu structure simplifies user interface.
Performance and time code display accuracy have been improved
in jog mode. Serial control of GVG
1600/1680 switchers has also been

duction announcement was the
debut of the Mini -Command Cen-

improved, and the film mode has
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been enhanced.

BHP showed many new features for its TouchVision (formerly EnVision) editing system.
Up to 24 VCRs (with identical information) can now be controlled
for expanded random access ca-

pabilities, allowing the user to
view changes instantly. At this
time, TouchVision is 3/4 -inch only,

although the company is working
on a half -inch version. It can do
on-line auto assembly or off-line
work, creating a CMX-compatible
floppy. According to the company,

30 to 40 percent of TouchVision

users are in on-line configurations. An editing controller with
three VCRs is $66,500; A total
turnkey package, including special effects capabilities, TBCs,
monitors, a Grass Valley Group
switcher, and six VCRs, costs approximately $135,000.

Convergence and EECO celebrated their recent union by sharing a booth at SMPTE, under the

Convergence name but EECO

merged
companies displayed the (Convergence) 1000 and (EECO) EMME

editors. The 1000, introduced at
NAB '86, is a small but powerful
edit controller with 1000 -line
EDL memory, contained in a single unit. In fact, the 1000 has almost all the features of the company's 200 series, its only limitation

being the number of VTRs controlled (six).

EMME, which is available in
several different versions with
different operator interfaces, appeared at SMPTE with its Video
Editing Workstation, a dedicated
keyboard with central shuttle
knob and status LEDs. The system controls up to nine devices:

VTRs of any formats and
With its patented anechoic foam wedge,
SONEX absorbs and diffuses unwanted
sound in your studio. And it can effectively
replace traditional acoustic materials at
a fraction of the cost. SONEX blends with
almost any pro audio decor and looks
clean, sharp, professional. Check into this attractive alternative for
sound control. Call or write us for all the facts and prices.
SONEX is manufactured by
Illbnick and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound
industry by Alpha Audio.

elplia

2049 West Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
(804) 358-3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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multitrack ATRs, plus a production switcher. Also featured was
the Eeconoline range to time code
generators and readers, all under
$2000.

Sony showed its BVE-900 edi-

tor, introduced at NAB, in con-

figuration with the SEG-2250

eight -input video production/postproduction switcher, the MXP-29
pro audio mixer, and three recorders: a Betacam, a U-matic SP, and

a BVH-2000. This capable little

editor offers such features as con-

trol of up to four VTRs plus an
effects switcher; longitudinal or
vertical interval time code; two
aux sources; advanced graphics
display of events; and auto time
tracking.
The Adams -Smith System 2600

has evolved into a full videotape

editing system from its begin-

nings, about four years ago, as a
line of time code processing modules. The line was first expanded
to include A/V tape synchronization, and now can handle video

transports-but always with an
emphasis on high -quality audio.
The 2600AV, shown at SMPTE,

is a dedicated computer control
system with a computer -style keyboard. Its double -system concept
allows film style editing, with the
video deck and audio deck treated

as a single virtual machine. It's
also being sold as a very sophisti-

cated, automated audio editing
system. At this time, the system is
off line and includes an eight -inch

floppy drive (CMX compatible)
and a 5.25 -inch drive. The editing

system costs $24,000, including
the computer, disk drives, monitor, and keyboard. Interfaces (A -S

2600 modules) are extra and
available for %-inch, one -inch,
and half -inch VTRs.

Audio capability was the hall-

mark of Cipher Digital's new

Softpac data storage system for
the Softouch audio editor. The
system features an external cartridge with a storage capacity of
500 soft key instructions, loops, or

machine control parameters.

Available as a product and an up-

grade for existing systems, the
Softpac is fully compatible with
Cipher's Shadow synchronizers.

One of the most interesting
trends of the past two or three
years has been the emergence of
the personal computer as a broadcast tool. This has been particularly obvious in graphics, but PCs
are turning up in post -production,

too. One of the most notable examples is the CED from Calaway

Engineering, which adds hard-

ware and software to turn an IBM
PC/XT or Compaq Deskpro com-

puter into a complete videotape
editing system. The implications

of this technology are very inter-

esting: rather than building a
dedicated, proprietary computer
at great expense, why not use inexpensive off -the -shelf hardware?

The basic CED system requires
an XT or Compaq with one 5.25 -

inch floppy disk drive, 256K of
RAM, and two free expansion
slots; the CED + , which controls
six machines (to the CED's four),

required 512K, and three free
slots. An eight -inch drive for EDL

interchange with other editors is

available as an option. These

highly capable editors are virtually identical except for the number of VTRs controlled and ex-

panded GPI capabilities in the
CED + Both may be configured
.

for direct control of Sony serial
machines. A four -machine CED
costs $10,500; the six -machine

computer with architecture similar to the IBM AT: an 80286 processor, 1.2 -megabyte RAM, 1.2 megabyte floppy drive, and a 40 to 60 -megabyte hard disk. In addi-

tion, it has an eight -inch floppy
disk drive and an optional 60 megabyte tape backup system.

The most unusual feature of

TRANSform-1 is its "electronic
storyboard," which stores a single
black -and -white reference frame
for each slate. These images may
be displayed on a monitor during
editing, along with the corresponding notes and location for
each scene.
System output may be a video

EDL or a film cut list. Full list
management is included, and the
large storage capacity makes the
system well suited to episodic pro-

ductions. Beta testing is now

CED + is $15,500.

underway and deliveries-at

ware package for personal

One of the few really new entries at SMPTE was a company

Another very interesting PC based application is Comprehensive Video's Edit Lister, a softcomputers. The version for IBMs

and compatibles costs $900 and
has a maximum EDL size of 995
events.

What makes this system so
unique is that it is designed to

communicate directly with offline edit controllers, including
popular models from Conver-

gence/EECO, Paltex, and Sony,
via the RS -232 port. The system,
in essence, uses the computer as
an outboard EDL management
device with full list management
and cleaning capabilities. It is an
ideal opportunity for owners of ba-

$22,950 including the console and
electronics-should begin next
month.

called SciTech, which introduced

the Model ABREC A/B-roll,
microprocessor -based editing controller. This PC -based system

promises "professional -style"
editing from VHS recorders by
permitting genlock of these decks.
According to the company, acceptable second -generation tapes with

special effects is now possible.
The customer -supplied

Atari, or IBM. The company plans
to interface Beta and U-matic re-

corders at a later date.

sic controllers to upgrade to full
list management. An upgraded

Another new enhancer for VHS
-inch editing came from
and

software package, Version 3.0 for
MS-DOS computers, was demonstrated at SMPTE.

The Enhancer. Designed for inser-

On a larger scale than Edit

Lister, but with certain similarities, is Amtel Systems' TRANS form -1 Post -Production Manage-

ment System. The system is

designed to give standard editing

systems the "logging and film handling functions of a Montage

or EditDroid," according to a company spokesperson.

Amtel supplies both hardware
and software for the system. The
hardware is a proprietary micro-

ESE and was called just thattion into existing VHS and Umatic editing systems, this $1250
device provides a black generator,
automatic or manual video fade,

external source editing, and stereo mixing. Up to four audio inputs and three video sources are
selected by electronically latched

pushbuttons and indicated by
LEDs.

Other previously shown editing

systems reappeared at SMPTE.

Editron, the brash Australian

company that recently launched
BM/E
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The News Tape
Capturing the news is a tcugh job, and you
need a video tape that gets the whole story
From harsh location environment to air, the
choice is Ampex 197 198 and 199 videocassett
Built to provide the consistent, reliable perfoe

mance you need to deliver the news.
With a rugged, high -impact cassette mechanism made frorr the toughest ABS materials.
So it stands up to the toughest handling. And
a cassette shell molded from antistatic plastics
to reduce static charge. So dust and debris
stay in the field. Not on your video tape.
Plus you get a unique new labeling system
that helps you find material fast. Because you
don't hove time for delays.
So when you goose Ampex 197,198 and 199
videocassettes, you don't just get video tape.
You get the news tape.

Ampex Corporoton. Magnetic k2pe Dnaston
401 Broadway, Redwood City CA 94t.W. 415 3,573804.
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It's the Integrated Machine Control System - from Grass Valley Group.
Smooth and efficient because you select sources to as many as eight destinations
and control machines from a single panel. Fast because it's part of the Horizon'
Routing System. For all the freedom only a true integrated system can deliver,
call your GVG representative for more information today.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.® - P.O. Box 1114 - Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA - Telephone (916) 273-8421 - TRT: 160432
OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia (301) 622-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931;
Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447; Los Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680.
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Quantel and Sony Scale
Digital Heights

Even though digital video has played an important
role in television and video production for several
years, it is only now that it is finally coming into its
own as a video format. Agreement at the national
and international level-first on the CCIR Recommendation 601 that defined 4:2:2 component digital and
most recently on the SMPTE D-1 standard digital television tape recorder-has moved digital video beyond
the realm of processing and placed it squarely in the
sphere of production.
A striking demonstration of digital's new-found
power took place off the floor at last fall's SMPTE
convention. A short walk away, at the West Side studios of VCA/Teletronics, two of the biggest names in
digital video, in collaboration with the creative and
teleproduction communities, joined forces to show
the scope of digital graphics production.
The All -Digital Production Suite brought together
the Harry, Encore, and Paintbox, all from Quantel, interfaced with Sony's DVR-1000 digital videotape recorder. Several of these systems, sans Sony, have
been installed around the country; Sony machines will
follow at almost all sites early this year when deliver-

company that recently launched
its Model 500A audio editor in

this country, showed also the

Model 500V video editing system.

With many operational similarities to the popular CMX 340X,
the 500V is an elegant, full -featured system with excellent audio

capabilities. It can control up to
15 video and/or audio recorders at

one time. In fact, the 500A and
500V are almost identical in con-

figuration with the exception of
the keyboard; the 500A replaces
the 500V's color -coded, computer -

style keyboard with a smaller
dedicated keyboard. PAL and
NTSC configurations are standard, and the systems offer

full, CMX-compatible list management.

Evertz Microsystems, famous
for its A/V synchronizers, fea-

tured the Emulator, an audio

transport interface for videotape

ies begin. No one who's seen this system in action
can doubt that it's hot stuff. Images are created in
digital, manipulated in digital, stored and edited in
digital. Analog never rears its imperfect head until final output, and then only because there's still no way
to avoid NTSC for distribution.
Harry, the hard -to -classify computer that Quantel
launched less than a year ago, is earning a reputation
as a flexible and easy to learn production tool that
takes over many of the functions associated with edit
controllers. Its only apparent limitation is its under 90 -second record time. Direct interface with the DVR1000 eliminates that complaint entirely, allowing all digital production and post -production even of long form material.
The actual demonstration illustrated the ease and
flexibility of the system. Creative director Maureen
Nappi began with a storyboard created on the
Paintbox and combined chromakey footage of a
dancer (recorded directly to the DVR-1000) and remote footage (shot with a Sony Betacam and transferred to the DVR-1000). The final piece was put together in minutes using the compositing and matting
capabilities of the Harry along with Encore effects
and Paintbox modification of frames.

known in the industry, featured

its latest model, the Comm-Ette.
This petite A/B-roll editor should
not be underestimated, especially
since it is upgradeable to a Mini Comm or eight -VTR Commander

II. It offers 250 -event EDL stor-

of VO-6800s. A new item, the
Shuttle LB remote controller,
gives Sony Type 5 machines A/Broll capabilities with the RM-440
editing system.

The featured item was the

Shuttle 2B, which gives joystick

SMPTE time code reader, split

shuttle capability for the Sony
5000 or 5600. Vid Video also

match frame dissolve computation, an animation editing mode,
and a user -programmable smart

lows the RM-440 to talk to and
control the Panasonic NV -8500
pro VHS recorder and the JVC

age, list management, integral

audio/video edits, automatic

demoed the Translator, which al-

key.

8600 VHS player.

editor in two configurations: cuts only and A/B roll. This basic, entry-level editor offers frame -accurate cuts with SMPTE time code,

duced a pair of SID products at
SMPTE, the 5310 encoder and

Videomedia featured its lowcost, mouse -controlled Mickey

auto -match, jog functions, programmable preroll and post -roll,
and several editing modes. The
Mickey 1 is under $4000 and is

upgradeable to the A/B-roll

Datum, which brought its full
line of time code products, intro5320 reader. Both are designed for
use with standard composite NTSC
signals. The 5310 sells for $7550;
its companion reader is $8550. Da-

tum also showed its 5300 Series
Intelligent Time Processor product,

a full -featured SMPTE/EBU

claims will work with all major

Mickey 2, which sells for less than
$5000.

reader/generator for both longitudinal and VITC codes.

video editors, allows full integration of audio into edit suites. The

media booth was the Magnum six -

Cameras Focus on
Versatility

editors. This device, which Evertz

Emulator has new software that
allows it to hook directly into a
CMX editor without an 12. It costs

$3950, including a cable for the

customer's choice of audio
transport.

United Media, whose Commander line of editors is well-

Also featured at the Video -

machine controller, a microprocessor -based system with 250 event EDL, slow-motion control,
list management, and auto edit.
Vid Video showed several upgrades for Sony VCRs. The most
recent gives time code read/write
capabilities on the address track

New technologies and corporate
changes made for heightened interest in the video camera category at
this year's SMPTE. Panasonic
Broadcast System's M -II format (as

it affected camera/recorders) was
BM/E
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one of those technologies. While
the conferences and exhibits were
progressing at the Javits Center,
across town NBC announced that

Sony hosted a reception at a down-

M -II had "met or exceeded" the net-

of the CCD's capabilities in lowlight situations and ability to shun

town club to give a vivid demonstration, featuring both the
broadcast and industrial versions,

work's specifications for all of its
videotape operations. At the show,
Panasonic's display featured the
AU -400 recorder mounted on the

comet -tailing effects.

When discussing portable and
ENG cameras, Ikegami is clearly a
major force in the camera business.

new AK -400 three -chip CCD
broadcast video color camera. This

Continuing in the CCD vein, the
MKC 100 introduced at the NAB

configuration uses the small,

was on hand with the battery

cassette and
weighs all of seven pounds.
CCD cameras were the focus of
pocket -sized, M -II

beltpack supplied. The HL 79 is al-

most the standard of the industry
for ENG departments and was, of

attention at other booths as well.
NEC showed its SP -3A configured

course, on display. Further, the HL
95 camera, which is adaptable for
mounting to either the Beta or M -II

for Beta and M -II. The SP-3AES
(electronic shutter) model was also
on hand, freezing action at speeds

format recorders, was displayed,

of from 1/60 to 1/1500 of a second.
The SP -3A was being used across
town at the World Series while the

demonstrating its great versatility.
There were, in the past, certain differences between the two configurations requiring, modification to
the wiring of the camera head, but

exhibit at the Javits Center was
taking place.
Reinforcing the commonly heard
statement that "CCDs are the way
of the future," Sony had a special

the current version of the 95 has
been designed so that only a different mount is required when changing between recorder formats.

display at its booth showing the

BVW-505 Betacam SP CCD

Also a trendsetter in the studio
and larger EFP camera markets,
Ikegami brought a full showing of
its entire spectrum of camera pos-

camera/recorder, which, most obvi-

ously, will compete in the market
against Panasonic's M -II camera/
recorder configuration and against
another Beta SP product, the
Ampex CVR 505 camcorder. The
reentry of Ampex into the camera
business is significant and is cur-

sibilities. Reflecting renewed interest in the %-inch area, the HK 323

was demonstrated along with its
portable relative, the 323P. They
both offer an integral microprocessor arrangement with control

rently reflected in ENG models

such as the three -chip CCD CVC-5
105 camera. Soon, product will be
shipping out of the Ampex plant in
Colorado.

panel for auto setup. The economy -

class studio and field unit, the SC

At the end of the convention,
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camera lines, especially in recognition of their advancements in computer control of camera functions.
A force to be reckoned with in the
studio side is, of course, the LDK-6

line of cameras and the LDK-26.
On the portable line, the LDK-54A

carried the standard at SMPTE,
and, as with the studio units, it offers total computer control.
Also a forerunner in the comput-

erization of cameras, Hitachi
showed the Computacam series, in-

cluding ENG models like the SK -

97D with %-inch tubes that can
also serve as the camera half of a
camera/recorder combination. The
Computacam series of cameras all
contains EPROMs, which Hitachi
burns in at the factory. All this allows the company to offer factory

performance evaluation via

modem. In the studio market the
SK -970 and 970D, both full auto -

setup cameras, are %-inch tube
cameras that can operate with the
SK -120, one -inch, or the SK -110D,
1.25 -inch, cameras.

Also involved in automatic stucameras is Thomson-CSF,

gral microprocessors and a central
engineering control panel was the
TTV 1530, a %-inch camera offering both multicore and triax opera-

I

THE PATCH
BAY DESIGNATION COMPANY
Div. of Glendale Rubber Stamp & Printing Co., Inc.
BOX 6278, GLENDALE. CA 91205

comes. most importantly to the

which displayed its TTV 1525C
one -inch camera. Just introduced
with automatic setup using inte-

r ALSO: Film Inserts For Rear -Illuminated Button Switches. -

11

major U.S. convention at which the
combined product lines were demonstrated. The Philips contribution

730 A. Ikegami's one -inch representative was the HK 322. Its high-

Custom Patch Bay Designation Strips
Visit Us At NAB -Dallas
Booth 2409 (Lower Level)

significant

dio

VCR 44
VCR 45,
BAY 4 TC
VR 11

One of the most

developments of 1986 came with
the announcement that Bosch and
Philips were forming a joint company, Broadcast Television Systems (BTS). SMPTE was the first

500P, was exhibited as was the ITC

PATCHPRINTS''

OUTPUTS

definition camera and projection
systems were also to be seen.

tion and complete compatibility
with the 1600 line of Thomson
cameras. In the category of ENG,
Thomson offers the 1623, which
can be configured as a
camera/recorder if desired using
the Beta format. Of note in the
Thomson demonstration was the
remote control panel PT 1530,
which gives access to automatic
setup functions and monitoring

signals as well as operational
controls.

Camera Control
Pans Competition
Remote pan/tilt heads for video
cameras have progressed so much

in recent years that automated
camera control more aptly describes what the best of these sys-

tems can do. The 128th SMPTE
show in New York proved to be a
good forum for exhibiting the advanced capabilities of these software -driven control mechanisms.

Applications for automated systems go beyond sports and remote
usage to include studio news and
production functions as well.
For studio applications, TSM has
introduced the HS -110P camera

automation system. It is a highspeed device with programmable

pan/tilt head capable of supporting
a large studio camera with a 44X
zoom lens and a teleprompter (a total of up to 250 pounds). The sys-

tem uses TSM's Multicontroller,
which has been around for a couple

of years, and operates off of new
software. Of utmost concern with
remote systems is that they operate

at least as well as a human operator would. The HS -110P, with pre-

cision motion control of 18
arc/second repeatability, 180 degree per second velocity, and 90 de-

gree per second acceleration, fits
the bill. This is accomplished by using digital/analog servos with RS -

422 control, and the unit may be
pedestal or ceiling mounted.
The second half of the equation,

the Multicontroller, through its
software, provides learn and recall
modes with full control of all pan,
tilt, zoom, and focus operations. It
uses a live joystick and has three
operating modes: solo for a single

operator, program/preview for
news automation, and master/
remote for productions requiring
camera control from either of two
directions.

TSM also introduced the

Sportsfocuser, an auto -focusing
system offering quick setups,
holding of focus while live, and

the ability to stay with motion
tracking precisely to within one
foot in 100 yards and within one -

tenth of a second. The device

mounts easily to a standard camera remote handle.

NEC HAS AN
ANSWER FOR YOU
If you're questioning where you can
find a top quality digital video effects
system for under $30,000, take a look at
the DVE" System 100 from NEC. It has
many of the features offered by the DVE
System 10 except 3-D rotation and perspective. But it has pattern select and can
be more easily used live. You get the
kind of quality, versatility and reliability
you've come to expect from NEC: All
for only $29,500. The DVE System 100
from NEC. The choice to make when
you don't want to settle for less.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL CO FOR YOU
GCCOMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS

DVE" is a registered trademark of NEC Corporation.
NEC AMERICA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division
1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191
Toll free 1-800-323-6656 In Illinois 312-860-7600
Circle. 142 on Reader Service Card
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Evershed Power -Optics (EPO),

Due to the emerging importance of CCD cameras, the most
important consideration for the
lens manufacturers is that, with
the CCD chips glued to the prism

a U.K. company that recently
signed with A.F. Associates to
serve as the exclusive U.S. dis-

tributor for its remote camera

control systems, has entered the
American market with something
of a bang. Having installed its remote camera control systems in

in the camera, there is no real

back focus. In tube cameras, the
adjustment is made with the
tubes, but, that not being the case

both the Senate and House of Rep-

with CCDs, a new type lens has to
be designed so that the image falls

resentatives, EPO proceeded to
draw fire from others in the indus-

try, since it was felt that there
was not an open bid and test procedure conducted by the U.S. government before it decided on a foreign company as a supplier. How
that controversy gets worked out

is now up to the lawyers, while
EPO, nevertheless, has certainly
complete, working systems installed in Washington.
The systems offer two basic
types of heads-the servo type 424

and the 425-the latter being the
larger unit for the heavy payloads

(approximately 200 pounds) required of studio cameras with big
lenses
the units can be controlled either
by the System TS or the System
90. The TS version is the economy

range of equipment offering 99
preset camera positions. The
high -end System 90 uses Intel
8088 microprocessor circuits in
conjunction with software mod-

ules, all operated by a control

panel. Inputs on the panel include
encoder update, pot positions, key
switch, push button, and other input data. The processor sends information via a serial data link to

TSM automated camera control sys-

tems were demonstrated showing
new software and other innovations.

the Mark 3 for ENG camera without prompter with a capacity of up

to 77 pounds. For larger
camera/lens/prompter units, the

Mark 2 can handle up to 240

pounds with single- or doublechannel systems available. The
pan and tilt functions can operate

at 60 degrees per second with a
range of up to 178 degrees.

Lenses View Market
Favorably

Just as the VTR market drives
the switcher market, so does the
camera market influence development in the lens category. Reflecting this, the major lens manufac-

turers concentrated their

prism.

Other developments that may

be seen in the near future include
the incorporation of microprocessors into the lens itself so that

when the lens is attached it will
download information into the
camera head so there is minimal
calibration involved. Schneider
now markets this product, which
also has no mechanical cam, over-

seas and expressed at the show
the intention of introducing it to
the U.S. market.
In other developments, ENG
was emphasized at the conven-

and

Fujinon addressing the smae is-

sue. Canon showed developments
in its J18X, J13X, and J8X lenses.
Along with this, there were innovations in the electronic portion of
the lens package, including a re-

duced number of circuit boards,

showings at this year's SMPTE in
ENG, % -inch, and wide-angle

necessitating changes in the servo

evolution in cameras this year

weight.

type lenses. Another significant

was the CCD, which also has impact on lens design.

the camera control. Memory includes up to 500 preset positions
controlling five analog functions.

housing. An obvious beneficial
side effect is a reduction in

Specifically in the J18X, the
wide-angle capability was increased along with the weight re-

ductions to achieve a 55 -degree
horizontal 8.5 mm-wider angle
capacity. In additon, the J8X6 super -wide showed a new built-in
2X extender.
Always reacting swiftly to market demands, Fujinon introduced

The core of this system is expand-

able with different combinations
of control panel elements.

Naturally, with all these systems, there is a great variety in
capabilities depending on what

a new, wider angle ENG-style

the customer specifies, and prices

lens, the 18 x 18.5 model. Other
market changes are occurring in

good -quality programmable re-

the % -inch area, and the company
is ready here with the 15 x 8, espe-

vary accordingly. Yet another

mote control with different options comes from Vinten. Long

cially suited for the Sony BVP
360, Philips LDK 26, and the
Hitachi SK 970. Fujinon also

known for its support equipment,
Vinten enters this particular market with its Microswift 200. A digital system offering many configu-

rations, the Microswift provides
78

at the same focal length on the
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Canon's display included its PV18
X11B lens with camera mounted atop
its pedestal.

showed a range of other lens products and viewing changes to come

in the electronics for lenses.
Schneider centered its dem-
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onstrations around the ENG/EFP
product area, offering the 14 x 9
mm for the % -inch cameras, la-

ing two FM audio tracks in addi-

Type C is still alive and well as wit-

tion to two audio signals on the lon-

beled TV -56. The 17X lenses with

Designed in a rack -mounted configuration, the AU -650 recorder is
a studio machine that permits up to
95 minutes of programming using
half -inch metal tape in a normal -

nessed by the attendees at various
demonstrations going on. Prominent among these displays was the

2X flip -in range extender and
diascope were also on hand for
studio/EFP applications, type TV 80. The TV -56 is a true apochro-

matic design particularly appropriate for CCD cameras.
Also with impact in the industry, Angenieux concentrated in
field units with 14 x 7, f1.6 extreme -wide horizontal field lenses
for % -inch cameras. Offering 64

degrees horizontally, the unit has
macro capability and a built-in 2X
range extender.

VTRs Assemble Forces
for Format Wars
The future of videotape recording
(digital) was notably absent from
this year's SMPTE show. Instead,
the VTR/VCR picture was colored
by the past with the 30th anniversary of the Ampex videotape recorder. A session of personal reminiscences about the developments
of the first Ampex VTR was delivered by Ray Dolby, and one of the

early machines, with its racks of
tubes, was on display at the Merlin

Engineering booth. The present
state of the market was no less in
evidence, as the format battle be-

gun with so much fanfare at the
NAB continued at SMPTE, with
the M -II and Betacam lines being
squarely drawn.
In fact, NBC held a press demonstration concurrent with the
SMPTE show to demonstrate that

gitudinal tracks.

size cassette, or 23 minutes in a
pocket-size cassette. The 650 is reportedly available now and is billed
as a recorder/editor/player. In asso-

ciation with Panasonic in providing the M -II format machines will
be, at least for now, JVC.
The Beta camp, headed of course

by Sony, now includes Ampex,
which will soon be building in the
U.S., Bosch (or BTS), and Thomson-CSF. What becomes most obvi-

ous in this review is that compatibility and standards adherence, at

least in recorders, is nowhere in
site despite honorable efforts by
SMPTE, the exception for now being the D-1.
The skirmish extends beyond the

portable market. The production
and playback arena received stimulation from the format conflict as
well. Positioning themselves as the
most effective solution to the

multiformat question, Panasonic
goes on to suggest that M -II can

replace Type C. This remains to be
seen. And, according to a paper delivered by 3M's Robert Herman, it
will take even longer for digital, or
any other format, to supplant Type

C than it took Type C to replace
quad (that was a four-year fight).
Some other exhibitor's seemed
also to be convinced that one -inch

been made and that the units were
in fine working order. Also in fine
working order is the now fully organized new company, Panasonic

trend in broadcasting towards systems installations making for more
economical use of equipment, ensuring compatibility, and allowing
for fast, reliable operation as well
as plenty of aftermarket support by
the one, known source.

Another rather large company
that has invested time and money
both into Type C products and into
system configuration is Sony. The
demonstration of the system concept
was also the lone place for the D-1
appearance. It was not on the
SMPTE exhibit floor, but in a sepa-

rate press conference held in conjunction with Quantel announcing
the "All -Digital Production Center"

that included the Paint Box and
other graphics gear. As far as the
product most affecting today's
broadcast industry, one -inch Type C

was certainly present in its many
models. The BVH-2000 series occupied a large section of the VTR dis-

play, including the 2800, Sony's

offering the various control panel
types, providing variations on the
full -edit facility, dynamic tracking
with a range of speeds, and an integral time base corrector.

In addition to formats and features, of concern in the VTR market are the current problems developing with serial interface.

NR and hooks to NEC's SP 3A
CCD camera, Ikegami's HL 95, and

of course Panasonic's own units.
The AU -500 is also a field recorder,
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at the convention the growing

there were other 2000s there as well,

corder. The AU -400 has Dolby C

BM/E

combination) into what it termed a
Command Center. The high -quality products of Ampex are, by now,
well known to almost all attendees
and readers, but the marketing approach may be less clear. At least
until now. Incorporating its product lines into the centralized command stations, Ampex emphasized

dinal analog channels. Of course,

Broadcast Systems, ready to develop as it charts out its new
course. It will do so with analog
component products such as the
AU -400 camera -mounting re-

80

and VPR 3s (in conjunction with
the Zeus TBC-an Emmy-winning

PCM sound VTR with five channels
of audio: two PCM and three longitu-

delivery of the M -II equipment had

though not a camera/recorder device, and provides color playback
through a monitor as well as offer-

incorporation of the Ampex VPR 6s

The Ampex VPR-3 and Zeus time base

corrector drew attention from
attendees.

Production Switchers
Advance Interfaces

It has been said that VTR technology drives the switcher business.

Since the switcher is where every-

recent years. Vendors continue to

thing comes together, especially
the VTR and editing connections,
it's old news that manufacturers
are faced with the challenge of

wider market of video users. At
SMPTE, Fortel introduced its

making their production switchers

interfaceable with an increasing
amount of technology made for
such things as digital video effects
and computer graphics. Fortu-

nately for the industry, this challenge is being met, with effects
built-in in many models. Serial in-

puts for interfacing with editing
systems are also common. Such
features were typical of many of
the switchers displayed at SMPTE.

The show saw the North American premier of Central Dynamics'
Strata 7 production switcher,
which-as the name implies-can
overlay up to seven layers of images. The full range of CDL gear
was on hand, exemplifying their
committment to the U.S. market.
Further, the trend toward incorporating digital effects was typified by Grass Valley's showing of
its versatile Kaleidoscope DPM-1
digital effects system, which can
integrate handily into their model
300 switcher. The ability to operate with any editing system is one
of the many attributes of Ampex's

trim prices to attract an ever DHP 525 TBC. a solid, economical

unit priced for those who don't
need the extras. The Alta Group
displayed its Pyxis digital video
production system, a two -channel
TBC with built-in digital effects,
and its Cygnus, a single -channel,
infinite -window device with builtin production effects. Hotronic
Showed the AE61 and 61B units

with constant H phase for

matched frame edit. Nova Systems' emphasis was on its model

In related hardware, Leitch emphasized its CSD-5300N master

clock system driver. Datum, a

maker of timing products, introduced its 5130 SID encoder and
5320 SID reader for the relay of
source identification data.

Test & Measurement
Computes Market
Change

As the markets of other video gear

shifts, so too must the test and

measurement manufacturers. Essential to the implementation of
broadcasting's increasing number

620, providing full frame of video
storage.

of new technologies and video for-

piece for its display was the RP -1
3D digital effects system, let it not

them. This firmly in mind, manufacturers of test gear are introduc-

Though Microtime's center-

be misconstrued that Microtime

isn't still a major force in time

base correctors. Also on display at
the booth were the T-220 format -

interchange TBC, the T -320D
TBC, and the S-230 frame synchronizer. Further developments
in frame synchronizers were evident at the For -A booth with its
FA -800 Autocor unit, now with

mats is the end user's ability to

effectively test and measure

ing a variety of new equipment,
some of which was seen for the
first time at the 128th SMPTE.
Magni Systems, Inc, unveiled
its model 1515 component analog
test signal generator, the first instrument, according to its makers,
to generate both component analog video (CAV) and NTSC composite signals. The 1515 is avail-

in

three

different

able

popular AVC Century series,

enhanced TBC capability for correcting Type C VTRs. In addition,
Scientific- Atlanta's Digital Video

shown at the company's booth as
part of its Command Center. The
Command Center reinforced the
systems- integration approach

TBC/framestore and its DPS165A frame synchronizer, which

manner similar to that used for

spurred on by changing market
conditions that seem so prevalent
these days.
Ross Video introduced its new
216A, a full -featured compact

switcher that improves on the
216, offering encoded chroma keying, regenerator with genlock,
and pattern limits. Crosspoint

Latch showed its compact post production switcher, the 8200A
Excalibur, which has two built-in
time base correctors and a host of

other features that offer what
used to be only high- ticket
capabilities.

Systems Division added a comb
filter to its DPS-175A

also now incorporates a single wire remote control.
Other processing developments
occurred, appropriately enough,
in the realm of SMPTE time code
equipment. RTI, Research Technology, International, combined a
time code generator and videotape
analyzer in its unique DV -5 unit.

Amherst Electronic Instrument's

Amicon intelligent controller

combines a TBC, SMPTE/EBU
time code and control track
reader, and machine control functions. Evertz, a company known
for its time code products, showed

its Chaser, a time code based
chase synchronizer, and Emu-

configurations, including systems
for the M -II and Betacam formats.
Connected to a waveform monitor,
it can be used to check CAV in a
NTSC.

Magni also announced Option
DV -422, software for its 2015 tele-

vision signal synthesizer, which
uses an IBM PC to create optimum signals for testing + a wide
range of television systems. DV 422 is part of Magni's plan to issue
disk -based software to users of the
2015 as new standards become defined for CAV, HDTV, and others

that may come along.
Tektronix's response to the
CAV trend includes their TSG300 test signal generator, WFM-

300 waveform monitor, and
650HR-C component/composite

lator, an audio transport interface

picture monitor, all of which were
shown at the company's expansive
booth. Addressing the mobile sat-

Semiconductor technology has
lowered the cost and widened the

video edit suite without the need
for extra VTRs and external tape

premiered its 1705 spectrum monitor at SMPTE. The unit is porta-

market for timebase correctors in

synchronizers.

Video Processing
Expands Domain

that integrates audio into the

ellite uplinking trend, Tektronix

ble and costs less than a fullBM/E
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fledged spectrum analyzer, but
the system

still enables

an

uplinker in the field to identify
satellite carriers and accurately
peak his dish.
Having grown at a very rapid
pace and making its niche in the
reasonably priced, quality product area, Videotek featured its
new TSM-60 waveform monitor,

available in NTSC, PAL, and

PAL -M standards. Another
Videotek introduction at SMPTE

for another of today's hot areasstereo-was the APM-2RS audio
program monitor. It indicates
phase on a 10 -segment bar graph
VU and takes up only 3.5 inches of
vertical rack space.
As television stations continue

to convert to BTSC stereo, ven-

dors continue to introduce increasingly precise gear for check-

ing it. Present at SMPTE were
Sound Technology's 1530A BTSC
analyzer monitor and 3100A pro-

grammable audio generator. The
two perform computerized, com-

prehensive, rapid tests of a BTSC
system, with a CRT on the 1530A
for display of results.
TFT has certainly carved out a
major corner of the stereo measuring market due in no small part to

displayed several items from the
full line of Shibasoku measuring
instruments, although Asaca's

major emphasis was on their

ACL-6000C automatic random

surements can be made on a

access cart system.
In what may presage greater attention to the broadcast market in
the future, Hewlett-Packard demonstrated their HP 51810S video
measurement system. It will mea-

broadcast BTSC stereo composite
signal. Belar's display included its

video parameters automatically,

the model 850 aural modulation
monitor. It includes a wideband
demodulator so that complete aural proof -of -performance mea-

TVM-210 and 220 TV stereo

modulation systems and, like

TFT, also showed several other
products, including modulation
monitors for FM stereo and for
AM.

Other major manufacturers of

test equipment at SMPTE in-

cluded Rohde & Schwarz, showing

their new UPA, a complete audio
analysis system, and their video
analyzer UVF and signal generator SMG; Philips, introducing the
U.S. to their low-cost PM 5646 TV

test signal generator; and Asaca

sure over 60 NTSC baseband

and incorporates an HP 300 series

computer that can perform other

functions besides measuring
video product quality.

Audio Speaks
Softly

Audio tends to take a back seat at
the SMPTE conference, but not to
the extent it used to. This year, an
emphasis on post -production, up-

dated production tools, and the

continued focus on digital trends
gave audio engineers something

Advancing technologies can move at
such a rate a new product may blur
by without offering the true explanation of why it was developed in the
first place.
Quite simply the new GLM is a

superior studio quality microphone
that incorporates all the benefits
of its larger more conventional
predecessors.
Crown technology has always
ignored the conventions of new

product development and recognized
no limits in achieving the ultimate
in professional quality.
See your nearest Crown dealer. Find
out how this incredibly small microphone achieves such a high level
of performance.
Crown International, I c., (219) 294-8000
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517

°crown,
Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
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to see at a show where video ef-

fects and frame synchronizers
abound.

There were even several new
product introductions; some of
them major additions to the field,

others mere useful items of the
bread-and-butter variety. Some of
the more exciting developments
have taken place in the infant cat-

egory of computerized audio

editors.

New audio editors

Audio editing incorporating

some form of computerization is a

category that sees increasing en-

tries at each NAB show. Now,
there is a new focus on editors spe-

cifically for audio for video post,
and the newest ones feature digital storage.

Last year, along these lines,
Lexicon showed a project in its
early stages in a private suite. At
the time, it was called RDI, for
random-access

disk -based pro-

cessing, and could perform six
channels worth of audio mixing
and editing functions digitally.
Now the project is about to become an actual product, emerging

ing veterans. It almost looks as if
Lexicon has gone into the console

business to gain industry
acceptance.

Another digital audio editing
system that debuted at the NAB
show was Advanced Music System's Audiofile. It also accepts
multiple channels of audio and
stores it digitally, and it can edit
or playback. There is similar cueing capability, but there are some
differences in features.
Audiofile is in the product stage

now and is designed to be used
with a studio's existing console.
However, AMS recently purchased Calrec Audio, a console
manufacturer, so it seems likely
that the company will soon have a
console dedicated to working with
the Audiofile. The system can also
store up to two hours of mono au-

dio, and the cost of a system is

about $70,000. AMS will also be
offering upgrades to the system on
floppy disk at no extra charge.
Noticeably absent at the show
were the digital store -and -play-

back systems that are trying to
find a market in radio stations.
They would seem to have a logical

in prototype form as Opus at the

home in the storing of sound ef-

SMPTE show.

fects for video post, but their costs

The concept has turned into a
full-fledged 12 -channel mixing editing console in actual console
form, faders and all. Lexicon has
done everything possible to give
audio engineers a product that
feels familiar. One feature that
survived intact from the R&D
phase of last year is the cue wheel,
which gives the feel and sound of

cueing tape-only without the

tape.
Opus can record or play back up

to eight events simultaneously
from digital or analog sources;
therefore, eight -track production
is possible. Each hard disk stores

120 minutes of full bandwidth,
mono audio, and a system can
have up to four hard disks. Lexicon is planning product availability in the spring and says a half dozen systems have already been
spoken for. Fully configured,
Opus will cost around $200,000.
The development of this product

has taken an interesting turn in
an effort to appeal to audio record-

might be prohibitive while cart

A surprise introduction was an audio
editor, The Boss, from Alpha Audio.

away. One major advantage over
wired systems is the elimination

of the wire, which usually runs
from the intercom system to the
talent. The wireless IFB is made
to work with any multichannel intercom master station such as Telex's own IC-2MA or IC -4M.
Telex also has a new ENG wireless mic system called the ENG-4.
It features a four -channel receiver

spreadout over two adjacent TV

channel frequencies between
channels 7 and 13, a switchable

compander, and adjustable mic or
line level.
Micron also showed new wire-

less products in the 500 series,

machines, and now CDs, are still
in use.

with CNS, a noise supression feature. The CNS TX503 hand-held

The word is wireless

and the CNS TX501 and TX 502
are updates of the TX 101 and TX

The use of wireless mics and
systems for production has been
steadily rising over the past few
years. There are more players
than ever in the field now, and
there were several new product
introductions at the show.
Shure Brothers unveiled two

mic is an update of the TX203,
102.

Cetec Vega also introduced sev-

eral wireless products. Two new
mic systems, the Traveler 1 and
Reporter 1 are for ENG and EFP
use and operate on VHF frequencies. Also new is the Model 66B

wireless mic systems, the W1020

professional portable wireless mic

for the same quality response

And as evidence of the growing
popularity of wireless systems for
ENG and production, two companies that make wireless products
introduced special compact carrying cases. The Sennheiser Model
RS -2012 is a "six-pack," housing

nondiversity and the W1025 diversity. Each includes a body pack transmitter, receiver, and
lavalier mic, and Shure is aiming
from its wireless systems as from
its other microphones.

Telex introduced a number of
new wireless products, including

a new wireless IFB (interrupt

feedback). IFBs are becoming a
crucial production and ENG tool,
and Telex's wireless system can

cue talent from up to 300 feet

receiver. It features a GaAsFET
(gallium -arsenide field-effect
transistor) front-end and its range
extends to up to 1200 feet.

up to six VHF transmitters and
six receivers. Power voltage and
RF for the six come from a cornBM/E
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mon supply, and each of the six
can be monitored separately or
together.

HM Electronics' Field Pac receiver case houses up to four of the

company's receivers and contains
the electronics of an antenna di-

versity system for full diversity
reception.

Enhancing the sound

At just about every industry
show lately, any talk of audio

sooner or later lands on the subject of Dolby SR-the new spectral
recording process, which produc-

tion engineers are saying equals
or surpasses the performace of
digital recording. The signal processing provides noise reduction
but also increases the dynamic
range and extends the headroom.
Dolby reports that SR cards are in

demand, especially in film
production.

Industry insiders are also reporting that many production
houses are switching to Dolby SR

and delaying the conversion to

digital recording. The next step is

that ATR manufacturers are interested in incorporating the SR
process into their machines. That
development showed up about two

weeks after the SMPTE show at
the AES.
MIDI control is a necessity the
video production industry has had

to address recently. Eventide in-

troduced it as a feature to the

SP2016. And it's also a feature of

a new digital reverb and effects

unit from AKG. The microphone
company bought Ursa Major last
year and formed a digital products
division as a result. The ADR-68K
has a two-in/four-out design and
features a range of reverb and digital effects.
One digital audio product drawing a great deal of interest at the
SMPTE show was New England
Digital's Synclavier digital music

system. It was unveiled at last
year's NAB show, and later appeared at the AES show.

Digital multitrack

With developments such as
Dolby SR making an impact in
the industry, there's some question as to the future of digital
84
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Solid State Logic's SL 4000 finds many applications in the audio sweetening
being done in television today.

ATRs and multitrack recorders.
Aside

from overall questions

about digital, there is still a difference over formats. Sony re-

at a steadier, if more leisurely,
pace. There has been an increased

mains the flag holder for the

emphasis on test equipment and
production tools for stereo, and
audio engineers in TV and video

DASH format and is the only com-

production have spent the time re-

pany to date with a DASH recorder. Mitsubishi and Otari both
have PD (ProDigital) machines on
the market, with AEG expected to
come out with a product this year.
But while some highly competi-

tive production houses feel the

need to convert to digital to gain
an "edge," it seems clear that the

move toward digital has been
slowed somewhat by Dolby, and it

might be a while for the forces of
digital to gather any momentum
in the video post -production part

of the industry. The one area

where digital recording does seem
to be gaining acceptance is in the

music recording industry, where
the rise in popularity of compact
discs is causing a demand for a
digital process from start to
finish.

At the SMPTE show, Mitsubishi introduced the X-400, a 16 -

track digital recorder in the PD
format. The 16 -track configura-

tion was designed specifically
with the video post -production
market in mind.

MTS hits a plateau

While just one year ago MTS
was the hot topic at the SMPTE
show, this year it took more of a
back seat to other developments.
For one thing, conversions by TV
stations to stereo sound have
slowed somewhat and, instead of
soaring upward, are now growing

learning, or at least rethinking
the way they have done things in
the past.
But stereo sound is still in demand, and post -production houses
have been gearing up with overall

improvements to audio booths.

Important additions are new con-

soles designed to handle stereo
with ease; synthesizers, for old
video and film without stereo

sound; and such essentials as
phase meters, to ensure mono

compatibility. Kintek, which already has a stereo simulator on
the market, introduced a phase
meter, the KT -932. It features an
LED bar graph with discrete readings in one -degree increments to
30 degrees, and six -degree increments to 180 degrees.

Consoles and integration

Nowhere is the marriage of audio to video more apparent that in
the console sector of the industry.

Large, automated, digital

con-

soles seem tailor-made to handle
the increased striving for quality
audio in video production. This is
especially evident in TV, on the
network level, where, for example, stereo -minded NBC has purchased many consoles from Solid
State Logic to accomodate the new
sound.

SSL and Quantel, primarily a

video company, recently merged,

and there are indications that

other such moves may not be far
behind.
Neve, which also manufactures
digital audio consoles with video

mization of battery downtime is
another, and there was a variety
of chargers on hand for this pur-

tem, which it is promoting as the
solution to the need for a single,
standard battery connector for on -

processor -controlled charger,
which prevents overcharging.

company Siemens. That diverse

Anton/Bauer exhibited a full dis-

boards. For a one-time fee, PAG
says it will license the design in
perpetuity to all camera and battery manufacturers. Time will tell

corporation has voiced an interest
in making inroads into the video

play of chargers for every conceiv-

if this one -hand, top -locking inter-

switcher market in the U.S. and

the popular Anton/Bauer Snap-

has also said it would like to

tures. Cine 60, Frezzi, and
Perrott, of course in the forefront

Ons.

merge with a well -established

of fast chargers and trickle -charge
devices, drew considerable attention there as did Pro, G + M, PAG,
and Paco.
Accessories for on -board batter-

Microwave Shrinks
with Possibilities

production in mind, was bought

last year by the large Austrian

video company reminiscent of the
SSL-Quantel joining. The feeling

seems to be that in the U.S., the
video post -production market is
growing and perhaps healthy
enough to support marketing
from overseas.
One console maker trying to go

pose. Alexander showed its micro-

able use with a variety of fea-

ies included Anton/Bauer's
DataTrap, which sandwiches between their Snap-On bracket and

battery to measure and display

it alone also aims its products at

power consumption. Another was
Frezzi's new Power -Ups -Inter-

Harrison showed its Series X vir-

face, and uninterruptable power

tual, fully automated console. It

supply that allows you to keep on
shooting without stopping to
change batteries.
PAG America showed their

the post -production industry.

was an updated version of the one
shown last year.

Batteries Power
Ahead

Paglock battery connector sys-

face replaces all others, including

It's not only the wavelength that's
small when it comes to broadcast
microwave technology today, the
equipment itself is shrinking.

Trends in microwave cited by
manufacturers at SMPTE included portability to get in and
out of news situations quickly and
even to get live shots never before

possible (from a galloping race
horse, for

instance).

Smaller,

lighter high-performance transmitters, and mobile and ultra-mo-

All the R&D in the world can go
into a new ENG camera, light, or

portable VCR, but their performance still hinges on dependable
battery power. Battery manufacturers at the SMPTE show were
clearly keeping a close watch on
developments in camera/recorder

design and are planning their

Our new still stores will get heavy use.
How can I be sure we'll get the mailability
we need?

Your best bet is Harris. Their still stores are in so many
stations you know they're reliable-and you can always
depend on Harris for quality and service.

product lines accordingly. New to
the show was Perrott's MP309s, a
2.75 pound silver zinc clip -on developed specifically for Betacam
and M -II camera/recorders. It is

worth noting that CCD cameras

require less power than tradi-

tional tube cameras do, so they
can use smaller batteries. "On

board" models outnumbered battery belts at the show.
Emerging from the plethora of

nicad, lead acid, and silver zinc
batteries shown was the obvious
fact that ENG/EFP applications
predominate. Among the exceptions were G + M Power Products'

introduction of its giant super block dual 12 V 10 AH battery
pack, which is designed for use
with Panavision and Moviecam
motion picture cameras.
Longevity is, of course, a key
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bile systems, were much in evidence. One bit of a shift in the
marketing spectrum of these
products came in the sale of MIACOM's sale of its ENG line of microwave gear to Microwave Radio,

both of which shared a booth at
the show.

Nurad featured portable units
at its extensive demonstration.
Nurad, long known for its adapt-

ability to the requirements of
ENG, showed helicopter units as
well as various design configurations for different situations.
Ikegami, though famous for its
ENG cameras, is very big in ENG
microwave gear too and may con-

sider making an even stronger
push in the U.S. with this equipment. Harris, of course, is always
to be reckoned with in this area,
and its display at the convention
showed its versatile approach to
this department. RF Technology

also had a complete display of por-

table and standard microwave
gear.

Automation/Master
Control Change
Route

didn't say exactly what its new

system as an off-line compiler,

as a state-of-the-art approach to

changed the software and came up

with an on line machine control
system.
Utah Scientific, which created a
stir at NAB with its Dynabus data

network, which is much faster

than the ESBus protocol (which
emerged at the last NAB as the
standard), continued to make that
point on the floor and at one technical session. Exhibited were
SMC-1 serial machine controllers
bus tap -offs.
There was less news at other exhibits. Grass Valley showed its in-

tegrated automated systems capability with the focal point being
the master control switcher. All of

the hardware was familiar-the
Horizon family of routing switchers and the M-200 master control

type next -generation routing
switcher in a private hotel suite,
said, "Wait 'til next NAB."
Building from its machine control technology found in Q -Driver,

Merlin showed some remarkable

software to integrate Sony's
Betacart MERP into a total system environment. Alamar, also
working out of a machine control

context, showed new cart automa-

tion software. Lake, on the other
hand, incorporating its cart automation expertise, unveiled some
new software packages designed
to move it further into the field of
BM/E
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provide a "better on -air look." The
system will use the H -P 9000 Series 300 computer, which uses the

UNIX operating system and a
68020 CPU.

In the area of VCR robotized
players Sony, Odetics, and Asaca

were present with pretty much

the same displays as at NAB, except that Odetics was demonstrating primarily control of Betacarts.

The system is now being delivered, said Odetics, with four stations already having installations. Asaca, which still handles

the most number of cassettes

(600) stressed the ability to handle both Betacam and M -II.
Software control, which has
been the watch word of Lake Sys-

forced its showing from the NAB.

The same was true for Dynair,
which last April

showed

its

display showing superior tran-

(Bosch/Philips), showing a proto-

switcher would do, it described it

trade names of Broadcastops,
Productionops, and Multiops,

showed a similar capability built
around the SDS-2 Signal Distribution System. Intergroup rein-

that went to NAB Dallas elected

to show at SMPTE, but four of
those who did made significant
new product announcements:
Merlin, Lake, Alamar, and AF
Associates. And a fifth, BTS

controlled

tems, took on new meaning at
SMPTE as the company announced three new proprietary

ference exhibit area was the place

to be. Not every manufacturer

automated machine

distribution and master control

switcher. Central Dynamics

ESBus compatible Series 1 machine controllers and its Advanced Technology Distribution
and Switching systems that feature 120 MHz bandwidth.

If control and automation of your

plant operations-TV, post -production or cable-is your major
concern, the 128th SMPTE Con-
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not only on -air broadcasting and
cable, but post -production operations as well. AF Associates,
which at NAB showed its Pegasus

Dynair did have a new dramatic
sient response. Di -tech, which unveiled a new high -density routing

switcher at NAB caught the attention of SMPTE visitors by virtue of its eye -stopping physical di-

mensions, but, if that were not
enough, its associated color CRT
system controller with extremely
easy -to -read

displays was cer-

tainly captivating.
Image Video Limited made

some news in the routing switcher
field by adding to its high -density
line an RGB (Y) model, the 9400.

Hedco had a new BPE 301 1x8
switcher that was portable and

software packages. Using the

each program is designed to meet
the special needs of different industry sectors. For broadcasters,
interfaces and software allow
simultaneous two -channel operations (on -air and off-line compiling). Spots and program segments
can be stored singly or in

timecode-identified slots (cassettes, reels, or disks). Up to 75

A/V sources can be addressed. An
execution log can be downloaded

from a traffic computer. For network switching centers or cable
operators, Multiops is similar except that it can be configured to
operate up to ten independently

scheduled channels simultaneously.

The Productionops program

gives Lake an entry into post -production houses. Already installed
by NFL Films, the program saves

a great deal of painstaking labor.

Dubbing, assembling, and con-

battery operated. Videomedia discussed its distributed intelligence

forming operations are performed
automatically. Lake reports interfaces are being developed to inte-

NAB) and did have one new piece
of equipment, the VMC-3000

grate Sony D-1 DVTRs and the

Q -Start II approach (shown at

Traffic Controller. While Bosch

new small VTR formats (Betacart
and M -II) into systems that pro -

4111YMMIX111.

duce both time -coded air -ready

Driver to integrate play functions

beyond the parameters of the

commerical insertion, cart machine substitution, delayed pro-

spot reels. Lake adds that in addition to saving labor, more utilization of machine time is possible.
Midnight "automation shifts" can
be scheduled.
All of the new Lake programs
load into the company's 68000 microcomputer shown at last year's

Betacart. Through the Q -Driver's

friendly track -ball, the operator

gramming, and timed remote control. Program cueing includes

can control the system without going to a keyboard. During SMPTE

confirmation of content. Alamar
also introduced a computerized

demos, actual Betacart control
panels were simulated on the

IBM XT/AT or compatible) library

cassettes and Type C and quad

NAB. Interfaces with machines
use ESBus protocol. Earlier La Kart commercial insertion system
customers can upgrade to the lat-

est configuration for as little as

$14,000. Under development are
additional software modules to interface with various computers.
Clever software along with
barcode usage was the approach

taken by Merlin to help Sony
Betacart MERPs users integrate
automated spot playing equipment into a broadcaster's whole

system. After hearing how

Betacart users have independently managed to integrate the
spot players with the overall plant

operation, Merlin set out to develop a "standardized" approach
building on its intelligent machine control Q -Driver system.
Betacart can be connected directly
into the ME -448 automation control system and, at the same time,

interface through an RS422 bus
and unit controllers to other ma-

5100), but changing instructions,
Pegasus can operate machines on

system that catalogs all film and
videotape programming. Information blocks include type, length,
description, and comment. Program entries can have run -sheet
data included. Program segments
can appear on many separate reel
entries.
The excitement in sync equip-

line.

ment was generated by Grass Val-

computer CRT.

New software was the basis of
AF Associates' Pegasus Automation 5150 system. The hardware is
the same as offered in its off-line

compilaton system (Pegasus
Alamar showed two new prod-

ley with a new series 9500 de-

ucts at SMPTE. Its new Auto -Cart
automated program controller, replacing the Ala -Cart model, offers
greater capability at only a

signed to "bridge the gap between
price and performance." New

slighty higher price-$7995 compared to $6995. Auto -Cart will
control up to 32 VTRs and also sequence other units such as
telecines, character generators

and switchers. Software permits

technology such as the SPG gate
array designed by GVG made all
this possible (one 44 -pin IC has
2100 logic gates equivalent to 121

standard 14 -inch ICs). A source
synchronizing generator sells for
$1800, a reference sync for $2900,
and a master reference for $3500.

Sure-I know a still store will help productivity in
operations, but it also needs proven features that can
stimulate our creativity.

Give Ikrrris a call. They've already got more
than 100 IRIS systems in the field, and a
reputation for really useful features.

chines-electronic still stores,
telecines, VTRs etc.

Then, using a PC -compatible
computer and software, Merlin
came up with a management sys-

tem for Betacarts that identifies
and controls all carts in the plant.

Through the use of barcodes,
Merlin interfaces with traffic,
downloading the playlist and interrogating the data base to assure that all carts are accounted
for and all barcode IDs matched.
Called the Barkeeper, the system
also monitors the log, the playlist,
and the cassette locations to pre-

vent missing or duplicated (or

misidentified) IDs from coming

up. In a sense, Merlin can do some
of the things expected of a library

managment system that Sony
talked about at NAB Dallas as
"future systems."
This same computer system be-

comes a subsystem of the Q -
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Multiple Choice:
What do you need in an audio console?
Every application is different; what are your
requirements? Should the input section be stereo or mono, mic or line? What kind of outputs
and subgrouping do you need? Is a matrix mix
important? Do you require mix -minus capabilities? What about metering, timers, tape
remotes, mainframes, future expansion?
A-500 Radio
On -Air

WHEATSTONE consoles give you all the choices. Our sales

engineers listen to your requirements, then work with you
and plan your console from the first module to the last VU
meter. The result is custom -configured equipment built
specifically to your needs.
The truth is, there's only one choice when specifying broadcast equipment: QUALITY. There's simply no room in
broadcast for cutting corners; when you're on -the -air the
phrase "Time is Money" takes on real meaning.
SP -5 Stereo

Production
TV -80 Television Master

So whatever your application, stereo or multi-

track production, television master control,
on -air, video edit, or mobile installation, consult WHEATSTONE.
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........... . ...................

QUALITY
There's No Better
Choice.

3224 Multi -Track

AVVheotrtone Corporation
6720 VIP Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13211 (315-455-7740)
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Nobody

does it better!

Ward -Beck's all -new D8212 Audio Distribution
System is totally transparent! Absolutely nothing
else on the market today can compare for
precision, performance, packaging or price!

Check these features:
Twelve high-performance modular DAs
each with 8 outputs.
Dual switch -mode power supplies.
31/2" rack mounting frame.
Unique hinged/quick-release front panel.
Gold-plated terminals throughout.
Integral typewriter designation strip.
Unmatched overall performance specifications.
Renowned Ward -Beck Reliability and Quality.

Priced right.

First by Design.

The Ward -Beck D8212 System

- An Investment in

Quality!

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H
2X4. Tel: (416)438-6550 Tlx: 065-25399.

